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"We contacted Smithsonian":
The Wetherills at Mesa Verde
DAVID HARRELL

Nearly one hundred years after their involvement with what is now
Mesa Verde National Park, the Wetherill family of Mancos, Colorado,
remains the subject of disagreement, if not controversy. Praised by
supporters as sensitive pioneers in southwestern archaeology but condemned by detractors as mercenary, shortsighted pothunters-even
vandals-the Wetherills enjoy, or perhaps endure, an ambiguous fame.
Despite this ambiguity, however, a number of complimentary testimonials to the family's work have endured: testimonials both archaeological and literary. Indicative of the former are the number of
artifacts obtained by the Wetherills and still on display in various museums, as well as the official acceptance of the name "Wetherill" for
one of the mesas in the national park.! Of particular interest here,
David Harrell is a doctoral candidate in the English Department in the University
of New Mexico. He is co-editor of an anthology of sixteenth- and seventeenth-century
European exploration narratives to be published by the University of New Mexico Press.
The research for this article, which relates to the author's dissertation on The Professor's
House, was supported in part by a grant from the Graduate Student Association Student
Research Allocations Committee at the University of New Mexico.
1. It was the Swedish scientist Gustaf Nordenskibld who first applied the name
"Wetherill's Mesa" to a plateau in Navajo Canyon where he and the Wetherills excavated
ruins in the summer of 1891. Nordenskibld thought the name appropriate because the
Wetherills "have done so much service in the exploration of these regions." See D. Lloyd
Morgan, trans., The Cliff Dwellers of the Mesa Verde (Glorieta, New Mexico: Rio Grande
Press, 1979), 11, 21.
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The five Wetherill brothers, circa 1893. From left to right, AI, Win, Richard,
Clayton, and John. Courtesy New Mexico State Records Center and Archives.

though, are the literary testimonials, both fictional and nonfictional.
Several of them not only immortalize the role the Wetherills played in
the discovery and excavation of certain Anasazi ruins in Mesa Verde,
but they also perpetuate a decidedly unflattering image of one of the
nation's most venerable institutions, the Smithsonian.
Virtually everyone who has told their story has repeated the undocumented report that the Wetherills tried in vain to convince the
Smithsonian Institution to aid them in their excavations. Frank McNitt
tells perhaps the most familiar version:
Soon after the discovery of Cliff Palace, Richard wrote to the directors of the Smithsonian Institution and to Harvard's Peabody
Museum, requesting that they sponsor himself and his brothers,
or send their own scientists to work with them in the ruins. These
appeals were rejected. 2
Other commentators also accept as fact the essentials of the correspondence although, interestingly, the author of the letter is var2. Frank McNitt, Richard Wetherill: Anasazi (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico
Press, 1957), 36.
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iously identified and the precise contents variously reported. Frances
Gillmor and Louisa Wade Wetherill attribute authorship of the letter
to Richard's father, Ben, who "looked at the relics they [his sons] had
brought back with them, and realized the importance of their finds.
He wrote a letter to the Smithsonian Institution offering them the entire
collection for the cost of excavating."3 Mary Comfort proposes a similar
account. 4 The version told by Richard's brother Al is longer but less
specific on the matter of authorship:
The immensity of the undertaking commenced to worry us so we
appealed to the government to "take over." We felt ourselves against
a blank wall. There is no money to be made at archaeology, either
as a scientific worker or a pothunter, and no future to one's efforts.
There was never any money to do things the way we wanted and,
unless an appropriation was made, no way to do anything. We
contacted Smithsonian to see if that body would be interested in
the project.... 5

"

.< .

EquaIly vague are AI's daughter, Martha Wetherill Stewart ("the Wetherills did endeavor, without success, to interest the Government ... ")
and Richard's widow, Marietta Wetherill ("firs.t, they [Richard and
brothers] tried to get some of our local, like the Smithsonian or any
museum, any good museum, they tried to get them to take an interest
in these ruins ... ").6
These variations notwithstanding, all the accounts agree in the
main on the Smithsonian response to this request for aid: the Institution
was financially unable to support an expedition or purchase a collection
but would be happy to accept any donations. Two of the accounts add
a further qualification: McNitt says that the Smithsonian would accept
a donation "if it measured up to their requirements"; and Al Wetherill,
implying the same thing, says "we lacked financial backing to assemble
3. Frances Gillmor and Louisa Wade Wetherill, Traders to the Navajos (Albuquerque:
University of New Mexico Press, 1953), 35.
4. See Mary Apolline Comfort, Rainbow to Yesterday: The John and Louisa Wetherill
Story (New York: Vantage Press, 1980),21.
5. Benjamin Alfred Wetherill, The Wetherills of the Mesa Verde: Autobiography of Benjamin Alfred Wetherill, ed. Maurine S. Fletcher (London: Associated University Presses,
1977), 128. The University of Nebraska Press issued a paperback edition of this book in
1987.
6. Quoted in ibid., 296. Marietta Wetherill, with Lou Blachly, tape no. 440; Pioneers
Foundation, University of New Mexico Zimmerman Library (July 15, 1953), transcription
by Mary Blumenthal, p. 4.

;i:.
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a collection to meet museum requirements for that worthwhile organization [i.e., the Smithsonian], or any organization."?
The antagonism between the family and the Institution which
these accounts suggest received its most poignant development in a
notable piece of fiction, Willa Cather's novel The Professor's House (1925),
which is based in part upon what Cather was told (and apparently
accepted as fact) when she visited Mancos in 1915 and spoke with a
member of the Wetherill family.
Following "very closely" the story of Richard Wetherill's discovery
of Cliff Palace, Willa Cather has her fictional character Tom Outland
discover the truly spectacular remains of a lost Indian civilization. 8
Properly impressed by his discovery, Outland goes to Washington and
tries, in vain, to interest the Smithsonian Institution in excavating and
preserving the ruins. Instead of the enthusiastic support he had hoped
to receive, Outland encounters a self-serving bureaucracy more interested in European expositions and artifacts than "dead and gone Indians" in the American Southwest. 9 Discouraged and disillusioned,
Outland returns to the ruins to continue exploring them himself.
For her own fictional purposes, Cather expands upon the reputed
role of the Smithsonian to make it even more villainous than other
accounts do. Ordinarily, such liberties would not be a cause for concern
because no one expects complete fidelity even in a novel supposedly
based upon facts. In this case, however, Cather's portrayal of the Smithsonian has received as much widespread tacit acceptance as that of the
7. McNitt, Richard Wetherill, 36. Wetherill, Autobiography, 128. Although it struck the
Wetherills as a cold rejection, this response seems quite in line with the practices of the
day. According to what appears to be an official policy statement in its 1889-1890 Annual
Report, the Smithsonian's Bureau of American Ethnology was openly soliciting the
"collaboration of explorers, writers, and students who are not and may not desire to be
officially connected with the Bureau...." See John Wesley Powell, Eleventh Annual Report
of the Bureau ofAmerican Ethnology (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1894), xxiii.
The statement goes on to promise proper credit for any work performed, but it says
nothing about other compensation. The call, apparently, is for volunteers. Also, it was
not at all uncommon for the Smithsonian to receive (and perhaps expect to receive)
donations and to rely frequently upon volunteer labor, often by the donors themselves.
See Paul H. Oehser, Sons of Science: The Story of the Smithsonian Institution and Its Leaders
(New York: Henry Schuman, 1949), 87-88; Virginia Hull McKimmon Noelke, "The Origin
and Early History of the Bureau of American Ethnology, 1875-1910" (doctoral dissertation, University of Texas at Austin, 1974), 186; and Curtis M. Hinsley, Savages and Scientists: The Smithsonian Institution and the Development of American Anthropology, 1846-1910
(Washington: Smithsonian Institution Press, 1981), 71.
8. Willa Cather, "Literary Experimentation" [a letter about The Professor's House],
Newsletter of the College English Association (October 1940), 5. The letter was reprinted in
Willa Cather on Writing (New York: Alfred A. Knopf. 1949).
9. Willa Cather, The Professor's House (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1925), 235.
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William Henry Holmes. Courtesy
National Anthropological Archives,
Smithsonian Institution.
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Samuel Pierpont Langley. Courtesy
National Air and Space Museum,
Smithsonian Institution.

other accounts, so that one wonders again just how much truth there
was in what the Wetherills told her about their correspondence with
the Institution. 10
Until now, efforts to document the Wetherill-Smithsonian correspondence have gone unrewarded. At the request of Frank McNitt,
Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts, Jr., director of River Basin Surveys, searched
the Smithsonian files but failed to produce any letters from the Wetherills. Twenty years later Maurine S. Fletcher said that proof of contact
with the Smithsonian "has been elusive." ll As already noted, though,
this absence of tangible evidence has not stopped commentators from
accepting as fact, even as common knowledge, that the correspondence
did occur.

10. For examples see the following works: John H. Randall, III, The Landscape and
the Looking Glass (Westport, Connecticut: Greenwood Press, 1960), 205, 212; Leon Edel,
"A Cave of One's Own," and Paul Comeau, "The Professor's House and Anatole France,"
in John J. Murphy, ed., Critical Essays on Willa Cather (Boston: G. K. Hall & Company,
1984), 204, 223; John J. Murphy, "The Mesa Verde Story and Cather's 'Tom Outland's
Story,''' Notes on Modern American Literature, 5 (Spring 1981), 10; David Stouck, "Willa
Cather and The Professor's House: 'Letting Go With The Heart,''' Western American Literature, 7 (Spring 1972), 22; and Patrick J. Sullivan, "Willa Cather's Southwest," Western
American Literature, 7 (Spring 1972), 31.
11. McNitt, Richard Wetherill, 320; Wetherill, Autobiography, 133, n.9.

~,
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At last, some facts about the Wetherill-Smithsonian correspondence are clear since the correspondence itself has now been found. 12
So far, seven letters have emerged: four from B. K. Wetherill (not
Richard, after all, but his father), two from Secretary Samuel Pierpont
Langley, and one from William Henry Holmes, staff archaeologist.
There is probably no way of knowing whether these seven letters
constitute the entire correspondence between the family and the Institution, but at least they answer the outstanding questions.
According to the dates stamped on it at the Smithsonian, the first
Wetherill letter, addressed to "Superintendent, Smithsonian Institute,"
was received on December 20, 1889. In the first paragraph, Ben refers
to Richard's having "directed the party last winter [presumably the
winter of 1888-1889] i.e. McLoyd, Wetherill, et al," a reference which
corresponds to Richard's and Charlie Mason's December 1888 discovery of Cliff Palace. 13 Furthermore, Mason said that Charles McLoyd
was among the first people he and Richard told about their discovery
and a member of the first planned expedition to explore Cliff Palace .14
In the second paragraph Ben proposes that the exploring party he has
organized work "under the Auspices of your institution." Paragraph
three begins with the request, "Would like to hear from you in regard
to the matter." Then in paragraph four Wetherill mentions Richard's
familiarity with the area and his climbing ability as his qualifications
as "guide and prospector for relics...." Wetherill also proposes that
"the Mancos and tributary canons," as well as "Mesa Verda" [sic], be
"reserved as a national park, in order to preserve the curious cliff
houses."ls
12. In response to queries from this author, Deputy Director James R. Glenn of the
National Anthropological Archives and Susan W. Glenn of the Smithsonian Archives
located this correspondence. In addition to the copies of the letters themselves, Deputy
Director Glenn also provided copies of the internal notes of transmittal that accompanied
the rerouting of the first Wetherill letter from one official to another. As an explanation
of why he was able to locate this material when others had failed, Glenn says, "we are
now in a position to find material like this that is much better than Dr. Roberts'." James
R. Glenn to author, April 3, 1985.
13. B. K. Wetherill, to "Superintendent, Smithsonian Institute," December 1889,
Record Unit 189, Assistant Secretary in Charge of the U.S. National Museum, 18601908, Incoming Correspondence, Smithsonian Institution Archives.
14. C. C. Mason, "Discovery and Exploration of Cliff Dwellings in Mesa Verde Told
by Member of First Party," Denver Post, July 1, 1917, p. 6.
15. Wetherill's call for preservation of the ruins through status as a national park
was not new. According to Don Watson, as early as 1886 "a group of Denver people
[had) called attention to the need for a national park to preserve the ruins of the Mesa
Verde." See Don Watson, Indians of the Mesa Verde (Colorado: Mesa Verde Museum
Association, 1961), 27-28. Even so, there was enough foresight in Wetherill's suggestion
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Although this letter is clearly the beginning of their correspondence, it is apparently not the first contact the Wetherills made with the
Smithsonian. The first paragraph contains a reference to "a catalogue"
of handiwork '!of this prehistoric people" that "was sent you"-probably the same catalog described by Frederick H. Chapin, a copy of
which is at the State Historical Society of Colorado in Denver-and
"sold to the Colorado State Historical Society at Denver."16 This is
evidently the sale that McNitt discusses, which was sparked by the
inclusion of the mummy of a child which Clayton Wetherill and Charlie
Mason had found. The terms of the sale were agreed upon in 1889,
and the money, $3,000, changed hands the following year, a chronology
that corresponds to the date of Wetherill's first letter. I?

to elicit praise from current Park Superintendent Robert C. Heyder, who noted that at
the time there was only one other area with national park status: Yellowstone. Interview
with Robert C. Heyder at Mesa Verde National Park, April 4, 1986. Preservation efforts
did not begin to be effective, however, until 1897, when the Colorado Federation of
Women's Clubs joined the fight, expanding three years later into the Colorado Cliff
Dwellings Association. See Watson, Indians of the Mesa Verde, 27-28. This campaign for
preservation was doubtless enhanced by the fairly widespread, though apparently exaggerated, fears that ancient Indian artifacts at Mesa Verde and elsewhere were being
snatched up by "private collectors, commercial interests, and 'foreign powers.'" Noelke,
"Bureau of American Ethnology," 189. Hinsley makes a similar point in Savages and
Scientists, 94.
16. See "Catalogue of Ancient Aztec Relics from the Mancos Cafton, La Plata County,
South-Western Colorado, Collected by an Exploring Party Consisting of Chas. MeLoyd,
1. C. Patrick, J. H. Graham, and A. Wetherill, During the Winter of 1888 and 1889."
Chapin adds, "In this list A. Wetherill represents his several brothers also." See Frederick
Hastings Chapin, The Land of the Cliff-Dwellers (Boston: Appalachian Mountain Club,
1892), 157-58, n.1. Furthermore, Nordenskibld seems to refer to the same document:
"A brief catalogue of this collection [in the possession of the Wetherill family] forms the
first printed notice of the remarkable finds made during the excavations." Nordenskibld,
Cliff Dwellers, 12-13.
17. McNitt, Richard Wetherill, pp. 30-31. A certain amount of controversy and confusion still surround this sale. Despite considerable evidence to the contrary, Maurine
Fletcher contends that the WetherilIs "never sold Mesa Verde collections for profit." See
herreview of the Rio Grande Press edition of Nordenskibld's book in The Western Historical
Quarterly, 11 (April 1980), 201. Moreover, this author's search of the records at the
Colorado State Historical Society in Denver (Office of the Registrar) produced evidence
of only one purchase for $3,000 during this time: that of a collection made in 1892
expressly for the Society by Arthur Wilmarth, who was assisted by the WetherilIs. There
is no mistaking, however, that the Society did purchase collections from the Wetherills
themselves. For one thing, a number of donor cards on file at the Office of the Registrar
have the word "donor" crossed out and the word "PURCHASE" typed above it, followed
by "WETHERILL, AI: Collector and party (Party: Chas. McLoyd [sic], 1. C. Patrick, J.
H. Graham; winter: 1888-89." On subsequent cards this information is condensed to
"WETHERILL, AI: Collector and party." Yet another card, this one from 1894, cites a
purchase from "WETHERILL Brothers, Richard and AI." For another thing, McNitt's

.~.
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Clearly, then, at least part of the Wetherills' story is true: the family
did solicit aid from the Smithsonian. It is also true that their request
was in vain. The Institution's actual response, however, was one of
genuine interest rather than bureaucratic unconcern.
On January 22, 1890, Secretary Langley replied to B. K. Wetherill's
letter of December 1889. He apologized for the delay in responding,
saying that Wetherill's letter had been held for his return to Washington
"and has since then been unfortunately overlooked." The second and
final paragraph expresses a good deal of interest in the project:
I am quite of your opinion that collections of relics from the Cliff
dwellings [sic] should all be brought together in one place. This
seems to me to be necessary, in order that the greatest possible
advantages may result from their study. The Smithsonian Institution, however, is not directly engaged in any explorations of this
character. Such matters are rather within the scope of the Bureau
of Ethnology, of which Major J. W. Powell, is director. I have
referred your letter to him for consideration, and have no doubt
that you will soon hear from him on the subject.
That same day Langley sent Wetherill's letter to Major Powell,
with a cover letter saying, "1 have told him [B. K. Wetherill] that work
of this kind comes within the scope of the Bureau of Ethnology, and
that the matter has been referred to you for consideration." It is interesting that none of the Wetherills ever mentioned any such notification.
On January 29, Powell forwarded the letter to Henry W. Henshaw, his
assistant, who on the next day sent it to William Henry Holmes. At
first glance, this passing of the letter may seem like the sort of bureaucratic run-around that Willa Cather's Tom Outland is subjected to;
but, as the progression and the accompanying notes illustrate, it is
simply an attempt to deliver the letter to the person most qualified to
respond to it. 18
sources for the particular sale in question seem authoritative enough. On December 2,
1953, Dorothy Stuart, Assistant Librarian for the State Historical Society of Colorado
wrote McNitt that Charles McLloyd brought the Wetherill collection to Denver in May
1889, the Society bought it in 1890, and the purchase price was $3,000 (see the New
Mexico State Records Center and Archives, McNitt Collection, box #2). Stuart also sent
McNitt a copy of an article that says not only that the Society bought the Wetherill
collection for $3,000 but also that "only one-half of the purchase price ... being available
[the legislative allotment for that year was only $1,500], three members of the Society
signed personal notes for the balance ($1,500)." See LeRoy R. Hafen, "History of the
State Historical Society of Colorado. Part I," The Colorado Magazine 30 (July 1953), 17677.
18. As a case in point, this author's letters to the Smithsonian were rerouted in
much the same way for much the same reason.
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Holmes's note is especially interesting: "Respectfully returned to
H.W.H. [Henry W. Henshaw]. The matters referred to within are of
so much interest to me personally that I have taken the liberty of writing
directly to Mr. Wetherill. There seems to be no need of other communication with him." The final note, dated January 31 and initialed
H.W.H., makes it clear that Holmes had originally intended to file a
copy of his reply with Wetherill's letter, but then either he or Henshaw
removed it.
Holmes's letter to Wetherill is also dated January 31, 1890. Because
it is probably the document that most affected the Wetherills' attitude
toward the Smithsonian, it is quoted in full:
Your letter recently sent to the Secy. of the Smithsonian Institute in regard to the contemplated exploration of the Mancos
Region has been referred to me for answer-this is because I now
have charge of the division of field exploration.
Of course I would be very much pleased if as you suggest we
could in some way direct the work laid out by you, but it does
not seem practicable at present to do so. For scientific purposes
at least one half of the value of collections depend [sic] upon the
record of data relating to place and manner of discovery. If your
people were required to keep and capable of keeping such records
there wuold [sic] be less need of scientific supervision.
Years ago, (1875) [sic] I surveyed the San Juan country including the Mesa verde [sic] and am therefore thoroughly acquainted with the physical characters. It has always been a squrce
of regret that I had so little time to examine the archaeological
remains. In the near future I may send a party to the region to
survey and map the ruins. Of course it is a pity that they could
not be reserved and preserved, but when their multitude is considered-they cover a good part of four States and Treritories [sic]it seems a Herculean task. Is it not possible for you to map the
ruins visited and to preserve for this Bureau a series of descriptive
notes of work done. This would bea move in the right direction
and might lead to something more.
I would be much pleased to hear from you occasionally and
if we can manage to go in there again we may desire your services. 19
19. William Henry Holmes to Benjamin K. Wetherill, January 31,1890, Manuscript
and Pamphlet File, Habitations, Records of the Department of Anthropology, Smithsonian Institution. This statement of regret was probably genuine. Throughout Holmes's
report of his excavation of Mesa Verde are references to the same limitation, e.g. "It is
to be greatly regretted that extreme haste frequently prevented close and accurate work"
(p. 6) and "others could be seen from the trail, but I found no time to visit them" (p.
12). See William Henry Holmes, A Notice of the Ancient Remains of Southwestern Colorado,

.'
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Surely Holmes was a capable archaeologist, but in this instance
he was no better at tact than he, or his secretary, was at typing (even
the family name in the salutation is misspelled as "Wethreill"). No
doubt the Wetherills were disappointed to read that it was not "practicable" for the Bureau of Ethnology to direct their work, but they may
also have been hurt or even offended by Holmes's imputation that they
were incapable of keeping scientific records, especially since, as will
be shown, they had gone to such pains to do so and since they had
such an intimate interest in the ruins. They may also have inferred
some condescension in the concluding statement, "if we can manage
to go in there again we may desire your services." In these words,
perhaps, the Wetherills detected the coldness that they reiterated in
their subsequent accounts of the correspondence. But despite its disregard for personal feelings, Holmes's letter does express genuine interest in the project itself, and it holds out the hope, at least, of "something
more."
That the Wetherills probably did react strongly to Holmes's words
is suggested by the opening paragraph of Ben's reply (dated February
11, 1890), which immediately describes the family's efforts at recordkeeping: "Yours of Jan 31st received. We keep a strict record of all our
discoveries, where found etc. and all other items of interest." In the
next paragraph, Wetherill notes that, after considerable experience, his
sons "have [now] found how to find, the relics.... " Other statements
in the letter seem to be in direct response to comments from Holmes.
"We can map the ruins visited," Wetherill says, adding, "We have now
a number of photographs of some of them." Then three paragraphs
later, evidently with Holmes's concept of the "multitude" of ruins in
mind, Wetherill says, "1 think, from all information I can gather, that
the ruins in Mancos & tributary canons [sic], are the most extensive
in the country." The letter also reiterates the plea to make the ruins a
national park: "We are particular to preserve the buildings, but fear,
unless the Govt. sees proper, to make a national park of the Canons
[sic], including Mesa Verda [sic] that the tourists, will destroy them.,,20
Examined during the Summer of 1875 (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office,
1876). Another point worth making is that the Wetherills may have read these very
words themselves. As already noted, they were familiar with the annual reports of the
Hayden expeditions, of which the tenth report (published in 1878) contained a slightly
amended reprint of Holmes's article. See Mesa Verde and the Four Corners (Ouray, Colorado: Bear Creek Publishing Company, 1981), 381-408.
20. B. K. Wetherill to Holmes, February 11, 1890, Record Unit 189, Smithsonian
Archives. Indeed, Watson contends that the Wetherills were probably the only early
excavators who kept careful notes. Watson, Cliff Dwellings, 12. As a result, their collections
have "real scientific value." Watson, Indians, 27.
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B. K. Wetherill, second from left, with what may be a Ute wedding party, circa
1892. Courtesy New Mexico State Records Center and Archives.

A curious fact now emerges. Also on February 11, 1890, the same
date of his first letter to Holmes, Wetherill wrote his second letter to
Langley. In neither case does he mention the other recipient. Rather,
he seems to be writing on the same subject to two officials of related
institutions as if they were in mutual isolation. Granted, Langley had
prepared him to hear from Powell at the Bureau of Ethnology, not
Holmes; but in the first paragraph of his letter, quoted above, Holmes
acknowledges the referral from Langley. Why Wetherill does not mention the one to the other is puzzling.
This mystery aside, Wetherill's second letter to Langley enumerates some of the items in the "fine collection of relics" which he and
his sons have been gathering and alludes to the difficulty of removing
things from the canyon, "which is quite an arduous undertaking, having to use pack animals over a very rough trail for 45 miles." Echoing
his comments to Holmes about his family's diligence as amateur archaeologists, Wetherill also notes, "We keep a very carefully prepared
account of every thing of interest, noting where things are found, etc.
etc."
Attached to this Wetherill letter in the Smithsonian files is a note
stamped "G.B.G. [G. Brown Goode, Assistant Secretary] FEB 181890":
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"We agreed that cave reliCs should be collected and ref'd the letter to
Major Powell'and told Mr. Wetherill of the reference." According to
another stamp on the note, the matter was "attended to" on February
21 by R. 1. Geare. 21
If Powell or Geare ever contacted them, the Wetherills did not say.
There was, however, a second letter from Secretary Langley, dated
February 20, only nine days after Wetherill had written:
I have received your letter of February 11, and am glad to hear
that your sons are so earnestly engaged in the work of collecting
relics of the Cliff Dwellers. I regret that, as I told you in my letter
of January 22, the Smithsonian Institution unfortunately is unable
to make arrangements for obtaining large collections of this kind,
but I hope that your sons will have no difficulty in disposing
advantageously of their collections. If you have not heard yet from
Major Powell, you might write to him on the subject. 22
On March 3, 1890, Wetherill wrote not to Powell but to Holmes
again, partly, it seems, to inform him of the new items in their collection, which he says "is larger and contains a greater variety than the
combined collections of the kind in the U.S." More importantly, perhaps, Wetherill also asks for more information on "exactly what you
want in the shape of a map" and presents "one days [sic] description
of work done," the diary entry for December 11 (probably 1889), "in
order to get your idea of notes wanted."23 Clearly, the Wetherills were
trying to comply with Holmes's requirements. If the archaeologist never
responded to these efforts (and so far no such letter has been found)
or if he responded in the same tone as his first letter, then it is little
wonder that the Wetherills would have some ill feelings toward him
and the institution that he represented.
The distinction between villain and victim, however, is not quite
21. B. K. Wetherill to Samuel P, Langley, February 11,1890, Record Unit 189, Smithsonian Archives.
22. Langley to Benjamin Wetherill, February 20, 1890, Record Unit 112, Assistant
Secretary in Charge of the U.S. National Museum, 1879-1907, Outgoing Correspondence, Smithsonian Institution Archives.
23. B. K. Wetherill to Holmes, March 3, 1890, Record Unit 189, Smithsonian Archives. Jack E. Smith, Chief of Research and Cultural Resource Management at Mesa
Verde National Park, questions whether this sample is typical of the Wetherills' notes
or a revision especially well done for Holmes's benefit. For one thing, Smith says, field
notes are seldom taken in pen, as these appear to be. For another, they are impressively
detailed, especially for amateur archaeologists at that time. Interview with Jack E. Smith
at Mesa Verde National Park, April 4, 1986.
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so well defined as the preceding paragraph may suggest. The Wetherills' mercenary interest comes through in this letter more plainly than
in any of the others: "We will finish the ruins in this part of the State
in about three weeks, we [sic] then desire to dispose of it to the best
possible advantage [an echo of Langley's phrase]; and knowing that
you have been through this country & understanding the danger and
difficulty by which they are obtained, can appreciate their value better
than anyone else." It might be added that, despite their respect-even
reverence-for the ruins, the Wetherills never had any scruples about
earning money from their work. Not only, as noted earlier, did they
sell many of the artifacts they found, but they also conducted tours
and sold photographs. 24 After all, they had expenses to meet.
As for Holmes, one mitigating factor might be his consummate
professionalism. During this time, and for several years thereafter,
archaeology in the United States was still a nascent science trying to
establish its academic validity. A good indication of the emerging nature
of American archaeology is the fact that the first Ph.D. in the field was
not awarded until 1892. 25 Moreover, the efforts toward professional
respectability were hampered occasionally by rivalries between members of the profession and further complicated by a general antipathy
among the professionals toward their amateur counterparts. "Often
the amateur archeologist was not overly concerned with scientific method
in his investigations or the conclusions he reached about the origin
and meaning of the artifacts he found."26 Although Holmes, mor~ than
some of his colleagues, tended to excuse "ignorant, misled discoverers
while unmercifully castigating his serious opponents" and although he
himself succumbed on occasion to "imaginative, romantic responses
to the allures of the cliff-dwellers," his personal manner in archaeology,
according to Curtis Hinsley, "was marked by precise observation, remarkable visual clarity, and close attention to form and process."27
Perhaps, then, it is not surprising if he did not give proper credence
to the Wetherills, their methods, and their discoveries. After all, he
had been to Mesa Verde himself thirteen years before the Wetherills,
24. See McNitt, Richard Wetherill, 35-37, 55.
25. Noelke, "Bureau of American Ethnology," 38.
26. Ibid., 94-95. Richard Wetherill was caught in this professional-amateur opposition. Archaeological historian C. W. Ceram calls him "the most exceptional amateur
archaeologist who ever lived in the Southwest" and says that he "suffered the lot of
every great amateur in science. Reluctantly acknowledged by the professional, he was
at the same time always being slandered...." See C. W. Ceram, The First American: A
Story of North American Archaeology (New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1971), 159.
27. Hinsley, Savages and Scientists, 107 and 101.
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and nothing in Ben's letter suggested the magnitude of what Holmes
had missed.
One more point about these letters should be made. Conspicuously
absent from all of the extant Smithsonian correspondence with the
Wetherills is any reference to financial limitations preventing the Institution from supporting the family's expeditions. Perhaps there was
another letter from Holmes or one from Powell that makes that point,
or perhaps the Wetherills inferred it from Langley's phrase that the
Institution "is unable to make arrangements for obtaining large collections of this kind." Even if lack of funds were a problem, it is hardly
accurate to conclude that the Smithsonian was uninterested in American Indian antiquities, as a quick summary of the Institution's actual
work in the field during this time shows.
Supporters of the Wetherills as pioneers in archaeology, both in
general and in the Southwest in particular, tend to create the impression that before this family became involved, virtually nothing was
being done to preserve American· Indian artifacts, that no one else
cared "much about dead and gone Indians."28 Once again, though, the
facts differ from the claims. The first Smithsonian publication, Ancient
Monuments of the Mississippi Valley (1848), was a "monograph in archeology." It was followed two years later by a similar work by one of
the same authors, Aboriginal Monuments of the State of New York. 29 As
one Smithsonian historian says, "Indian life, in the distant as well as
the more recent past, has always been the subject of special interest
to the Smithsonian Institution."3o
Rather than a dearth of activity in the Southwest, there was actually so much work in the late 1860s and early 1870s that the various
explorations and surveys, all supported in part by the Smithsonian,
began competing with each other. As a result, John Wesley Powell
suggested, and Congress agreed, to the consolidation of efforts under
two new bureaus: the U.s. Geological Survey, under the Department
of the Interior, and the Bureau of Ethnology (later named the Bureau
of American Ethnology), under the Smithsonian Institution. This bureau issued its first annual report in 1879-1880, fully eight years before
Richard Wetherill saw Cliff Palace. Furthermore, Powell had personally
explored the mountain region of Colorado to study local Indian tribes,
28. For examples of this belief, see Comfort, Rainbow, 21, and McNitt, Richard Wetherill, 37-38, 43.
29. Oehser, Sons of Science, 83.
30. Gene Gurney, The Smithsonian Institution (New York: Crown Publishers, 1964),
43.
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and the Smithsonian's W. H. Holmes, as already noted, had been well
acquainted with Mesa Verde since 1875. 31
This interest continued unabated so that by 1880, according to
Hinsley, "the Southwest presented the most alluring ethnographic fields
in North America," in which the "bird-like cliff-dwellers of the remote
past" were one of the chief attractions. As a result, "The lower canyon
country of New Mexico and Arizona became the primary regional focus
of Bureau work."32 Granted that these expeditions missed the grandest
cliff-dwelling of all, they were nevertheless far from ignoring or even
slighting American Indian antiquities as a subject of study.
The same year that Richard Wetherill found Cliff Palace, Powell
and Holmes were collecting specimens from Jemez and Rio Grande
Valley; and another Smithsonian official, A. P. Davis, brought back a
collection of artifacts from Pueblo Alto, New Mexico. The same year
that Ben Wetherill wrote his first letter to the Smithsonian, officials
from the Institution were examining ruins in Casa Grande, Arizona. 33
And the same year that Willa Cather was writing The Professor's House,
people from the Smithsonian were excavating Indian ruins in Florida,
California, and Tennessee; were receiving two collections of specimens
from Mesa Verde (whether they were purchased or accepted as donations is not noted); and, despite increased printing costs and consequent delays, were continuing the "unique series of publications on
every phase of Indian life.... "34
Also notable is Smithsonian activity at Mesa Verde itself, even
though it did not occur until a few years after the Wetherills made their
first request. E. L. Hewett was employed by the Smithsonian to be a
member of the survey team that established boundaries for the national
park; and, as already noted, Smithsonian archaeologist (and later director of the Bureau of American Ethnology) Jesse Walter Fewkes was
responsible for much of the excavation of the ruins subsequent to that
done by the Wetherills. 35
31. Oehser, Sons of Science, 81, 83. The name "American" was added to the Bureau's
title in 1894. Judd, The Bureau of American Ethnology, 6.
32. Hinsley, Savages and Scientists, 192.
33. Samuel Pierpont Langley, Annual Report of the Smithsonian Institution, 1888 and
Annual Report, 1890 (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1890), 72, 43.
34. Charles Doolittle Walcott, Annual Report of the Smithsonian Institution, 1924 (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1925), 21-22, 75.
35. W. H. Holmes, Twenty-Seventh Annual Report of the Bureau of American Ethnology
to the Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, 1905-1906 (Washington, D.C.: Government
Printing Office, 1911), 10. For some details of Fewkes's work, see Jesse Walter Fewkes,
"Antiquities of the Mesa Verde National Park/Cliff Palace," Smithsonian Institution Bureau
of American Ethnology, Bulletin 51 (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1911).
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The Wetherills' Alamo Ranch with Mesa Verde in the background. Courtesy
New Mexico State Records Center and Archives.

Given all this interest in American Indian artifacts, one might ask
why the Smithsonian did not jump at the chance to support the Wetherills' excavation. The answer, possibly, is the very one the Wetherills
cited: lack of funds, coupled with prior commitments of limited resources. In 1888 the congressional appropriation for the Bureau of
American Ethnology was $40,000. Of this amount the bureau used
It is worth noting that Fewkes met one or more of the Wetherills on several occasions.
He first met Richard at the Hopi village of Walpi, Arizona, in late summer 1895. In telling
of this meeting, McNitt says, "Evidently the encounter made no particular impression
upon Richard, as it might have had he known how Fewkes would later refer to his work
at Mesa Verde." McNitt, Richard Wetherill, 91. Al Wetherill tells of guiding Fewkes and
his wife to the ruins of Cliff Palace and Spruce Tree House. Wetherill, Autobiography,
191-92. AI's daughter Martha remembers Fewkes visiting them several times in Gallup
when Al was postmaster there; ibid., Autobiography, 194, n.9; and, in a letter to the
superintendent of the National Park Service, Martha claims that Professor Fewkes would
admit that her father had started him "on his Mesa Verde career." Ibid., 294. It should
also be noted that Fewkes has his detractors. For example, Jack Smith says that Fewkes
used extremely crude methods of excavation, employed local laborers with no archaeological experience, and kept poor records. Interview with Jack E. Smith, April 4, 1986.
See also Hinsley, Savages and Scientists, 281; and Noelke, "Bureau of American Ethnology,"
309. The most damaging blow, however, comes from'Thomas W. Matthews, Supervisory
Archaeologist at the Chaco Center, who says that, judged by today's standards, Fewkes
was not even as good an archaeologist as Richard Wetherill. See his letter to David
Sumner, November 14, 1974, State Historical Society of Colorado, Office of the Registrar,
"Archaeology, Wilmarth Collection."
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$38,719.90. Of that amount, $8,901 was spent for "Research in archaeology, southwestern portion of United States," and $1,471.56 for "Explorations of ruins, New Mexico, and ethnological collection."36 In 1890
the appropriation was the same, but the total expenditures (including
the balance carried from the previous year) were $41,458.14. Of that
amount, slightly over $9,000 went to finance "Researches in archaeology, southwestern portion of United States," and well over $13,000
went for "Researches, language of North American Indians." Furthermore, with this appropriation of only $40,000, the bureau listed thirtynine staff members. 37 Some of these must have been part-time employees or volunteers. According to Hinsley, "In every division the
small salaried staff was supplemented by a corps of unpaid workers,
students, military men, and collectors, assigned or invited to organize
collections with which they had some familiarity."38 Is it any wonder,
then, that the Smithsonian did not support the Wetherills in the way
the family wanted?
But even if money were not the problem, other factors may have
kept the Smithsonian from acting. Although he had no way of knowing,
of course, Wetherill made his request during a period when the Smithsonian and the Bureau of American Ethnology (BAE) were contending
with a variety of internal and external pressures and when the personnel were already absorbed in other projects.
When he received Wetherill's first letter, Secretary Langley had
been in office only two years. An unmarried loner with few friends,
he disagreed with Powell over who should control the BAE, finally
insisting in 1891 that the bureau come under the direct supervision of
the secretary's office, a move which Powell had resisted all along. 39
Langley further exacerbated relationships by continuing his predecessor's policy of appropriating a certain amount of BAE funds as the
"Secretary's Reserve" and using this money mostly to acquire collections. Langley came to be regarded as such a meddler that he inspired
fear in his colleagues. 4o As if these conflicts were not enough, Langley
also served as the vehicle through which Congress pressured Powell
to hire certain people and to keep them on the payroll even after he
. wanted to let them gO.41 Given these conditions, as well as Powell's
36. Langley, Annual Report, 1888, p. xxiv.
37. Langley, Annual Report, 1890, pp. xx-xxi.
38. Hinsley, Savages and Scientists, 95.
39. Ibid., 237-38.

40. Noelke, "Bureau of American Ethnology," 192.
41. Ibid., 162.
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John and Richard Wetherill at work in Spruce Tree House. Courtesy Mesa
Verde National Park.
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personal preference for the study of languages over the study of artifacts, Langley's referral of Wetherill's letter to Powell may have done
more harm than good.
Despite these pressures, BAE personnel were fully engaged in a
number of activities. In addition to the routine jobs of writing, printing,
and dispensing publications; of preparing exhibits for numerous fairs
and exhibitions; and of answering the mail (one staff member claimed
to have answered over 1500 letters), bureau employees were also investigating the Ghost Dance Religion during the 1880s and 1890s that
some whites feared was a prelude to another Indian uprising. More
specifically, Holmes himself was preoccupied with another matter. Long
a doubter of the existence of paleolithic man on the North American
continent, Holmes renewed his attacks on proponents of the belief in
1889, and in 1890 he published his first statement on the question. 42
Perhaps this issue was uppermost in his mind as he read Ben Wetherill's
letters.
Although these factors may help to explain the failure of the Smithsonian and the BAE to respond adequately at the time, today they offer
little consolation for the opportunity lost, or at least delayed~ One
wishes that Holmes, in particular, had taken Ben Wetherill's letters "
and his sons' efforts more seriously and had been able to extricate
himself from other matters to take another look at the ruins. That he
did not do so is more to be regretted than censured, however. <;;iven
the circumstances surrounding Holmes, it is difficult to see how he
could have acted otherwise. It is also difficult to imagine the Wetherills-untrained but zealous archaeologists torn between their mortgaged ranch and their newly-found treasures-doing other than they
did. Therefore, to place blame exclusively, or even predominately, upon
one side or the other seems inaccurate, if not pointless.
There was, however, another man in a position to affect the outcome of the Wetherill-Smithsonian correspondence. He was not a party
to it and apparently chose not to intervene. That man was Gustaf
Nordenskibld. At least by 1893, when his book was published, and
presumably even earlier, Nordenskibld was familiar with and generally
complimentary of Holmes's work in the Southwest. He even says that,
had Holmes and W. H. Jackson "only left Mancos Canon and followed
one of its northern lateral canons for a few kilometres," they would
have discovered the magnificent ruins for which Richard and Alfred
Wetherill now have the credit. 43 Probably, then, in the summer of 1891,
42. Ibid., 163-65, 173, 127, 129-30.
43. Nordenskiold, Cliff Dwellers, 12.
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when Nordenskiold visited the Wetherills and joined in their excavations, he knew about Holmes. Their unhappy correspondence with
Holmes must have been fresh on the Wetherills' minds. It seems likely
that, during one of those long, hot, dusty days of excavating, one party
would have mentioned Holmes to the other. Had Nordenskiold interceded, he might have been an effective agent on the Wetherills'
behalf. For whatever reason, here was another missed opportunity.
Of course, it would have been to everyone's advantage if the
Smithsonian had taken an active interest in Mesa Verde at the time of
Ben Wetherill's request. Fewer artifacts would have been lost to pothunters and vandals; the ruins would have been spared a few years'
additional deterioration; and the Wetherills would have had the gratification of an official sponsor. The most ironic beneficiary would have
been the Smithsonian itself, as an expedition to Mesa Verde in the early
1890s might have improved the Institution's standing with both Congress and the archaeological profession.
During the turn of the century, the state of the BAE declined
severely because of poor coordination of efforts; lack of a central plan;
and growing resentment, both within and without, over Major Powell's
policy of accumulating data and materials without publishing or publicizing them and without allowing access to them by outsiders. The
bureau was also under attack from Congress for not producing practical
work. There were claims that the bureau had departed from its "original
purpose and chief goal," which was "to furnish the national legislature
with reliable scientific information for dealing with the American aborigines."44 It is impossible to say now whether an expedition to Mesa
Verde in 1889 or 1890 would have warded off some of this criticism,
but it would almost surely have prevented the stagnation that, according to Hinsley, overtook the bureau by 1900. 45 Limited resources
were already committed, however, and the work at Mesa Verde would
have to wait. But as Willa Cather's Tom Outland said, "the Smithsonian
people ... would come out here all right."46 In the meantime, he, like
his real-life counterpart Richard Wetherill, would go on with the work
himself.

44. Hinsley, Savages and Scientists, 264, 248-49:
45. Ibid., 265.
46. Cather, Professor's House, 243. By the time Cather was writing her novel, people
from the Smithsonian had been working at Mesa Verde for a number of years. In fact,
it was two men from Fewkes's camp who rescued Cather and her friend Edith Lewis
after an inexperienced guide had gotten them lost. See Edith Lewis, Willa Cather Living
(New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1953), 95-99.

The Murder of Colonel Charles Potter
ROBERT R. WHITE

In early October 1880, Colonel Charles Potter arrived in Albuquerque,
New Mexico, during the course of an investigation of mining activity
in the territory for the U.S. Geological Survey. On October 14, Colonel
Potter rode horseback through Tijeras Canyon on his way to Santa Fe,
some sixty miles distant, and simply vanished. His disappearance was
to develop into one of New Mexico's most celebrated murder cases,
and he was to have the unfortunate distinction .of being the first U.S.
Geological Survey employee murdered in the line of duty. Before this
bloody drama ended, it would involve a host of notable individuals in
the territory of New Mexico and the state of Rhode Island.
Charles Potter was born in Rhode Island on July 19, 1850. 1 It is
not known what happened to his father (also named Charles), but his
mother, Arazelia, married again in 1863. Her second husband was
Robert R. White is a hydrologist with the U.S. Geological Survey in Albuquerque.
He is the author of The Taos Society of Artists, published by the University of New Mexico
Press in cooperation with the Historical Society of New Mexico.
1. Charles Potter's place of birth is given as Newport in a newspaper clipping, dated
February 5, 1881, at the Newport Historical Society (George Richardson Scrapbook #972,
p. 39). His marriage certificate at the Rhode Island Department of Health lists Providence
as his place of birth. However, the City Clerk's Office in Newport has no record of his
birth, nor does the City Registrar or the Department of Health in Providence.
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Charles C. Van Zandt, a prominent politician who was elected lieutenant governor of Rhode Island in 1873 and served as governor of the
state from 1877 to 1880. 2
Potter enrolled in Brown University at Providence in 1868, but
soon left to complete his education by touring Europe with a private
tutor. On April 4, 1872, he married Mary Minturn in Bristol, Rhode
Island, and they travelled to Europe for an extended honeymoon; he
was twenty-one years old and she was twenty-four. 3 When Potter and
his wife returned to Rhode Island, they built a fashionable villa in
Newport, although they were often in Providence, the state capital,
because of Potter's political appointments. He was on the personal staff
of Governor Henry Howard from 1873 to 1875 and held a similar po-,
sition from 1877 to 1880 during the administration of his step-father,
Governor Van Zandt. It was by reason of these political appointments
that Potter was given the honorary title of colonel. 4
At some time during the late 1870s, Potter and his wife travelled
to San Francisco and there he became interested in mining geology. In
early 1880, Potter went to Chicago to attend to his local interests in
real estate. He then went to Leadville, Colorado, to visit Ferdinand S.
Van Zandt, a close friend of his (and a distant relative of Governor Van
Zandt) who was involved in banking and mining in central Colorado.
While in Colorado, Potter met S. F. Emmons, a geologist with the
U.S. Geological Survey, who was conducting an investigation of the
rich silver mines in the Leadville area. Emmons was also in charge of
a survey of precious-metals production in the Rocky Mountain area.
The survey, which officially began on June 1, 1880, was under the
overall direction of Clarence King and was related to the collection of
census information for that year. Emmons told Potter that he needed
to employ a suitable person to visit the mines of New Mexico, and
2. The National Cyclopedia of American Biography (New York: James T. White & Company, 1907), vol. 9, pp. 405-06.
3. Record of Marriage, Division of Vital Statistics, Rhode Island Department of
Health, Providence. Mary Minturn's maiden name appears to be spelled Mintun on her
marriage certificate but her tombstone at the Island Cemetery in Newport and her death
certificate at the Newport City Hall give the spelling as Minturn (she died in 1910 on
her thirty-eighth wedding anniversary). In contemporary newspaper accounts her name
is spelled Minton.
4. Information on Potter's early life is contained in a newspaper clipping (undated,
but probably February 2, 1881) in the Scrapbook Collection, Rhode Island Historical
Society and in the Nwport Mercury, February 5, 1881. The archives at Brown University
reveal that Potter enrolled in 1868 but did not graduate. Some of Potter's business records
are at the Newport Historical Society, but no other family records have been located.
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after Potter obtained the reluctant consent of his family, he secured the
position for himself. s
After receiving his instructions (probably at Emmons' Denver
headquarters), Potter left for New Mexico and spent some months
investigating the mines in the territory. He arrived in Albuquerque in
early October 1880.
Potter wrote to his family from Albuquerque that he intended to
ride to Santa Fe by way of the "new placers" (in the San Pedro Mountains, about thirty miles east-northeast of Albuquerque). He said that
he would write to them from Santa Fe in a few days and would soon
return to Denver where he would complete his report. In spite of
warnings from friends about the dangers of travelling alone, Potter left
Albuquerque by himself on the thirteenth of October, dressed in a
corduroy suit and mounted on a fine sorrel mare. He spent that night
at the cabin of a Frenchman named La Perche. As Potter was preparing
to resume his journey on the morning of the fourteenth, La Perche
cautioned him to be on his guard, as "two Mexican horse thieves" had
passed up the canyon on the day before. Colonel Potter replied, "I
have no fear; if they take me it will be at long rarige," indicating that
he had faith in his skill with a revolver in any face-to-face confrontation. 6
Potter was in Tijeras Canyon at noon and stopped to ask directions
at the cabin of a man known as California Joe. Just by chance, a gang
of bandits led by Marino Leyba was in the cabin having lunch, and
when they saw the prosperous-looking traveller, they quickly decided
to rob him. California Joe was told to direct Potter onto a lonely side
road, and as soon as the Colonel left, Leyba took a shortcut to intercept
him, accompanied by four accomplices (Pantaleon Miera, Escolastico
Perea, Miguel Barrera, and Faustino Gutierres).?
Leyba and his accomplices chose a location sufficiently distant from
any settlement so that gunfire would not be heard. The first warning
that Potter had of danger was a shot fired at him by one of the bandits.
5. J. W. Powell, Second Annual Report of the United States Geological Survey, 1880-1881
(Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1882), pp. 44-45, 373.
6. Newspaper clipping from the Scrapbook Collection, Rhode Island Historical Society. Also see the Santa Fe Daily New Mexican, December 2, 1880, and Howard Bryan,
"Murder mystery solved, triple-lynching followed," Albuquerque Tribune, January 29,
1981.
7. Accounts differ as to exactly what happened in Tijeras Canyon. The author has
generally followed the description given by Marc Simmons, Albuquerque (Albuquerque:
University of New Mexico Press, 1982), 290-93, and by the same author in Ranchers,
Ramblers and Renegades (Santa Fe: Ancient City Press, 1984), 41-43.
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$1,000 REWARD!
The above sum of woney will be palll
for information leading to the discovery
of th. whereaboutB, it alive, of

OOL. OHARLES POTTER,
or if dead a reward of 8200 will be paid
for ,the reeovery of the body.
Colooel Potter was last scen 00 Octo·
bor 14th, lBBO,leaviog Tehera,Bcrnalillo
connty, New lIIexieo. on the road lead·
ing ·via San Antonio to the New Placers.

Colonel Potter

WaJI

a tall Bpar. mao,

dr.....I in a corduroy suit, light in col·
or) and was mounted on

&.

fine sorrel

mare, about fifteen hands high, branded
N, on len hip, one hiolI foot while.
Any ioformatioa to be addressed to F.
S, Van ZaDdt" care of General HsIeh,
Saota Fe, N. M.

The reward notice that appeared in Albuquerque and Santa Fe newspapers in
early 1881. Courtesy Museum of New Mexico.

This first shot missed its mark, and Potter instantly drew his revolver
and fired but also without effect, Another shot from the bandits brought
down Potter's horse and a second shot by Potter killed the horse of
Miera. A third shot from the assailants struck Potter in the body, and
though wounded and dismounted, he returned the fire a third time
but, again, without effect. A fourth shot from the bandits pierced Potter's brain and he fell dead. 8 The murderers rifled Potter's pockets,
piled brush over his body and his dead horse and set fire to them.
They then rode away, eventually scattering to various places in the Rio
Grande and Pecos River valleys. As they had intended, a curtain of
silence fell over the incident-but not for long.
When Potter's family in Rhode Island stopped receiving his frequent letters, they became alarmed and began making inquiries. When
no satisfactory answers were obtained regarding Potter's whereabouts,
Ferdinand Van Zandt travelled from Leadville to Albuquerque to personally investigate the matter, and Governor C. C. Van Zandt placed
a notice in the Albuquerque and Santa Fe newspapers offering a reward
8. Santa Fe Daily New Mexican, February 1, 1881.
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of $1;000 for information leading to the discovery of Colonel Potter's
whereabouts if alive, or $200 for information leading to the recovery
of his body. 9 Several army patrols, generally accompanied by Ferdinand
Van Zandt, were dispatched from Fort Marcy by General Hatch to look
for Potter. lO Territorial Chief Justice 1. Bradford Prince, a kinsman of
Governor Van Zandt, closely monitored the search and assisted in
various ways.n
Meanwhile, Marino Leyba, the leader of this gang of murderers,
had returned to his home at Puerto de Luna, New Mexico, on the Pecos
River. Leyba was twenty-three years old, weighed 180 pounds, and
stood about six feet tall. He had dark blue eyes and was considered
handsome; he had a slight speech impediment. 12 Charles F. Lummis,
who wrote that he met Leyba in 1884 in Golden, New Mexico, described
him as "a herculean Mexican of astonishing agility and almost matchless skill with the revolver-one of his favorite pastimes being to spur
his fleet horse through a village, shooting off the heads of chickens as
he galloped past!" Lummis said that Leyba was a known murderer,
but he walked the streets of Golden as freely as anyone, and the peace
officers "who came down periodically from Santa Fe to arrest him
always took very good care not to find him, nor to let him find them."13
9. The first appearance of the reward notice in the Santa Fe Daily New Mexican,
January 6, 1881, was accompanied by a news item calling attention to it. It should be
remembered that $1,000 was an enormous sum of money at that time, representing the
value of about fifty ounces of gold.
10. Letters Sent, 1879-1895, Records of the United States Geological Survey, Record
Group 57, National Archives, Washington, D.C.
11. L. Bradford Prince is described as a relative of Governor Van Zandt in a newspaper clipping in the Scrapbook Collection, Rhode Island Historical Society. Prince was
descended from the Collins and Bradford families of Rhode Island, Ralph Emerson
Twitchell, The Leading Facts of New Mexico History (5 vols., Cedar Rapids, Iowa: Torch
Press, 1912), II, p. 502. Governor Van Zandt's mother was related to the same two
families. General Lew Wallace was governor of New Mexico at the time of Potter's
murder, but neither his official papers at the New Mexico State Records Center and
Archives nor his personal papers at the Indiana Historical Society contain any mention
of the incident.
12. A birth certificate, recording the birth of Jose Marino Leyba on July 25, 1857,
has been located at Our Lady of Sorrows Church, Bernalillo, New Mexico, Steve Peters,
Incident on the Rio Grande (Santa Fe: privately printed, 1971),30, 39. However, the "Record
of Convicts, New Mexico Penitentiary" at the New Mexico State Records Center and
Archives lists Leyba's place of birth as "on the Rio Pecos." A physical description of
Leyba appeared in the Santa Fe Daily New Mexican, March 30, 1887. The information
that Leyba had a speech impediment comes from the Las Vegas Daily Optic, March 18,
1881.
13. Charles F. Lummis, A Tramp Across the Continent (New York: Charles Scribner's
Sons, 1892), 125.
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In December 1880, however, Leyba had an encounter with a lawman that does not exactly correspond with Lummis' scenario. On December 9, Sheriff Pat Garrett and a deputy, Barney Mason, rode into
Puerto de Luna with two prisoners, with the intention of delivering
them to Deputy Romero and his assistants, who had ridden south from
Las Vegas, New Mexico. Garrett's description of his encounter with
Marino Leyba (who was still not suspected of the murder of Colonel
Potter) is of considerable interest in light of later events. He related
the incident in his 1882 book, The Authentic Life of Billy, the Kid:
I was sitting in the store of A. Grzelachowski, when Juanito
Maes, a noted desperado, thief, and murderer, approached me,
threw up his hands and said he had heard I wanted him and had
come to surrender. I replied that I did not know him, had no
warrant for him, and did not want him. As Maes left me a Mexican
named Mariano Leiva [Marino Leyba], the big bully of the town,
entered, his hand on a pistol in his pocket, walked up to me, and
said he would like to see any d--d Gringo arrest him. I told him
to go away and not annoy me. He went out on the porch, where
he continued in a tirade of abuse, all directed against me. I finally
went out and told him that I had no papers for him and no business
with him, that whatever I did have he would not be put to the
trouble of hunting me, that I would be sure to find him. With an
oath, he raised his left arm in a threatening manner, his right hand
still on his pistol. I slapped him off the porch. He landed on his
feet, drew his pistol and fired without effect. My pistol went off
prematurely, the ball striking at his feet-the second shot went
through his shoulder, when he turned and ran, firing back as he
went, way wide of the mark.
I entered the store and got my Winchester. In a few moments
Deputy Romero came in and informed me that I was his prisoner.
I brushed him aside and told him I did not propose to submit,
asking him the cause of my arrest. He said it was for shooting at
Leiva, and reached for my gun. I told him I had no intention of
evading the law, but he could not disarm me; that I did not know
what sort of mob I had struck; that one man had already deliberately shot at me, and I proposed to keep my arms and protect
myself. Mason had come in, and now picked up his rifle and said:
"Shall I cut the son-of-a - - in two, Pat?" I told him not to shoot,
that I did not mind the barking of these curs. My friend, Grzelachowski, interfered in my defense and the bold deputy retired. I
went to an alcalde the next morning, had an examination, and
was discharged. 14
14. Pat F. Garrett, The Authentic Life of Billy, the Kid (Norman: University of Oklahoma
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Alexander Grzelachowski (second from right) stands in front of his store at
Puerto de Luna, circa 1880. Courtesy Francis C. Kajencki and Oma Gallegos.

The sequence of events that led to a connection between Marino
Leyba and the death of Colonel Potter began in late January 1881,
when Bernalillo County Sheriff Perfecto Armijo learned that a gold
watch resembling one owned by Potter had been pawned at J. K.
Basye's loan office in Albuquerque. Sheriff Armijo and Ferdinand Van
Zandt went to the pawn shop, only to find that the watch case and
chain had been melted into gold bullion a day or two before. Luckily,
though, the watch movement was still in the shop, and Van Zandt
identified it as having belonged to Potter. Bayse's records indicated
that the watch had been pawned by Pantaleon Miera on November 3,
1880. 15
Miera had been lynched as a horse thief on December 29 in Bernalillo; but now, a month later, Sheriff Armijo rode the sixteen miles
up the Rio Grande Valley to see what he could learn there about Miera's
Press, 1954), 107-08. (This book was ghostwritten by Garrett's friend, Ash Upson, but
the last part of the book, including the passage quoted, probably closely followed Garrett's own version of his activities in late 1880 and the first half of 1881). Alexander
Grzelachowski was the alcalde who ruled on the incident the next morning. Grzelachowski was a priest who first entered New Mexico in 1851 with Bishop Lamy (Francis
C. Kajencki, "Alexander Grzelachowski: Pioneer Merchant of Puerto de Luna, New
Mexico," Arizona and the West 26 [Autumn 1984], 243-60).
15. Santa Fe Daily New Mexican, January 30, 1881.
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activities. 16 He soon ascertained that Miera had been associated with
another known outlaw, Escolastico Perea, who was thought to be living
near Isleta Pueblo. A warrant was issued, and a posse soon brought
in Perea.
Perea at first denied any knowledge of the crime, but afterward
confessed that he was present when the murder was committed, though
he claimed to have taken no part in it. He offered to lead the sheriff
to the body and to provide the names of those involved. I?
On Saturday morning, January 29, 1881, Sheriff Perfecto Armijo
rode to the east side of the Sandia Mountains to find the body of Charles
Potter. When it was located, it could be identified only because of the
dog's-head buttons on fragments of the coat. Armijo returned to Albuquerque on the evening of January 31, not only with the Colonel's
remains but with two more of the accused murderers, Miguel Barrera
and California Joe. 18
Word soon spread of the sheriff's return, and talk about a lynching
began to be heard. However, a minstrel troupe performed in the courtroom that evening, and the large audience seemed to be in good humor.
In the middle of the night, though, a vigilance committee of two hundred men, mostly Hispanic, with their faces covered by handkerchiefs,
quietly approached the jail. The jailers did not interfere, and the "stranglers" went about their business with a cold efficiency. The three accused murderers were dragged outside and hanged from a wooden
beam in front of the jail. The territorial newspapers gleefully reported
the event under such headlines as "Dancing On Nothing" and described the criminals as having been "launched into eternity." Strangest
of all was this comment in the Santa Fe Daily New Mexican: "Although
yesterday was not a good day for hanging at Albuquerque-yet three
of Colonel Potter's murderers are fully satisfied with its capabilities in
that direction."19

16. Santa Fe Daily New Mexican, December 30,1880, as described in Philip J. Rasch,
"A Pat Garrett Item," New Mexico Historical Review, 36 (January 1961), 80-82.
17. Santa Fe Daily New Mexican, January 30, 1881. Bernalillo County Sheriff's Department records for this period have not been located and are thought to have been
destroyed.
18. Santa Fe Daily New Mexican, February 1, 1881. Potter was buried at the Island
Cemetery at Newport, Rhode Island. An announcement of the burial service was carried
in the Santa Fe Daily New Mexican, March 5, 1881.
19. Santa Fe Daily New Mexican, February 1, 2, 4, 1881; most of the news about the
incident was published first in the Albuquerque newspapers and then sent by telegraph
to Santa Fe. A few obvious typographical errors have been corrected in these newspaper
quotations.
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With four men lynched, only two of the murderers, Faustino Gutierres and Marino Leyba, were still at large. Gutierres was captured
in early February 1881 and eventually, in an effort to save his own
neck, offered to show Leyba's hiding place to Sheriff Armijo. Accordingly, Gutierres was sent in chains with a posse of four deputies to
capture Leyba, who was found near Puerto de Luna and taken with
little difficulty. On the journey back to Albuquerque, however, a plan
to keep watch on Leyba during the night proved to be unsuccessful,
and he escaped. Reports on the incident hint that Gutierres may have
been of some assistance to Leyba in his escape. The posse rode back
into Albuquerque with Gutierres on February 24 and returned him to
jail. During the night, the vigilantes took him from the jail, and in spite
of his pitiful cries for mercy, he was strung up from the same beam
on which his three companions had met their fate. 20
The search for Marino Leyba now intensified. A deputy U.S. marshal and an undersheriff from Albuquerque joined a constable from
Puerto de Luna in the hunt, but the outlaw learned of his danger and
left the area on a stolen mare. Ten miles south of Puerto de Luna he
stole another horse, this one belonging to a gentleman named Pablo
Analla, who consequently joined the posse. Within a few days the
posse had increased to fourteen men, who vowed to continue on the
trail if it took all summer. On March 15, 1881, the posse came upon
Leyba about twenty miles east of Puerto de Luna. As soon as Leyba
spotted his pursuers he raised his Winchester and fired at them, but
the first shot blew apart the rifle mechanism, preventing a second shot;
moments later he was wounded in the left forearm, and he then threw
up his hands in surrender. 21
Marino Leyba was taken to the San Miguel County jail at Las Vegas,
New Mexico. There was much talk about sending him to Albuquerque
to stand trial for the murder of Colonel Potter, but ironically, this did
not prove to be feasible because all of the witnesses to the murder had
been lynched by vigilantes. Instead, Leyba was indicted for "assault
with intent to kill and murder" Pat Garrett. For good measure, he was
also indicted for assault with a deadly weapon, resisting an officer,
larceny of a mare, and two counts of larceny of a horse. The indictments
were all signed by Thomas B. Catron, "who represents and acts in
place of an attorney general for New Mexico."22
20. Santa Fe Daily New Mexican, February 25, 26, 1881.
21. Las Vegas Daily Optic, March 18, 1881; Santa Fe Daily New Mexican, March 20,
1881.
22. San Miguel County District Court records, criminal cases 1179, 1180, 1246, and
1281-1284, State Records Center and Archives, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
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Sheriff Pat Garrett. Courtesy Museum of New Mexico.

Leyba came to trial in Las Vegas during August 1881 for shooting
at Garrett, and the testimony presented differs somewhat from Garrett's account of the incident in The Authentic Life of Billy, the Kid. In his
book, Garrett states that Leyba said that "he would like to see any
d - d Gringo arrest him," whereas testimony at the trial revealed that
what Leyba actually may have said was, "No cabr6n like Pat Garrett
can take me," which is a much more personal insult, and which probably accounts for Garrett following Leyba out on the porch and slapping
him around. 23
After a two-day trial, the jury found Marino Leyba guilty of assault
with intent to kill Pat Garrett and fined him $80. Although the light
sentence imposed by the jury is surprising, they may have felt that
Garrett was, in some respects, the aggressive party in the incident. It
is interesting to note that this trial was held just one month after Pat
Garrett killed Billy the Kid; this event may also have affected the jury's
decision.
In March 1882, Leyba was again brought to trial and was convicted
of larceny of a horse and mare and resisting an officer, this last charge
23. Garrett, Authentic Life of Billy, the Kid, 107; Las Vegas Daily Optic, August 18, 19,
1881.
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resulting from Leyba having threatened Constable Lorenzo Sanchez
with a gun during the manhunt in March'188l. He was sentenced to
serve seven years and one month in prison. The judge in all of the
proceedings against Leyba was L. Bradford Prince, who was not only
Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of the territory, but also judge of
the First Judicial District Court. Judge Prince's relationship with Colonel Potter's family suggests that he may have had a conflict of interest
in sitting in judgment on Colonel Potter's murderer, but no objections
seem to have been raised.
In April 1882, Leyba was sent to the federal prison at Ft. Leavenworth, Kansas, where he remained for almost four years. 24 In March
1886, after the territorial prison had been completed in Santa Fe, he
was returned to New Mexico to finish his term of incarceration. 25
The facts just presented about Marino Leyba's imprisonment are
supported by numerous territorial documents, but they are in direct
conflict with Charles F. Lummis' claim that he met Leyba in 1884 in
Golden, New Mexico. Lummis' account of his conversations with Leyba
in A Tramp Across the Continent has long been considered the most
valuable first-hand description of the outlaw. 26 However, it must be
concluded that Charles F. Lummis never met Marino Leyba, because
Leyba could not possibly have been in Golden in 1884, and Lummis
did not again visit New Mexico until after Leyba's death.
There are, perhaps, three possible explanations for Lummis' spurious claim to having met Leyba. The first possibility is that when
Lummis walked into Golden wearing knee britches and eastern walking shoes, one of the miners may have decided that here was a dude
who could be filled full of tall tales about western desperadoes. If,
indeed, Charles Lummis was the object of a practical joke, then the
joke has been replayed on everyone who has read his book in the
almost one hundred years since its publication.
A second possible explanation is that Lummis wrote the account
by trying to remember what he had seen in Golden, and then added
information that he had heard in later years that seemed to fit in with
the story; but, in fact, the story did not fit together at all. A critical bit
of evidence in trying to understand what happened is Lummis' comment regarding Leyba that "1 had many very entertaining talks with
him without at all suspecting who he was." 2?
24. Las Vegas Daily Optic, April 6, 1882.
25. "Records of Convicts, New Mexico Penitentiary," State Records Center and
Archives, Santa Fe. Marino Leyba was convict no. 116.
26. Lummis, Tramp Across the Continent, 125-28.
27. Lummis, Tramp Across the Continent, 125-26.
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Consideration should also be given to the possibility that Lummis
simply wanted to tell a good story. At least, this was the opinion of
the editor of the Albuquerque Evening Democrat, who wrote the following
lines on March 21, 1885, after reading Lummis'article about Albuquerque in the Los Angeles Times: "Young Lummis impressed a Democrat
reporter while here as being a habitual and stalwart liar who relied
mainly on imagination for the facts of his long and nonsensical tramp
across the continent, and his newspaper letters bristling with falsehoods have confirmed this impression."28
Marino Leyba was something of a model prisoner after his transfer
to the territorial prison on March 2, 1886. At one point he saved the
life of the warden by warning him that a convict named White had
stolen a butcher knife and intended to murder him.
In the summer of 1886, a strange thing happened that would indirectly lead to the violent death of several more people, including
Marino Leyba. Pablo Analla, whose horse had been stolen by Leyba
in 1881, and who had joined the posse that captured Leyba, and whose
testimony had helped send Leyba to prison, went to Governor Edmund
G. Ross in Santa Fe and told him that he had "become satisfied that
he was mistaken and misinformed ~s to the real facts of the alleged
crime," and that there were mitigating circumstances connected with
the taking of his horse that excused Leyba, if they did not entirely
exonerate him. As a consequence, Marino Leyba was pardoned by
Governor Ross on July 21, 1886. 29
Leyba soon resumed a life of crime. By early 1887, he was terrorizing villages up and down the east side of the Sandia and Manzano
Mountains. On March 4, three men were murdered and robbed at the
Lackey Ranch near Chilili in the Estancia Valley, and the ranch house
was burned down with Joseph Lackey's body inside. Santa Fe County
Sheriff Chavez thought he saw the work of Marino Leyba in this crime,
and he began sending out deputies to track down the outlaw. 30
28. Albuquerque Evening Democrat, March 21, 1885. This article, entitled "A Talented
Young Liar," was "discovered" by Howard Bryan and was reprinted in his column in
the Albuquerque Tribune in 1984. Lummis' abusive article about Albuquerque appeared in
the Los Angeles Times, March 15, 1885.
29. Letter from Analla to Ross, dated July 26, 1886, microfilm reel 101, frames 32223, and notes by Ross, microfilm reel 102, frames 938-39, Territorial Archives of New
Mexico, State Records Center and Archives, Santa Fe.
30. The last month of Leyba's life is described in detail in the Santa Fe Daily New
Mexican, March 30, 1887. Joseph Lackey was a sheep rancher; information on the disposition of his estate can be found in Supreme Court Case File No. 377, State Records
Center and Archives, Santa Fe.
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On March 29, 1887, Deputy Sheriffs Joaquin Montoya and Carlos
Jacome spotted Leyba in the foothills of the Sandias, about six miles
southwest of Golden. Jacome, who was well acquainted with the outlaw, went forward to greet him and engage him in conversation. When
Montoya appeared, Leyba became suspicious, dismounted, and placed
his right hand on his .45 caliber Colt revolver, which was under his
belt rather than in a holster (the Santa Fe Daily New Mexican described
this as "the most approved frontier style"). Montoya extended his right
hand, but Leyba offered his left, whereupon Montoya said, "Don't
draw your gun; give me your right hand; we shall not harm you, but
you must consider yourself our prisoner." At this, Leyba cursed Montoya and drew his revolver, and the three men fired almost simultaneously. Leyba's bullet grazed Montoya's head and cut a hole in his
hat, but Montoya's bullet pierced Leyba's brain and the outlaw was
killed instantly. The deputies carried the body to the railroad station
at Cerrillos and then made haste to inform Sheriff Chavez in Santa Fe.
Leyba's wife went to Cerrillos and begged the deputies to let her
take his body, but they refused and put it on the eastbound train to
be shipped to Santa Fe. The corpse was taken to the jail and laid out
on a table, where 2,000 people came to view it during that day. In a
final irony, the man who killed Colonel Potter was buried in an unmarked grave in potter's field. 3 !
A curious postscript to all of this is Charles F. Lummis' account of
Marino Leyba's death, published in A Tramp Across the Continent in
1892. Lummis' description is again at variance with other contemporary
accounts and continues to reveal a strange kind of hero worship:
A Mexican whom he [Leyba] had treated with great generosity,
and upon whose friendship he relied, was bribed to kill him, or
to assist a deputy sheriff in doing so. The precious couple met
Marino on the forest road a few miles from Golden, and the always
alert outlaw challenged them. "What? Don't you know me?" cried
the false friend, riding up with a cordial smile and extending his
hand. As Marino grasped it, the traitor jerked him forward and
the cowardly officer put a bullet through Marino's brain from behind. Had the heavy ball gone through the heart instead of instantly paralyzing the great nerve-center, there is no doubt that a
31. Santa Fe Daily New Mexican, March 30,1887. The newspaper reference to potter's
field comes from Matthew 27:7, which describes how Judas returned the thirty pieces
of silver to the high priests, and then hanged himself. The priests spent the money to
buy a field from which potters had dug clay, so that the place could be used as a graveyard
for strangers, paupers, and criminals.
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man of Marino's force of will would have slain both his murderers
before dying himself; and they knew that no mere surprise, however complete, could make them a match for that lightning marksman. Only some such cowardly trap as theirs could have conquered
him. Marino was dearly loved by the common people, to whom
he was a very Robin Hood, fleecing only the rich and dividing
with the humble; but he was a terror to that whole section, and
his death was a relief to the public. 32

32. Lummis, Tramp Across the Continent, 127-28. Howard Bryan wrote four articles
on Marino Leyba that were published in the Albuquerque Tribune, June 21, 1954, June 16,
1955, January 9, 1956, and January 12, 1956. The last of these articles contains a photograph of a weathered wooden cross that reportedly marked the site where Leyba was
killed. The cross was about six miles southwest of Golden, New Mexico, just east of
where State Highway 14 crosses San Pedro Creek.

Zalmon Coley: The Second
Anglo-American in Santa Fe
ERNEST R. LILJEGREN

A year and a half after the United States took possession of Upper
Louisiana, Lieutenant Zebulon Montgomery Pike was sent up the Mississippi River to assert American sovereignty. The next year he went
west as an indication to the Spanishof the American concept of boundary limits. He and his command were captured and before returning
to the United States saw far more of the Spanish Provincias Internas
than he could have anticipated.
While in the environs of Santa Fe he talked to two men who were
the first Anglo-Americans to enter the towns of New Mexico. Of these,
James Purcell was aggressive, impulsive, and quite self-sufficient. He
was a product of the American frontier and was unlettered, if not totally
illiterate. He did, however, have a frontiersman's knowledge of practical things. He was a passing carpenter and could make gunpowder.
Above all, he was adaptable, with a knack for survival. He had entered
New Mexico from the Missouri River and the plains. Illdians had stripped
him of all that he owned, including his clothing, leaving him with
nothing but an adventurer's tale to relate. 1
Ernest R. Liljegren holds a Master of Arts degree in history and is engaged in
research. He has published articles on the Spanish Southwest.
1. Donald A. Nuttall, "The American Threat to New Mexico 1804-1822" (master's
thesis, San Diego State University, 1959), 59-62.
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Lieutenant Pike talked to him several times, but did not include
Purcell's story in his Journal. It was in his "observations" that he established James Purcell as the first Anglo-American to reach Santa Fe. 2
Zalmon Coley, the second Anglo-American to enter Santa Fe, did
find a place in Pike's Journal. Perhaps the young explorer found him
worthy of official notice because he had krown Coley as a tailor and
as a sergeant in one of the regiments that constituted the small American army along the eastern bank of the Mississippi River. 3
In contrast to Purcell, Coley was a New Englander with some
schooling. Probably his greatest asset was that he could read and write.
He had more than a passing interest in religion and does not appear
to have had a strong or aggressive personality. Above all, from birth
to death, Zalmon Coley was a victim of revolutions.
His mother, Mabel Bisby, married Nathan Coley in the Congregationalchurch of Redding, Connecticut. Their first child, a daughter,
was born in April 1772 after which the couple renewed their covenant
in the church. Zalmon was born April 9, 1775, just days before the
Battle of Lexington. 4 His father served in the local militia company
commanded by Zalmon Read. It was for Captain Read that the baby
was named. Beyond that, the name Zalmon honored one of King Dav-.
id's thirty heroes.
Redding was a tory community and Nathan Coley was discharged
from his militia company October 15, 1775. It was not until April 1777
that Zalmon's father reenlisted in the Fifth regiment of the Connecticut
Line. His unit was one that kept some presence and strength at Valley
Forge in the winter of 1777-1778.
On the first of November 1778, Coley was promoted to corporal
and then on April 1, 1780, to sergeant. During the last months of his
service, his unit was not involved in combat. That would infer that his
death on April 18, 1781, was most likely a result of illness. 5
During Nathan's service with the patriot army, the town of Redding cared for Mabel Coley and her children. At the time of his father's
death, Zalmon was just past his sixth birthday. Presumably, he was
2. Donald Jackson, The Journals of Zebulon Montgomery Pike: With Letters and Related
Documents (2 vols., Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1966), II, 59-62.
3. Ibid., 393.
4. "Index to records of the Redding Congregational Church," vol. I, pp. 97, lSI,
available on microfilm, no. 002,864, Latter Day Saints Genealogical Society, Salt Lake
City, Utah.
5. William Edgar Grumman, The Revolutionary Soldiers of Redding, Connecticut and the
Record of Their Services (Hartford, Connecticut: Hartford Press, 1904), 130.
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soon apprenticed out to a master tailor. Church and New England
custom and the apprenticeship system all dictated that he learn not
only his master's trade but also the basic skills of reading, writing, and
arithmetic.
In the early 1790s American settlers clashed with Indians and their
British supporters in the Ohio Valley. Tragic defeats of armies under
Josiah Harmer and Arthur St. Clair made it apparent that the United
States needed a professional army to guard the frontier. Calls were put
out for volunteers but there was little incentive for young men to enlist.
The federal government then set levies on the states to fill recruiting
quotas. A small bonus was offered and recruiting officers went into
towns amidst martial displays of flags, marching fife and drum corps,
and made spirited harangues. 6
Disgruntled farm boys and apprentices made likely recruits. Zalmon, about eighteen years old, restive and tired of a life of unending
boredom, joined the army and went out to the western frontier.
His skill as a tailor, together with his literacy, gained him the rank
of sergeant. As a benefit of his status he was allowed to collect a twentyfive cent fee from the soldiers for altering and repairing their uniforms.
Records presently available do not indicate whether or not Coley served
under General "Mad" Anthony Wayne or if he was present at the Battle
of Fallen Timbers.
It is known that he served on the Mississippi frontier under Captain Zebulon Pike and Lieutenant David Fero. He was also well-known
to his captain's young son, Zebulon Montgomery Pike.? It may well
be that Zalmon's obvious attachment to and dependence upon David
Fero began during their service in the United States Infantry. When
his enlistment was up, Coley left the army and a few months later, on
July 22, 1799, David Fero resigned his commission, perhaps because
of some irregularity of conduct. 8
It is not known how the former lieutenant and sergeant spent the
next months, nor how they came to the attention of Philip Nolan. As
that adventurer's activities were linked to the devious machinations
6. James Ripley Jacobs, The Beginning of the U.S. Army 1783-1812 (Princeton, New
Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1947), 71-79.
7. Service records of Captain Zebulon Pike and David Few are found in Francis B.
Heitman, Historical Register and Dictionary of the United States Army from its Organization,
September 29, 1789 to March 2, 1903 (2 vols., Washington: Government Printing Office,
1903), I, 417.
8. Zebulon Pike to Nemesio Salcedo, April 4, 1807, in Jackson, Journals of Pike, II,
171-73.
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of General James Wilkinson, it is not impossible that Coley and Fero
were also caught in the webb of that master conniver. 9
In any event, when Nolan led a party of twenty-eight out from
Walnut Hills and across the Mississippi into Spanish territory, Coley
was one of that band and Fero was designated as second-in-command.
Competition for Fero's leadership role appeared at the last minute
when young Peter Ellis Bean left his guardian's home and rode out to
join the party. 10
In January 1801, Nolan's party stopped 150 miles west of Nacogdoches where they built three small forts, not much more than stockades. Despite Nolan's stated objectives, the group stayed close to their
camp, acquired a few horses, and visited with the Comanche Indians.
One such visit ended with the Indians stealing all of the party's riding
horses. Nolan and four other Americans followed the Indians on foot
and bluffed them into returning the mounts. Nolan's choice of personnel for that foray included Robert Ashley, Joseph Reed, David Fero,
and Peter Ellis Bean. Coley was not involved. In Bean's account of that
incident, the origins of rivalry between Fero and Bean can be seen.
Four days after returning to their camp, March 21, 1801, the band
awoke to find themselves surrounded by a large Spanish force, armed
with a four-pound cannon. Some of the party surrendered, but most
of the Anglo-Americans followed Nolan's resolve to defy the Spanish
soldiers. Nolan was soon killed by a cannon ball and the command fell
upon Fero. Bean again tried to assert leadership, but did not get sufficient support. With three men wounded, falling short of gunpowder,
and trapped in a tight ravine, the greater part of the band surrendered.
They were allowed to keep their weapons and were promised a swift
9. For a brief account of Philip Nolan's activities in northern New Spain and spec. ulation as to General James Wilkinson's interest in Nolan's last trip into Texas, see Noel
M. Loomis, "Philip Nolan's entry into Texas in 1800" in John Francis McDermott, ed.,
The Spanish in the Mississippi Valley, 1762-1804 (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1974),
120-32.
10. Much of the basic story of the events which concerned the experiences of Zalmon
Coley for the next ten years is found in "Memoir of Ellis P. Bean" in H. Yoakum, History
of Texas From Its First Settlement in 1685 to Its Annexation to the United States in 1846 (Austin:
Steck Company, 1935), 403-40. Using Ellis Bean's account and other sources, notably
the Bexar Archives, is the very useful Bennett Lay, The Lives of Ellis P. Bean (Austin:
University of Texas Press, 1960). High hopes were held that new material from the
Mexican archives would be found in Eduardo Enrique Rios, "El Insurgente Don Pedro
Elias Bean, 1763-1848," in Anales del Museo Nacional de Arquelogia, Historia y Etnografia,
Secretarfa de Educaci6n Publica, Epoca 5', tomo I, no. 3 (tomo 26 de la colecci6n Junio a Diciembre
de 1934). This article was difficult to find intact and proved to be conventional in its
content except for new information about Bean's early life.
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"The Capture of the Nolan Expedition, March 4, 1801," by Donald M. Yena.
From Six Flags of Texas (Waco, Texas: Texian Press, 1968). Courtesy Texian Press.

return to the United States. With Nolan dead, they expected that commitment to ·be honored. II
They reached Nacogdoches on April 3, 1801. Repatriation was
delayed a month and a half whereupon, on May 18, four of the men
escaped. That enraged the Spanish commandant, who appealed to the
governor at San Antonio. Orders arrived at the frontier post to send
the rest of the party to San Antonio in chains.
Fero now attempted to escape near the Angelina River but soon
11. "Memoir of Ellis P. Bean," 408; Pedro de Nava to Berenguer de Marquina,
Chihuahua, April 14, 1801, Archivo General de la Naci6n, Mexico, Secci6n Historia, legajo
413, folios 210-11, microfilm available at San Diego State University. Hereafter cited as
AGN Historia.
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was recaptured. Two members of the Spanish guard were accused of
failing to stop him, and they faced serious charges. 12 The whole group
was held at San Antonio for some time and then routed toward Mexico
City.
News of Nolan's death and the capture of his associates was rushed
to Viceroy Felix Berenguer de Marquina in Mexico City. "In my concept
it would be very important that the companions of Nolan come to the
capital," he declared. For a time at least, Spanish officialdom neglected
the threat posed by Americans and worried about the report that Nolan
had visited the British representative in Philadelphia and was acting
as a forerunner for a British attack upon the Spanish possessions.
However, the viceroy did seek some advice from Colonel Felix Maria
Calleja at San Luis Potosi and Comandante General of the Provincias
Internas, Pedro de Nava. 13
Nava agreed with the viceroy and further pointed out that an
indictment could be formed better at the capital city. Moreover, it was
impossible for the authorities in Texas to divert troops to conduct such
a large band to Chihuahua because of the great distance involved. 14
In the frontier towns of New Spain, even in administrative centers,
there were few if any facilities for confining prisoners. It was generally
customary to allow prisoners to have more or less the freedom of the
community during the day. At night they were required to report to
the local presidio to sleep in the barracks. It was enough that the
government was obliged to feed the prisoners, and in most places even
that was a burden on the resources of the local commandant.
On October 17, Viceroy Berenguer de Marquina sent orders to
Colonel Calleja to transport the "criminals" from Saltillo to San Luis
Potosi. Six days later Calleja relayed specific instructions to the governor of Nuevo Leon to send a trustworthy officer, a sergeant, a corporal, and twelve soldiers from the company of Punta de Lampanos to
Saltillo to take custody of the band and transport them to the fortress
of San Luis PotosL 15 Less than a week later the colonel received modified instructions that if the jail in Saltillo were secure enough to prevent
flight of the "criminals," they should be left there until further orders.
12. Index of the quaderno that forms the case against the Anglo-Americans, quaderno
no. 3, AGN Historia, 413, folio 356.
13. [Viceroy Berenguerl to Calleja, Reservada, April 18, 1801, AGN Historia 413, folio
206.
14. Pedro de Nava to Viceroy Berenguer, Chihuahua, May 12, 1801, AGN Historia
413, folio 215-17.
15. Calleja to Viceroy Berenguer, San Luis Potosi, October 23, 1801, AGN Historia
413, folio 352.
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Felix Maria Calleja and Jose Morelos, both from Baronesa de Wilson, Mexico y
sus Gobernantes de 1519 a 1910. ... (Barcelona, 1910), vol. I.

Calleja passed the responsibility of the decision to the authority of the
viceroy as he did not expect a governor some hundred leagues away
to acknowledge "the brigade of my command. "16
Because that jail was not in condition to prevent escape, Calleja
proposed to place and guard Nolan's accomplices in the barracks as
soon as they arrived. Actually, the condition of the jail at San Luis
Potosi was also so bad that the security of the prisoners could not be
guaranteed. Calleja placed them in cells in the dungeon (calavozo de
este cuartel).17

Coley, Fero, Bean, and the rest of the prisoners arrived at that
catheqralcity on December 4, 1801, at 5:00 P.M. IS During the next
fourteen months they were a constant irritation to Colonel Calleja. He
was under orders to observe the utmost security with his charges yet
could not get instructions as to what to do with them nor what department should pay the costs of keeping them. A few years later, as
a loyalist general, Calleja was known for his hatred of Anglo-Americans
and his inhumane treatment of revolutionaries. It is not likely that he
forgot Coley or the rest of Nolan's men.
The day after the prisoners arrived, Calleja wrote to the viceroy
asking for instructions and pleading the lack of funds to pay the cost
of transporting the men to San Luis Potosi and the current expense of
16. Calleja to Exma Sar, San Luis Potosi, November 13, 1801, AGN Historia 413,
folio 354.
17. Ibid.

18. Calleja to Berenguer, San Luis Potosi, December 5, 1801, AGN Historia 413,
folio 355.
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feeding them. Six months later he had not received a response. He
again wrote stating that he was under some obligation not to permit
the men to starve and had advanced one and one-half reales a day for
each of the adventurers for sustenance. 19
Bean reported that he and Charles King sought and received permission to go outside their cells to work as shoemakers in order to
earn a little money. There is no indication that Coley made any such
effort. It may be that he and others found a more passive way to
alleviate some of the worst of their privations.
In a· hurried paragraph in which he left out a critical number as
he turned a page, Calleja told the viceroy: "of the twenty Anglo-americans [page] have asked for baptism with very sincere indications of a
genuine understanding that our august religion is prescribed by the
True God and is as veritable as God Himself. The Padre chaplain Don
Joseph Mateo Brasenas taught it with great zeal and success. As soon
as it be [the baptism], and before proceeding to incorporate in the body
of our Holy Mother Church, I will give account to the superiority of
the" [end of letter].2o
It would be interesting to know how many of the adventurers took
spiritual and, most likely, physical solace from Padre Brasenas. Certainly, Coley did so.
Maintenance of the prisoners was not the only problem. An adequate statement of the charges against them had not been drawn up.
Judicial officials in the capital were even speculating as to what type
of criminals Nolan's men were; one current idea was that they were
armed highwaymen or pirates. It may be that those judicial officials
were reflecting the viceroy's early opinion when they stated that the
matter of Nolan's associates involved delicate and grievous problems. 21
No doubt those included relationships with American General Wilkinson; Nolan's close accord with Mira and Carondelet, past governors
of Spanish Louisiana; the failure of Spanish authorities to expel Nolan
from Texas and northern New Spain as urged by Governor Gayoso de
Lemos; and Pedro de Nava's having given Nolan a passport, received
thank you letters from the adventurer, and even accepted a gift from
him. 22
19. Calleja to Berenguer, no. 871, San Luis Potosi, June 1, 1802, AGN Historia 413,
folio 381.
20. Ibid.
21. Borbon to EI Fiscal de Rl Ham, Mexico, February 3, 1803, AGN Historia 413, folio
393.
22. Letter of Nolan to His Excellency the Comandant General, San Antonio de Bejar,
November 29, 1797, in English and in Spanish translation. Nolan thanked him for fa-
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Brigadier Nemesio Salcedo y Salcedo came from Spain in 1802 to
begin a long and successful term as Comandante General of the Provincias
Internas of the West. 23 It can be presumed that he brought instructions
with him to settle the problem of the American criminals. In any event,
Salcedo had no connections with Nolan and could act in a manner that
would not embarrass previous officials. Late in 1802 he instructed Colonel Calleja to return the prisoners to Saltillo on a schedule to assure
their arrival on December 20 or 21. 24 That arrangement had to be cancelled, but the prisoners did leave San Luis Potosi on January 31, 1803.
They were under strict guard and shackled while they made the twoweek-long trip to Saltillo. "In Saltillo Nolan's companions were delivered to troops from the Comandancia General under command of the
lieutenant of the presidial company of Moncloba, D. Casimiro Baldez
on the 13th of February. "25 They then began the long trek to Chihuahua
to face Comandante General Nemesio Salcedo. They were much more
comfortable in that latter part of their journey. Lieutenant Baldez relieved them of their shackles and allowed them considerable freedom.
In the villages they passed, the local people, most of them Indians or
mixed bloods, treated them well, often giving them food, clothing, and
even money. 26
At Chihuahua, General Salcedo granted each prisoner a daily living allowance of two reales. He then assigned them to various communities where they enjoyed a certain amount of daytime freedom.
At night they were required to report to the local presidio. Jonah Waters
ingratiated himself with the Spanish authorities and was considered
to be an informer. Thomas House set himself up as a blacksmith in the
cilitating his commission. He sent Nava a special gun together with instructions for
loading it. AGN Historia 413, folio 83. Long after Nava left the Comandancia, his successor
was ordered to uncover the correspondence proving Nava's involvement with Philip
Nolan. Salcedo to Iturrigaray, Chihuahua, October 6, 1804, AGN Historia 413, folio 443.
23. Nemesio Salcedo y Salcedo was one of the more competent Spanish officials in
New Spain. He is worthy of an extended biography. For an account of his life and work
in the Provincias Internas, see Luis Navarro Garcia, Las Provincias Internas en el Siglo XIX
(Seville: Escuela de Estudios Hispano-Americanos, 1965), 1-76.
24. Salcedo to Berenguer, Chihuahua, November 11, 1802, AGN Historia 413, folio
386.
.
25. Calleja to Viceroy don Jose de Yturrigaray, San Luis Potosi, April 29, 1803, AGN
Historia 413', folio 410-11. Calleja pressed claim for expenses for maintaining and transporting Nolan's men for 421 days' aid at 1112 reales per day, 1563 pesos, 3 reales. Of that
amount Coley, Fero, and Bean each accounted for 78 pesos, 7 reales, 6 granos. In addition,
there was the cost of transportation from Saltillo, 207 pesos, 3 reales, and for return to
Saltillo, 162 pesos, 4 reales. AGN Historia 413, folio 403-04.
26. "Memoir uf Ellis P. Bean," 408, 409.
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larger city. The enterprising Bean proclaimed himself a hat maker, hired
local talent, and soon was doing a thriving and profitable business. 27
Sergeant Coley and Lieutenant Fero were assigned to the presidio
at San Carlos, twenty miles south of Chihuahua. Salcedo's daily allowance of two reales was enough to provide food for each man but not
enough for clothing or other necessities. No doubt Coley did some
tailoring, but there is no direct evidence that he did.
Coley and Fero soon made plans to escape. Although Bean was
in the small town with them for some time, they did not confide in
him. Bean's success in business and his ability to make .friends among
the local people widened the rift that had grown between him and
Fero.
A connecting link, however, was Thomas House in Chihuahua.
He also was collecting needed supplies for a long and difficult trek
back to the United States and planned to leave with Coley and Fero.
As a fellow Tennessean, he considered himself especially close to Bean
and begged Coley and Fero to include the younger man in the fugitive
party. 28
Those plans were set aside when, late in 1803, General Salcedo
determined to try the Americans. He received direct orders from the
King that the "referred to criminals should be judged, sentenced and
punished in the Comandancia General of the Provincias Internas."29
In January 1804, Salcedo assigned the responsibility of the trial to
Judge don Pedro Galindo de Navarro. To the gratification of the accused
and the chagrin of the general, don Pedro dismissed the charges and
recommended that the men be released. It is apparent, however,that
a guilty verdict was required, and that Salcedo had been so instructed
before he left Spain. Salcedo had no choice but to suspend the judgment
and appeal the verdict back to Spain.
Disappointed and aware that they faced another long period of
confinement and indecision, Coley and Fero renewed their correspondence with House and almost completed. their preparatIons. They still
had not confided in Bean, although they must have recognized that
he would be a valuable partner in such a difficult undertaking.
Their plans involved considerable indiscreet correspondence be~
tween San Carlos and Chihuahua. Several letters passed between Coley,
27. Ibid.

28. Lay, Lives of Bean, 30-35.
29. Caballero to Viceroy of New Spain, San Ildefonso, September 11, 1803, copy
certified at Mexico City, December 20, 1803, AGN Historia 413, folio 401.
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Fero, and House. House was also in correspondence with Bean. With
only the day of departure to be decided, Bean wrote to House on April
9 that he was ready to leave. That letter fell into the hands of Jonah
Waters, who carried it to the Spanish authorities. Bean was arrested
and locked in a cell. He had cached his equipment and supplies so that
they were not found, and he protested that House had not received
his letter and, therefore, could not know about any plans to escape.
Coley and Fero did not fare so well. They had foolishly kept House's
letters, and they were discovered by the Spaniards. Their guilt was
inescapable. 30 Although the four were imprisoned for a time, they were
soon back in the community. Friends among the locals suggested that
they join the state church and choose wives in the province. Coley,
House, and Bean were baptized in the Roman Catholic Church, but
Fero did not take that step for several years.
It would appear that Coley, at least, was sincere in his acceptance
of the faith of his captors. Thereafter, he is recorded in Spanish papers
as Nicolas Coley. Nicolas was his baptismal name.
In the summer of 1806 Coley was sent north to New Mexico. Most
likely the move was initiated by General Salcedo to reduce the chance
of another escape conspiracy. Probably more important was that Santa
Fe needed a tailor. In any event, it is unlikely that Coley had requested
the move.
It was a long, dusty, and even dangerous journey from Chihuahua
north to New Mexico. The caravan with which Coley traveled arrived
at the presidio San Eleceario by the last day of August.
On the 31st of that month, don Joseph Manrriquez, commandant
of that post, informed don Joaquin Alencaster, governor of New Mexico, that a party conducted by Sergeant Miguel Portillo was being sent
to Santa Fe. That group consisted of five men whom the comandante
general had ordered returned to New Mexico together with nine horses.
Manrriquez was supplying sustenance at the rate of three reales to
each of the five men "as well as to the Anglo-american who has joined
with this party."31
On that same day, James Purcell was at the presidio in EI Paso.
He was working his way south to Chihuahua to plead his desire to
30. Much of this interesting correspondence is in the Bexar Archives. However, it
is readily available in Lay, Lives of Bean, 31-35.
31. Manrrique to Alencaster, San Eleceario, August 31, 1806, Spanish Archives of
New Mexico, no. 2008, microfilm roll 16, frame 216, State Records Center and Archives,
Santa Fe, New Mexico (hereinafter cited as SANM).
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leave New Mexico and return to the United States. 32 Most surely, somewhere along that twenty-mile stretch of arid royal road, the first and
the second Anglo-American to enter Santa Fe crossed paths.
When Purcell came to New Mexico, Comandante General Salcedo
decreed that he was not entitled to the daily allowance that was given
to the Nolan men. The difference was, the general explained, that
Purcell had entered His Majesty's domain of his own volition. Therefore he had to work and earn his own sustenance. Coley, on the other
hand, was a prisoner of the King and, as such, had to be fed at the
King's expense. 33
Upon arriving at Santa Fe, Coley presented his passport to Governor Alencaster and requested that the two-real allowance that he had
enjoyed in Nueva Viscaya be continued. Alencaster replied that he had
no authority to make that expenditure unless it was approved by the
comandante general. 34 There is no evidence that Salcedo ever sent his
approval.
Purcell had been set up as a carpenter but had to pay for the tools
he needed. Coley, on the other hand, may have brought material and
tailoring equipment with him from Chihuahua. There is little doubt
that he also was expected to repay the cost of getting established as
well as providing his own living. For the next year he acted as the
official tailor for the garrison of Santa Fe. Considering the shortage of
artisans, there is little doubt that his services were in demand by the
general public as well.
On October 1, 1806, he posted an announcement addressed to: 35

Campania del Santa Fe de Nuevo Mexico
Contract which the American master tailor Nicolas Cole makes
with the individuals of the expressed company as to the prices
which he must make and charge for each one of the following
articles of clothing.
A lined cloak
An unlined cloak
A cloth waistcoat

pesos

reales

1
1
1

2
0
4

32. Ysidro Rey to Alencaster, El Paso, August 31, 1806, SANM, 2009, roll 16, frame
217.
33. Salcedo to Alencaster, Chihuahua, November 14, 1805, Archivo de la Biblioteca,
Secci6n de Varios Asuntos, legajo 1787-1807, expediente 15, folio 13.
34. J. R. A. [Alencaster] to Com d Crt de Provincias Internas Santa Fe, October 8, 1806,
SANM no. 2022, roll 16, frame 255-56.
35. SANM document 2020, roll 16, frame 248.
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Plaza de Armas, San Luis PotosI, 1810. From Manual Muro, Historia de San Luis
Potosi (San Luis Potosi, 1910).

A frieze waistcoat
A baize jacket
Pair cloth breeches
Pair frieze breeches
Pair chamois breeches
A cloth jerkin
A frieze jerkin
A chamois jerkin
A baize jerkin

1.
1
1
1
1

o
o
o
o

6
2
1
2
4

5
6
6
4

Within six months Coley was well established in his profession
but hardly reconciled to his fate. He did not have the adaptability, the
enterprise, or the knack of making friends so characteristic of his compatriots Purcell and Bean. In his journal entry for Wednesday, March
4, 1807, Lieutenant Pike recorded "as I was leaving the public square,
poor Colly, the American prisoner, came up with tears in his eyes, and
expressed his hope I would not forget him when I arrived in the United
States."36
36. Jackson, Journals of Pike, I, 396.
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Soon two men whom Pike had left in the mountains were brought
to Santa Fe. One of them told of a large American force that was poised
to rescue Pike and his party. Coley was called in to hear that statement
and to verify the translation. Governor Alencaster informed Salcedo
of that development and also commented on the reaction of the people
of New Mexico to the American intruders: "With due concern it appears
to me necessary to inform you of an unhappy observation that I have
made especially since the arrival of Pike. The inhabitants of this province have received with extreme kindness and hospitality, the inhabitants of Louisiana that have come as well as the Anglo-americans, the
first the soldier Basquez and also the tailor Nicolas Colee, American."3?
The governor observed how ambitious and hard-working the
Americans were and how they imposed themselves upon the inhabitants. He worried about the tolerance of the people toward the Americans, noting "that the talk of the town is that the Anglo-americans
will come and of the ease with which they will become masters of this
province."
He was disturbed that the citizens of the province showed no
animosity nor any disposition to expend their lives in defense of their
homes. Alencaster admitted that he had hard work ahead to avoid
"lamentable results."38
Lieutenant Pike was escorted down through EI Paso, San Eleceario,
and on across the barren wastes to Chihuahua. But before he was
finally allowed to set out toward Texas and Louisiana, he had a visitor.
Fero slipped out of San Carlos and traveled twenty miles to see his old
comrade-in-arms.
Pike gave him some money and promised him that he would do
what he could to try to help him and the other Nolan men. He wrote
a formal letter to Nemesio Salcedo asking for relief for the men, and
especially Fero. Pike did not mention. Coley or any other Americans
by name. He asked permission to carry out letters from the prisoners
to their families. Salcedo assured Pike that the prisoners could send
messages, but he would not allow any written material sent out. 39 (The
37. Alencaster to Comandante General no. 396, Santa Fe, April 15, 1807, Archivo de
la BiblioUca, Seccion de Varios Asuntos, legajo 1787-1807, cuaderno 16, folio 33. This document
is also translated in Noel Loomis and Abraham P. Nasatir, Pedro Vial and the Roads to
Santa Fe (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1967), 244 and in Jackson, Journals of
Pike, II, 199-200.
38. Ibid.
39. Pike to Nemesio Salcedo, Chihuahua, April 14, 1807, printed in Jackson, Journals
of Pike, II, 171-73, 257-58.
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general had appealed the case to Spain, and had no choice but to await
the royal decision.)
The explorer and some of his men were back in Louisiana by July.
To inform friends and families of the status of Nolan's men, he published an account in the Natchez Herald on August 18, 1807. "Solomon
Cooley, of the state of Connecticut, a taylor by profession, carries on
his business in the town of St. Affee, which is his limits," he stated.
"David Fero, from near Albany, state of New York has been alternately
in irons, the guard-house, limits of the fort or procedie [sic]-is now
confined to the limits of a fort called Cayonne eight leagues distant
from Chihuahua-in bad health. "40
A few weeks after the Herald carried Pike's report, the irrepressible
Bean contriv.ed a new escape plan. He "asked leave of the general to
let me go to New Mexico. I thought if I could get there, I could make
my escape with the Camanche Indians by way of Illinois. My request
was granted and I started." It may have been that after getting Salcedo's
permission, Bean dallied in Chihuahua. Instructions to return Coley
to the capital must have gone to Santa Fe at least two weeks before
Bean left his companions and started northward. Salcedo soon discovered the error and "Four days after I set out:' Bean remembered,
"an express was sent after me, and I was brought back and put in
irons."41
Bean tells that the day after he was confined, his friends began to
come in to be similarly shackled and all kept in the same barracks room.
None had a notion as to why they were brought together and confined,
except that some did speculate that Bean's trip toward New Mexico
was somehow to blame. After they were all assembled, the seriousness
of their situation became apparent when priests came in urging them
to confess their sins.
On November 9, after a period of fearful speculation, they learned
that the royal disposition of their case had been received. Of those
who had fired upon His Majesty's soldiers, one in every five must be
executed. As one had died during the year, their number was reduced
to nine, and the Spanish adjutant inspector ruled that only one man
need die.
The fateful decision as to who would be sacrificed was made by
throwing dice onto the head of a drum. Whoever cast the lowest combination was to be executed. It was agreed that each would throw in
order of seniority. The oldest was blind-folded and given a glass with
40. Ibid., 256-57.
41. "Memoir of Ellis P. Bean," 413.
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two dice. He threw an unlucky four. Coley threw an eleven and Fero
a safe eight. Bean had a narrow escape when he "gained the prize of
my life, for I threw five. My poor companion who threw four, was led
away from us, surrounded by the clergy to be executed the next day."42
The eight remaining adventurers were taken out to the Plaza de los
Urangos to witness the execution. They were then returned to prison
and in a few days learned that some of them were to be transported.
"The next day the governor came and told us that I and four of my
companions were to be sent to the south sea, to a place called Acapulco,
and that we had first to go to Mexico."43
It would not be consistent with Coley's personality to expect that
he would ask to be sent back to Santa Fe to resume his contract as the
presidio tailor. On the other hand, the Burr conspiracy, the Ashley
activities, threats of further filibustering expeditions from the United
States, and increasing unrest among the lower classes in New Spain
constrained Salcedo to keep the Nolan men as far from the Louisiana
border as possible. Undoubtedly, Alencaster's letter concerning the
reaction of the local people in New Mexico to Anglo-Americans, and
specifically to Coley, greatly influenced Salcedo's decision to send the
tailor to Acapulco.
"The next morning horses were brought, and we started with a
guard of twenty-five men, to guard five poor Americans, with two
pairs of irons on each. The rest of our companions were set at liberty.
Our journey to Mexico was nine hundred miles from Chihuahua. The
officer commanding our guard favored us in giving us easy going
horses. The people at every town through which we passed, would
flock to see us, for they had never before seen an American so far in
the interior. Of those that came to see us, some gave us money, and
others sent us provisions."44
It is highly improbable that the adventurers had a personal guard
of that strength. It was, however, customary that a fairly strong armed
42. This account is from "Memoir of Ellis P. Bean," 415. Lay, Lives of Bean, has similar
information from Spanish sources. See also J. A. Quintero, "Philip Nolan and His Companions, From Old Spanish Records in the Archives of Mexico," originally published in
W. Richardson, Texas Almanac for 1868 With Federal and State Statistics; Historical Descriptive
and Biographical Sketches, Etc., Relating to Texas (Galveston, Texas: W. Richardson & Company, 1867), 60-64, reprinted in Malcolm D. McLean, Papers Concerning Robertson's Colony
in Texas, 1788-1822 (9 vols., Fort Worth: Texas Christian University Press, 1974), I, 2335.
43. Bean, Coley, Fero, Danlin. Who was the fourth companion? Probably Luciano
Garcia. However, if it were Garcia, he was with Bean in an attempt to escape. He was
wounded and died of his injuries. Later, Bean again speaks of his four companions.
44. "Memoir of Ellis P. Bean," 415.
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guard was assigned to defend an official caravan. Mid-November was
the time that the large annual caravan from Santa Fe continued from
Chihuahua on to the Valle de Bartolome. The caravan's schedule was
arranged so it could arrive at the town in time to participate in the
annual fair, December 18-23. 45 It is most likely that Salcedo attached
the five Americans to the caravan that was leaving Chihuahua at that
opportune time. The caravan's progress toward Mexico City was slowed
by many diversions. First there was the fair. Then cargo had to be
unloaded and different goods loaded at Parral, Santa Barbara, and
Durango. Frequent stops were made to rest horses, mules, and men.
Coley and his companions spent a long time on the road. Finally the
party came within sight of the capital. They were not permitted, however, to enter the city. Instead, they were confined for two weeks in a
stockade, awaiting transportation down the gorge to the southern port
of Acapulco. 46
Coley, Fero, and William Danlin were treated as normal prisoners
at the fortress of San Diego at Acapulco. They were allowed periods
of exercise out in the sunshine. Bean, on the other hand, was confined
in a narrow cell with only a white lizard for company. Twice he was
able to escape which finally spurred the viceroy to order that he be
sent to Manila on the next boat. It is probable that originally all of the
party had been scheduled to be sent to. the Isle of San Fernandez in
ChileY The beginnings of revolution in that province made such a
transfer too risky. It probably was during their stay in prison at Aca, pulco that Coley's ties to Fero were weakened. That was also the period
when Fero established a friendship with Captain Mariano Tavares.
In the fall of 1810, Curate Jose Maria Morelos y Pavon associated
himself with the cura Miguel Hidalgo in the Mexican revolution. When
he offered his services, Hidalgo asked him to capture the port of Acapulco so that it could be used to receive supplies from the United States.
With a small company, Morelos met with initial success. Neither the
Spanish army nor the loyalist militia was in condition to enter a campaign. Looking for men with some knowledge of fighting, the governor
of the fortress offered the Americans their freedom if they would enlist
in the royal service. Coley, Fero, and Danlin agreed to serve in artillery
45, Max L. Moorhead, New Mexico's Royal Road: Trade and Travel on the Chihuahua
Trail (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1958), 43.
46, "Memoir of Ellis P. Bean," 417.
47. It would not have been inconsistent with official action if Salcedo had used a
royal dictum of fifty years earlier to send intruders to that island or to Valdivia, Herbert
Eugene Bolton, "Spanish Activities on Lower Trinity River 1746-1771," Southwest Historical Quarterly, 16 (April 1913), 348-49.
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Schedule of prices for clothing for the Santa Fe Company, October 1, 1806.
Courtesy New Mexico State Records Center and Archives.

units. Bean, in his solitary cell, heard the noise of drilling and training.
When he inquired about the disturbance, he was offered a similar
opportunity.48
A royalist force of 200 regulars, 400 militiamen, and the prisoners
from the castillo were gathered at a site known as Tres Palos. Colonel
don Francisco Paris was in command with the objective of destroying
Morela's irregular army. Paris decided to wait another day or so for
reinforcements.
With the connivance of Morelos sympathizers in Paris' command,
Morelos' men fell on the royalists at night and routed them completely.
Only Colonel Paris and a few regulars escaped capture. Morelos fell
heir to a valuable supply of guns, ammunition, equipment, food, and
money.49
48. "Memoir of Ellis P. Bean," 433.
49. There are several accounts in Mexican historical writings of this critical en-
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In later years, Bean claimed credit for engineering that coup. Morelos favored Bean and trusted him. He valued the young American's
abilities and services and always refered to him as "Elias." He even
trusted him with the command of half of his troops in an effort to
capture the fortress at Acapulco. Morelos did not credit Bean, however,
with the victory at Tres Palos. Instead, he attributed that success to the
efforts of Captain Mariano Tavayes and an Italian named d. Juan Paw. 50
During the balance of the year 1811, the Nolan men were with
Morelos in various campaigns and activities. Bean was wounded in
one engagement, but by the end of the year was settled into manufacturing and repairing military equipment for Morelos' army. Local
saltpeter and sulphur were available. Using those raw ingredients,
Bean enlisted the soldiers' womenfolk to use their metates to grind and
mix the materials to produce gunpowder. 51 Danlin, the youngest of the
Nolan men, was closely associated with Bean. Coley seems to have
been used to direct the preparation of trenches and the placement of
guns. He was given the rank of lieutenant with pay of four reales per
day. Considering the shortage of literate officer material, this does not
speak well of Coley's initiative, energy, enthusiasm, or perceived ability.
By the fact that Fero and Tavayes had held commissions in established armies, they could not be pushed aside to do menial overseer's
work. Instead, Morelos sent them on the road to the United States.
He had confidential knowledge of the capture and death of Hidalgo
but was hopeful of getting help from the North Americans. He authorized the two officers to offer Texas in exchange for American participation. 52
gagement. They all seem, however, to stern from personal contemporary investigations
made by Carlos Maria Bustamente and published in his Cuadro Historico de la Revolucion
Mexicana lniciada el 15 de Septiembre de 1810 por el C. Miguel Hidalgo y Castillo Cura del
Pueblo de Dolores en el Obispado de Michoacan (3 vols., Mexico City: Comision Nacional
para la celebraci6n del sesquecentenario de la proclamaci6n de la Independencia nacional,
1961), I, part 2, pp. 339-41.
50. "Historia Militar del General Don Jose Marfa Morelos Sacado en 10 Conducaente a Ella
de Sus Declaraciones Recibidas de Orden del Virey de Mexico, Cuando Estuvo Arrestado en la
Ciudadela de Esta Capital" (Mexico City, 1825), facsimile in Carlos Maria Bustamente, Tres
Estudios Sobre Don Jose Maria Morelos y Pavon (Mexico City: Biblioteca Nacional de Mexico,
1963), 7-8 (88-89).
51. Bustamente, Cuadro Historico de la Revolucion Mexicana, I, 345.
52. "Ya no estamos en aquel estado de afliccion, como cuando comisiono para los Estados
Unidos el Ingles David con Tavares, en cuyo apuro les cedia la Provincia de Tejas. Ya estamos en
predicamente firme," Morelos to Ayala, February 17, 1813, document no. 239 in J. E.
Hernandez y Davalos, comp., Coleccion de Documentos Para la Historia de la Guerra de
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A short distance out on the road, at the Pueblo de la Piedad, they
encountered Ignacio Lopez Rayon, who informed them of the fate of
Hidalgo and Allende. Acting as an insurgent chief of staff, Rayon conferred upon Tavayes the rank of brigadier and upon Fero that of colonel.
He then sent them back to report to Morelos, who, not wishing to
encourage Rayon's pretensions to military authority, refused to approve the appointments. Disappointed and resentful, the two rejected
officers asked permission to go to Chilpanzingo to arrange some personal matters. From there, they went to the coast to join up with various
disaffected groups and to assume leadership in a "counter revolution."
Trusted leaders in Morelos' command soon became aware of the
rift. It was Fero's Anglo-American competitor, Bean and his friend
Danlin who denounced these activities to Morelos. Bean had served
the cura well and enthusiastically and presently was in charge of military stores. When Bean reported that he had been prevailed upon to
divert the supplies with which he was entrusted, Morelos took one
hundred dependable troops and went down to the coast. His presence
stopped the movement, and while he ordered several executions he
took Tavayes and Fero back to Chilapa, implying that he would give
them commands at Oaxaca.
As the counterrevolution had many sympathizers and Fero and
Tavayes had friends in the revolutionary army, Morelos thought it
unwise to execute them publicly. Instead, he commissioned the deed
to Leonardo Bravo. Fero was prepared for death. He finally accepted
the teachings of the Roman Church, was baptized, and given the last
rites. 53 He was quietly executed by the thrust of a knife into his throat.
Thus ended the competition between Bean and Fero.
Zalmon Nicolas Coley was now isolated, not only from his companions, but from English-speaking people in general. There is no
indication, furthermore, that Coley had access to cura Morelos nor that
he had a more important responsibiity than being an overseer of the
construction of entrenchments and the preparation of gun emplacements. After taking part in the battles of Tasco and Tenenzingo, he
seems to have been in the vanguard of Morelos' occupation of Cuautla
early in 1812. 54 He took part in the action which repelled General Felix
Calleja's confident army.
lndependeneia de Mexico de 1808 a 1821 (6 vols., Mexico City: J. M. Sandoval, 1880), IV,
859.
53. This story is best told by Bustamente in Cuadro His/orieo de la Revoluei6n Mexieana •
.I, 348.
54. There is a good description of the town and environs of Cuautla written by
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Coley knew of the death of Fero and undoubtedly had heard of
Bean's denunciation of his fellow American. Certainly, he must have
been tired, friendless, and discouraged while isolated on the north
flank of the revolutionary army.
Early in March General Calleja determined that he could gain Cuautla
only through a siege. On March 10, 1812, his men completed a redoubt
near the Calvaria chapel: On that same day, gunners took their places
on the parapet and began firing cannon rounds into Morelos' positions. 55
The next morning Coley, with a few natives, went outside the
insurgent trenches "to cut cane for two horses that he had." Near the
chapel of el Calvaria he was captured by three loyalist dragoons.
The commandant of the captors filed a written charge that Coley
had sallied forth with insurgents to attack his command and that Coley
was firing his gun. The American insisted that he was only seeking
forage and that while he carried a gun, he did not fire it.
Coley was identified by a loyalist artilleryman, Francisco Lastra,
who recalled that he had first seen Coley and others as prisoners in
the Castillo de Acapulco. Months later he learned that this "Yngles" as
well as the others had been released so that they could serve as artillerists. He also knew that they were encamped one night when the
insurgents fell upon them and made them prisoners. And he knew
that the "English" were employed by the revolutionists to layout entrenchments and place some cannon on them and that they were dedicated to making powder and cannons at Tecpam. 56
News of Coley's capture was relayed quickly to General Calleja.
He showed his special interest by assigning Lieutenant of Grenadiers
don Francisco Nava to interrogate the captive the same day. There can
be little doubt that Calleja remembered Coley and his companions as
troublesome criminals. To an official of his mind, Coley was an enemy
of the King who had been reprieved by the generosity of His Majesty
and the grace of God. At Acapulco, Coley again had enjoyed the bounty
of the royal mercy when he was offered freedom to enter the royal
army. Calleja's hatred for Anglo-Americans was well known, especially
after he executed Simon Fletcher, an artillery officer who had served
General Calleja and translated in Hubert Howe Bancroft, History of Mexico (6 vols., San
Francisco: A. L. Bancroft and Company, 1883-1888), IV, 361. A map of Cuautla with a
detailed key to locations is in BU5tamente, Cuadra HistOrico. See also Calleja to Viceroy,
Campo de Cuahutlixco, February 19, a las cinco de la tarde, in Fernandez y Davalos, Colecci6n
de Documentos, IV, 35.
55. Bancroft, History of Mexico, IV, 366-67.
56. Statement of Artilleryman Lastra in Garcia, Documentos Historicos Mexicanos, 364.
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with Hidalgo's army at the battle of Calderon. 57 Certainly Coley knew
that he could expect no mercy from Generai Calleja.
When asked about rebel defenses, entrenchments, guns, the number of men in Morelos' command, and what arms they had, Coley
supplied a great deal of information. Most of.it, however, could be
observed by the royalists and some of it had been tested already. Coley
seems to have portrayed the rebel positions as having greater uniform
strength than they really had. 58
The royalist command was anxious to know how the cannonading
of the previous night had affected the rebel soldiers. Coley was asked
about the continuous surges of cries and shouts that they could hear
when a bomb or grenade landed in the pueblo. Coley told them that
the Negro soldiers were kept half drunk and that Morelos wanted them
to greet each missive with leaps and cheers, jumps and cries, all in
unison in order to keep up morale.
When asked who were Morelos' senior commanders, Coley mentioned Galeano, the two Bravos, the Padre Matamoros, two friars of
the Diegan order, and others whom he did not know.
It was to Calleja's credit that he admired the defense set up by
Morelos' army. Unable to believe that a simple cura could direct such
an operation, he was anxious to know who was directing Morelos'
activities. Coley could not answer that question and hazarded that it
appeared to be someone in Chilpanzingo.
He pled that he did not know about the plans of the rebel command. He did quote Galeano, however, as telling the Negro troops,
"drink boys, we will die happy, that if within three or four days, the
57. Carlos Marfa Bustamente, Campanas del General d. Felix Maria Calleja Comandante
en Gefe del Ejercito Real de Operaciones, Llamado del Centro (Mexico City: Impresas del Aguila,
1928), 104. "Era tal el deseo de Calleja de fusilar a alguno de los de aquella naci6n que andaban
fomentado la revolucian," Lucas Aleman, Historia de Mejico (5 vols., editorial jus, Mexico
City, 1942), II, 154-55.
58. Nicolas Coley's interrogation and indictment is available in two printed sources.
The original is entitled "Sumaria instruida contra el Norte-americano Nicolas Coley par haber
sido teniente de las tropas insurgentes. 11-15 Marzo de 1812," signed and rubricated by
Nicolas Coley, printed in Genaro Garda, ed., Documentos Hist6ricos Mexicanos: Obra Conmemorativa del Primer Centenario de la Independencia de Mexico, 7 vols. (Mexico City: Museo
Nacional de Arquelogia, Historia yetnologfa, 1910,359-63. A statement identifying Coley
is given on p. 364. Calleja's sentence of death dated March 14 is on p. 364-65 and
verification of Coley's execution is certified, p, 365.
A copy certified by Calleja is "Aprehension e Interrogatorio del Norte Americano Nicolas
Coley" printed in Luis Castillo Led6n, ed., Morelos Documentos Int?ditos y Pocos Conocidos;
Coleccian de Documentos del Museo de Arquelogia Historia y Etnografia (Mexico City: Publicaciones de la Secretaria de Educacian Publica, 1927), 301-09.
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Ellis P. Bean. From A Pictorial History
of Texas, from the Earliest Visits of European Adventurers to A.D. 1879, by
Homer S. Thrall (St. Louis: N. D.
Thompson & Company, 1879).

reinforcements we are expecting do not come, we will go out by way
of the Calvaria y al que Ie taco, Ie taco."
Finally, he was asked why he, with his companions, handed' over
Paris' division after having been released from prison and given places
in the royalist army. Coley probably was quite truthful when he disavowed taking part in the arrangements for that surrender. He placed
the blame on Tavayes and Fero and denied any sympathy for the
revolutionary party. When asked why he continued with that party
for more than a year, he gave a rather pointless answer, claiming that
he had deluded Morelos with ideas that more than fifty thousand
Anglo-Americans, headed by Hidalgo and Allende, had entered Mexico.
A signed copy of the interrogation with his "confession" was sent
immediately to Calleja. Three days later the general issued orders for
Coley's execution. Coley's confession that he had acted as a lieutenant
with the insurgents for over a year condemned him to be shot. 59
In a letter to the viceroy, Calleja quoted Coley as saying that two
relief columns were expected in Cuautla and that if they did not arrive
59. Death sentence signed by Calleja, Campo de Cuautla, March 14, 1812, in Garcia,
ed., Documentos Hist6ricos Mexicanos, VI, 364-65.
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in three or four days Morelos planned to flee the town. 60 On the day
that he signed Coley's death warrant, Calleja again wrote to Viceroy
Venegas: "The Anglo apprehended in the sally of which I informed
you is now being prepared to be executed tomorrow. He assures me
that of his nation there remains among the insurgents only another
named Antonio who serves as medic to Morelos, and is not occupied
with any other matter and declares that his two companions, now dead,
handed over the division of Paris or contributed to his defeat."61
Zalmon Nicolas Coley died before a firing squad the next day,
March 15, 1812. He was comforted with the last rites. 62
General Calleja gained some immediate satisfaction from the information that Coley gave in his interrogation. None of it was of any
real value to the loyalist forces. Morelos did not evacuate Cuautla until
later when Calleja and the viceroy were on the verge of lifting the
siege.
Coley truthfully told that there were no Anglo-Americans with
Morelos in Cuautla except a crippled man who served as the leader's
personal doctor. Coley did not confess that Bean and Danlin were at
Chilpanzingo or some other pueblo busily producing arms and gunpowder for the revolutionary army. Bean eluded Calleja and survived
to return to the United States. Fero died at the hands of the revolutionists and Nolan's scout, Luciano Garcia, died trying to escape from
Acapulco.
So ended the life of Zalmon Coley, the second Anglo-American in
Santa Fe. When he perished at age thirty-six he was, as he had been
as a child, the ill-fated victim of revolution. 63

60. Calleja to Viceroy Venegas, Campo Sobre CuautIa, March 12, 1812, a las dos de la
tarde, in Led6n, ed., Morelos Documentos Ineditos y Poco Comocidos, 1, 309.
61. Calleja to Venegas, Campo sobre Cuautla, March 15, 1812, in ibid., 311.
62. Verification signed by Antonio Padilla, 15 of said month [March], in Garcia,
Documentos Hist6ricos Mexicanos, VI, 365.
63. There is a sixteen-line biography of Zalmon Coley in Jose Maria Miguel i Verges,
Diccionario de Insurgentes (Mexico City: Editorial Pomia, 1969), 139.

The Search for Alexander McSween
FREDERICK W. NOLAN

Although his name appears in every account of the Lincoln County
War, surprisingly little is known about the early life of lawyer Alexander
A. McSween or, for that matter, of his spirited wife Susan. In preparing
a new book on the events of 1878, the author spent almost three years
backtracking both of these elusive characters. This article is a summary
of those findings. While there are still gaps in the story, it is hoped
that by presenting what has been discovered thus far, further information may be forthcoming.
The accepted tradition has been that McSween (the name is often
given as McSwain and may therefore have been pronounced that way)
was born in Canada. It would appear that this information emanated
from his widow; indeed, practically all that is known about the man
seems to have originated with her. But Susan McSween was sometimes
less than utterly honest. She told Emerson Hough, Walter Burns, J.
Evetts Haley, and Maurice Fulton that McSween had been born in
Frederick W. Nolan is the author of The Life and Death ofJohn Henry Tunstall (University
of New Mexico Press, 1965). He has been a student of the Lincoln County Wars for
nearly forty years, and is presently prep~ring for publication a complete reexamination
of the conflict under the title An Eyewitness History of the Lincoln County War.
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Alexander McSween's business card. Courtesy of Frederick W. Nolan.

Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island, Canada. 1 William Keleher made
some efforts to confirm this, with inconclusive results. 2
The Cimarron News & Press, however, indicated that McSween was
a Scot, as did Mary, wife of the missionary Dr. Taylor F. Ealy. McSween
himself, writing about Frank Macnab, referred to him as "a brother
Scot. "3 This may only, of course, have meant that he was of Scottish
descent, and cannot, in any case, be checked; the central registration
of births in Scotland began only in 1855.
"McSwain had been educated for a Presbyterian minister," Susan
E. Barber, as she was then known, told J. Evetts Haley on August 16,
1. Emerson Hough, The Story of the Outlaw (New York: A. L. Burt Company, 1905);
Walter Noble Burns, The Saga of Billy the Kid (New York: Doubleday, Page & Company,
1926); J. Evetts Haley; interview with Susan E. Barber, White Oaks, New Mexico, August
16, 1927, J. Evetts Haley History Center, Midland, Texas (hereafter HHC); and Maurice
Garland Fulton, History of the Lincoln County War, ed., Robert N. Mullin, (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1968).
2. William A. Keleher, Violence in Lincoln County, 1869-1881: A New Mexico Item
(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1957).
3. Cimarron News & Press, August 8, 1878; Mary R. Ealy to M. G. Fulton, December
7, 1927, M. G. Fulton Collection, Special Collections, University of Arizona; A. A. McSween
to J. P. Tunstall, April 17, 1878, in author's possession. In another letter dated May 9,
1878, he referred to the British flag and said: "I was born under it; its principles are
deeply rooted in my heart." This could be taken to indicate Scottish birth; but of course,
the British flag then flew over Canada as well.
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1927. 4 "He was a wonderful orator and a fine writer. When a young
man, he wrote for sixteen prominent journals. After his death a cousin
of his, a member of Parliament from Canada, wrote me and told me
McSwain was chosen from a family of five boys as the most intelligent
one" [to be educated for the ministry?].
By his own account, Alexander Anderson McSween was thirtyfive years of age at the time of his death in July 1878. 5 Although birth
records go back only as far as 1906 on Prince Edward Island, it has
been possible to establish from baptismal records that an Alexander A.
McSween, the son of Alexander and Flora [Nicholson] McSween was
born June 15, 1837 at Belfast, Prince Edward Island. 6 This is encouraging; there were five more children born to this couple between 1839
and 1848, one of whom died in infancy (which supports the "most
intelligent of five" statement); and a James Nicholson (maiden name
of Alexander McSween's wife), also born at Belfast, was a member of
the local legislature of 4th Queens, which would encompass the Eldon,
Belfast area. Like the McSweens of Belfast, his parents had emigrated
to Canada from the Isle of Skye circa 1803, making them Scots, or
anyway, of Scottish descent. 7
In spite of the parallels, however, it would appear that the Belfast
McSween is not the Lincoln McSween. In his last will and testament
in February, 1878, he gave his age as thirty-four; in May, as thirty-five. 8
This fixes the date of his birth somewhere between February and May
1844, seven years too late for it to be the Belfast McSween. In addition,
although Prince Edward Island censuses for 1841 and 1861 give "head
of family" information only, that for the latter year indicates that Alex
McSwein [sic] had seven children by the time it was taken.
If McSween was indeed educated for the ministry, it has been
4. Haley interview, HHC.
5. A. A. McSween to J. P. Tunstall, April 17, 1878: "I have lived 35 years without
them [firearms] & without drinking Whiskey...."
6. Rev. M. G. Fawcett, St. Johns Presbyterian Church, Belfast, Prince Edward Island,
to author, November 8, 1983.
7. Beryl Barrett, Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island, to author, December 2, 1984.
Mrs. Barrett also located the birth of an Alexander MacLean, son of Murdoch MacLean
and Janet Anderson of Orwell, Prince Edward Island, born January 25, 1842. If he had
been raised by the McSweens and differentiated himself by using the name Alexander
Anderson, this man might fit some of the parameters described in Keleher, Violence in
Lincoln County, 55. Note the "if."
8. Alexander Anderson McSween, Last Will and Testament, in Probate Court JournaL December 1, 1876-March 2, 1881, pp. 100-02. Provided courtesy Nora Henn, Lynda
Sanchez, and Herman Weisner.
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impossible to establish where. The Synod of the Atlantic Provinces,
Presbyterian Church in Canada, has no record of any McSween. The
Ministerial Directory of the Presbyterian Church in the United States, 18611941 contains no entry for him. 9 Yet his widow is adamant that when
they met, "he was not a lawyer then, but a minister."
According to her, McSween met Susan E. Homer at Pekin, Illinois,
in 1870. "He was stopping at an hotel there and I was stopping with
some friends of mine. He was in the parlor writing. I was there telling
an old grandmother about the Indians, as I had been down near Indian
Territory. He overheard me and that evening he met me and got to
joking and kind of flirting." McSween told her he was going to Emporia,
Kansas, on business. He sent her a note, which she did not answer.
"In two weeks he came back. We engaged in repartee and I gave him
about as good as he gave."10
There is no documentary record of either of them in Pekin, which
was a river town that saw plenty of transients. l l Neither is there any
trace of McSween in Whitehall, Illinois, a town founded in 1832 whose
early industries were coal and pottery. 12 We must again fall back upon
the recollections of Susan Barber.
"He had no money. He was not a lawyer then, but a minister.
After we were engaged [presumably quite soon after they met in 1870],
he said he wanted to study for some other profession before we got
married. He said he wanted to go to Washington University at St.
Louis. He was detained and got there some two weeks after it opened.
The Dean did not take him that late, and he told the Dean he could
catch up. He left disconsolate, but then had a letter from the Dean. It
said that he had decided he would take him in, as he felt he could
9. Rev. E. H. Bean, D. D., Synod Clerk, Synod of the Atlantic Provinces, Sydney,
Nova Scotia, to author, February 12, 1985. In a letter dated May 29,1984, Mary Plummer,
Presbyterian Historical Society, Philadelphia, reported finding an Alexander McSween
in the Index of Presbyterian Ministers, 1706-1881. Unfortunately in 1878-79 he was in
Fredericksburg, Virginia, and in 1880 in Washington, D.C. The Ministerial Directory referred to (courtesy Donald Cline, Albuquerque) lists only two McSweens and one McSwain.
None of them is our man.
10. Haley interview, HHC.
11. Loree Bergerhouse, Corresponding Secretary, Tazewell County Genealogical
Society, Pekin, Illinois, to author, September 19, 1984. Ms. Bergerhouse "read the 1870
census without finding either Alexander McSween or Sue E. Homer." No mention of
McSween in the 1870-71 Pekin city directory, in local newspapers of the time, or Chapman's History of Tazewell County, 1879.
12. Helen Richards Widdowson, Corresponding Secretary, Greene County Historical and Genealogical Society, Carrollton, Illinois, to author, November 29, 1983 and V.
Tunie Brannan, Circuit Clerk, Greene County, Carrollton, Illinois, to author, n.d. (January 1984), confirming no record of McSween's naturalization there.
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catch up with the work. He went back and caught up, but he nearly
killed himself. He ruined his health."l3
Apart from the Cimarron News & Press' assertion that McSween
had come to the United States "about fourteen years" prior to 1878,14
it has proven impossible to find any documented trace of him prior to
1871, when the name of Alex A. McSween, from Whitehall, Illinois,
lodging at 1511 Carr Street, St. Louis, appears as one of thirty-five
members of the junior class of the Law Department of Washington
University for 1871-1872. 15
The law school at Washington University in St. Louis began operations in the 1867-1868 academic year, making it the oldest law school
west of the Mississippi. Candidates for the Bachelor of Laws degree
were required to pass written and oral examinations. The period of
study extended over two years of six months each. McSween either
chose not to or was unable to finish the course, for his name appears
neither in the 1872-1873 yearbook nor in any subsequent list of Washington University graduates. 16
City directories for the period 1870-1873 show that in 1872, McSween
was listed as a student, boarding at 1801 Olive Street in St. Louis, close
to the university carnpus. 17 Other evidence, however, indicates that he
had already moved west to Eureka, Kansas. An entry in the Eureka
Herald of January 2, 1873 reveals that McSween had been teaching at
District School 29 on the farm of one D. E. Miles, east of what later
became the town of Reece, in western Greenwood County. At that time
there were usually three or four three-month school terms, SeptemberJanuary being the fall term. On this evidence, McSween would have
been there in September 1872, and possibly earlier. One could speculate-no school records from those days exist-that he arrived in the
late spring of 1872, attended the Institute of the Teachers of Greenwood
County, took the teacher's examination, and taught school that fall to
pick up a little money. 18
On April 3, 1873, the Eureka Herald reported that "Mr. McSween,
whose card appears in this issue, has rented the office south of the
Herald building." The "card" read as follows:
13. Haley interview, HHC.
14. Cimarron News & Press, August 8, 1878.
15. Elizabeth Moss, Archives Assistant, University Libraries, Washington University
in St. Louis, Missouri, to author, September 23, 1983.
16. Ibid.
17. Ibid.
18. Helen Bradford, Greenwood County Historical Society, Eureka, Kansas, to author, July 17, 1983.
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Alex A. McSween
Attorney-at-law, will faithfully attend to all business
with which he may be entrusted.
Collections made and promptly remitted.
Eureka, Kansas.
On the same day, McSween was one of seventy-five signatories
calling for a meeting "at Earhart's Hall on Saturday evening, April 5th
at 7112 p.m. sharp, for the purpose of putting into nomination antilicense, anti-salary, anti-saloon candidates for the city office of Mayor
and Councilmen." Although by this time Kansas had been a free state
for more than a decade, the good burghers of Eureka tried to keep
liquor out of the town and largely succeeded as far as legal sales were
concerned. McSween was taking a popular stance in opposing the sale
of liquor licenses.
The following week, his ad appeared again, this time in the regular
front page column reserved for listing local attorneys. Three days later,
April 13, 1873, Sue E. Homer became a member of the First Presbyterian
Church at Atchison, Kansas. 19 According to her own statement, she
was attending a convent there. Like most of her evidence, this poses
more questions than it answers. First of all, there was only one convent
in Atchison. Sue E. Homer was twenty-seven, too old to have been a
student, and unlikely, since she was not Catholic, to have been a teacher?O
The Atchison census for 1870 lists all students and teachers at the
convent. Her name is not among them, nor does it appear anywhere
else in that census. There is one further dimension to this puzzling
statement: both her parents were buried in a Quaker cemetery.21 This
would suggest Susanna Hummer, born Quaker, attended a c;.atholic
convent and became Presbyterian within the space of three years. It
seems less than likely.
It was suggested to me that in transcription the word "convent"
was a misrendering, and that it was perhaps a convention she was
attending. According to the Emporia, Kansas, News of July 8, 1870, the
"recently-formed Presbyterian Synod of Kansas by the direction of the
General Assembly" was to meet in Topeka on July 12, with Rev. S. M.
19. Carol A. Wagner, Church Secretary, First Presbyterian Church, Atchison, Kansas, to author, February 16, 1984.
20. Judy Kidwell, Records Clerk, District Court, Atchison, Kansas, to author, May
30, 1984, quoting Sister Digna, archivist at the Benedictine Convent, 801 S. 8th Street,
Atchison.
21. Charles H. Glatfelter, Director, Adams County Historical Society, Gettysburg,
Pennsylvania, to author, June 20, 1984.
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Irvin as moderator. "The synod extends over this State, New Mexico
and Colorado and the Indian Territory," the News reported, "and is
convened to reconstruct the Presbyteries and organize its ecclesiastical
agency. It is desired that every minister should be present and each
church represented." There is, however, no mention of either Alexander McSween or Sue E. Homer. 22
By her own account, she has traveled from "near Indian Territory"
to Pekin, Illinois and now to Atchison, Kansas, but she does not indicate
how she got there, or what she was using for money, or where she
was living. There are enough anomalies in all this to prompt a more
thorough examination of the story she told her biographers.
To begin with, her name was not Homer but Hummer, and she
appears in the 1850 and 1860 censuses not as Sue or Susan, but as
Susanna. She was not born in Gettysburg, either, but on a farm some
twelve miles north of that place in Tyrone township, Adams County.
Her father was Peter Hummer, born in Adams County in 1808, her
mother Elizabeth Stauffer, born Front Royal, Virginia in 1812. They
were married in Adams County by the Rev. Daniel Gottwald on November 22, 1832, and there were eight children of that union: Savilla,
born 1834; Delilah, born 1836; Rebecca, born 1839; Elizabeth, born 1841;
Susanna, born December 30, 1845; Amanda or Annie, born 1847; and
Leander, born 1851.
Elizabeth Stauffer Hummer died on October 20, 1851; five months
later, on March 17, 1852, the Rev. Jacob Ziegler married Peter Hummer
to his wife's sister Lydia. This marriage also produced eight children:
Addison, born 1853; Laura Virginia, born 1855; Ida, born 1857; FIorella,
born 1859; Harvey, born 1862; Emma, born 1864; Ellsworth, born 1867;
and Hattie, born 1870. 23
Sometime between 1863 and 1865, Susanna Hummer quit the family home. Her last appearance is in the 1860 census. The family tradition
is that she left home shortly after the battle of Gettysburg (July 1863)
to visit her married sister, Elizabeth, in Ohio, and that it was on this
trip that she met McSween. 24 A York, Pennsylvania newspaper article
22. Gayle Woods Graham, Reading, Kansas, to author, June 8, 1985. Ms. Graham
read every issue of the Emporia News for 1870 in the hope of finding further mention
of McSween or Sue E. Homer. There was none.
23. Genealogy of the Hummer family supplied from census records by Elizabeth
M. Tangen, Assistant Director, Adams County Historical Society, Gettysburg, Pennsylvania, to author, July 20,1984.
24. Precis of a letter from Mrs. Quincy W. Hershey, York Springs, Pennsylvania, to
W. A. Keleher (undated) in "Notes on Susan E. McSween," R. N. Mullin Collection, J.
Evetts Haley History Center, Midland, Texas. Regarding the legend that Susan Mc-
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published subsequent to her death stated she had left home when she
was twenty, which would make the date of her departure 1865. 25 Either
date presents problems to the researcher.
Elizabeth Hummer married David Pugh Shield of Columbus, Ohio,
on November 11, 1859. 26 The ceremony was conducted in Adams
County-and therefore we may presume at the family home-by the
same pastor who had married Peter and Lydia Hummer. Sometime
following the ceremony, the newlyweds returned to Columbus where
the twenty-seven-year-old Shield was a lawyer in his father's practice.
Their first child, George, was born in Ohio in 1861, but in late 1862 or
early 1863, they left Ohio for Stockton, Missouri, where David Shield's
brother, G. Whitelaw Shield, had a law practice. 27 lf Susanna Hummer
left home after Gettysburg to go to her married sister, then she went
to Missouri, not Ohio.
More problems appear. On July 1, 1863, the very same day that
the battle at Gettysburg began, David P. Shield enlisted in the Missouri
Militia, serving as a sergeant in Company M, Provisional Regiment.
Later, he joined Company E, 60th Regiment, and was discharged July
12,1865. 28 At some juncture between these dates he moved his familya second son, David Curtis, was born there in 1864-to Osceola, Missouri. Whether Susanna Hummer was with her sister at this time cannot be established. But if indeed she went there (was that the "down
near Indian Territory" she referred to?), why did she not simply say

Sween's family lost all they owned in the battle of Gettysburg, Elizabeth Tangen, notes,
"Our tax assessments show Peter Hummert [sic) first in Tyrone township in 1841, with
94 acres, no horses or cows. In 1842 he had 94 acres, horses and cows, indicating
residence. Through 1886, the year of his death, he had various acreage, up to 120 acres,
6 acres woodland. Nothing indicates loss during the battle."
25. Undated untitled clipping from York, Pennsylvania newspaper (1931) in Philip
J. Rasch File #47 Alex A. McSween, at Lincoln County Heritage Trust, Lincoln, New
Mexico. Reporting the death of Susan Hummer McSween Barber, the article states that
she was a close friend of Jennie Wade, the only woman to die in the battle of Gettysburg,
and that she had visited York Springs about thirteen years earlier.
26. David Pugh Shield, the son of Robert Shield, a Columbus, Ohio, lawyer from
Scotland, was born at Reynoldsburg, Ohio, on December 5, 1835. In 1870, he was county
attorney for St. Clair County, Missouri, and his brother George Whitelaw Shield was
probate judge. The 1870 census for Osceola, Missouri, lists Shield, 36, his wife Elizabeth,
30, son George H., 9, son David c., 6, daughter Mary M., 2,and Cathryn Baker, 17.
D. P. Shield died at Las Vegas, New Mexico, March 6, 1888. John Mills, Osceola, Missouri,
to author, December 1, 1983, and Douglas Croy, Las Vegas, New Mexico, to author,
December 9, 1983; Donald Lavash, State Records Center and Archives, Santa Fe, New
Mexico, to author, July 25, 1985.
27. John Mills, Osceola, Missouri, to author, December 1, 1983.
28. Donald Lavash, Santa Fe, New Mexico, to author, July 25, 1985.
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so? And if she did not, where was she between the time she left home
and her first documented appearance in Atchison in April 1873?
One final mystery before we leave her, this time a photographic
one. The widely-accepted photographs of Alexander and his wife, although they do not seem to have been taken at the same time, were
both taken at the same photographic studio, the Baltimore Photo Company, 66 Lexington and 120 S. 122 Lexington, Baltimore. 29 Did McSween
enter the United States via that city? Did they meet there? (Oldtimers
in Lincoln said Susan McSween spoke so much and with such affection
of Baltimore that many people thought she came from there.) Were
the photographs taken on separate occasions, and when? If together,
on what occasion did both of them visit the city? The most diligent
checking in Baltimore has unearthed no trace of either of them; no
McSween appears in Baltimore city directories from 1858-1875, nor in
city archives, city (1833-1886) or federal (1820-1897) passenger lists,
indices to the census for 1840 and 1850, nor in naturalization records. 30
Of course, post-bellum Baltimore was a city in turmoil, and it milY yet
be that some trace of them will be found there.
And so, back to McSween, now practicing law at Eureka. The
Herald for April 24, 1873 contains this stern injunction:
Notice is hereby given to all persons indebted to the late Dr. J. B.
Bennett that his books have been placed in my hands for collection.
An immediate settlement will save unnecessary trouble and expense.
Alex A. McSween
James B. Bennett was a young, single physician who died intestate,
and his father, Elijah Bennett, claimed the estate as sole heir. The
documents record the appearance of "A. A. McSween, Justice of the
Peace in and for Eureka Township, County and State aforesaid."31 This
confirmation of McSween's election as J.P.-which probably occurred
in the preceding fall-raises the question of his citizenship. In order
to vote or to stand for election (both of which he did), McSween had
to be a U.S. citizen. Two witnesses of his will in February 1878, confirm
29. Harwood P. Hinton, editor, Arizona and the West, Tucson, Arizona, to author,
December 17, 1984.
30. J. C. Maguire, Jr., Baltimore, Maryland to author, February 20, 1985. On the
faint chance that McSween might have originated in the White Hall in Maryland, near
Baltimore, Amelia K. Hale, Librarian, Baltimore County Historical Society to author,
March 2, 1985, confirmed there is no McSween in the 1870 census for the 7th and 10th
Districts, covering that town.
31. Helen Bradford, Eureka, Kansas, to author, July 17, 1983.
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this status. Yet no record of McSween's naturalization has been found
in either Tazewell County (Pekin) or Greene County (Whitehall), Illinois, in either Atchison or Greenwood County, Kansas, or in Lincoln
County, New Mexico. 32
It would be too much to burden the reader with every mention
of McSween in the Eureka Herald; he was clearly on good terms with
its editor, Samuel G. Mead. In April 1873, one A. G. Story and his wife
Sophie conveyed three town lots to McSween for $52. In July his name
was among the Teachers and Friends of Education attending the Fourth
Annual Institute of the Teachers of Greenwood County. Then on August 28, the Herald announced
Married.
At the Presbyterian Manse, Atchison, by the Rev. E. Cooper
DO on Saturday, August 23, Judge McSween of Eureka and Miss
Sue E. Homer.
We congratulate our legal friend upon the successful termination of this case. His petition was evidently in-proper form and
his pleading so strong and earnest [that it] did noHall on unwilling
ears. This is one of those rare cases where the judgment for plaintiff
is also judgment for the other party. For while our gallant friend
Mac thought, as well he might, that he was securing a glorious
prize, he was obliged to surrender himself in return, and the fair
bride has at least as much to boast of as Mac himself. Both have
our good wishes.
May they live as long as the patriarchs, may their olive branches
be as numerous as the leaves of the forest, and may all the joys
of life attend them.
The following extracts from Atchison papers show that the
bride is not without honor in her own city and among her own
people.
The many friends of Miss Homer will congratulate Mr. McSween
upon securing so estimable a lady to share his cares and joys. We
wish them a long life of happiness and usefulness and recommend
them to the citizens of Eureka, their future home.-Globe
The marriage took place at the Presbyterian Manse by Rev.
Edward Cooper, DO, on the 23rd inst., of Alexander A. McSween,
Esq., of Eureka, and Miss Sue E. Homer of this city. Eureka has
reason to be proud of this prize it has taken from us. May she
32. See notes 11 and 12. Judy Kidwell, Records Clerk, District Court, Atchison,
Kansas, to author, August 2, 1983, and Eleanor Jacoby, Clerk of the District Court,
Greenwood County, Eureka, Kansas, to author, July 18, 1985. Donald Lavash, Santa Fe,
to author, July 25, 1985 and Donald Cline, Albuquerque.
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blossom in the fair southwest and cast the same genial glow around
the home of her husband as she did to the friends she leaves
behind. Selah! Roll up your sleeves, Mac, and pitch into business
now; no more excuses, old boy!-Champion
Marriage license number 765, issued August 13, 1873 by Probate
Judge S. A. Frazier, authorized the marriage of Alex A. McSween of
Eureka, Kansas, aged twenty-nine, and Sue E. Homer of Atchison
County, aged twenty-seven. 33 The ceremony was performed by fiftyfour-year-old, New York-born Edward Cooper, pastor of the First Presbyterian Church at 302 North 5th Street, with his fifty-three-year-old
wife Mary as witness. The glowing newspaper encomiums to the bride
further deepen the mystery: why were the couple not married in the
church, or at the home of her family? Atchison directories for 1865 and
1870-1873 yield not one mention of either of them. 34 A choice of pos-.
sibilities is available: there is a David H.. Homer from Adams County,
Pennsylvania, in the 1850 census; deed books show that one Jacob A.
Homer bought land at Center township on March 23, 1865/5 one A.
B. Hummer, grocer, was boarding at the Planters House in 1870; and
in 1872-1873 a J. P. Hummer of Decker and Hummer, grocers, and
Charles W. Hummer, clerk, resided on Laramie Street. 36 There is nothing, however, to link any of them to Sue E. Homer.
We might pause to ask how and when did Susanna Hummer
become Sue E. Homer? At twenty-seven, she was marrying late by
frontier standards. Could it be she had been married before, or at the
time she met McSween? According to Hough, who got his information
direct, her maiden name was Susan E. Hummer, "the name sometimes
spelled Homer," yet no Adams County census-taker between 1850 and
1880 made this error, nor any of those officials who recorded the marriages and deaths of her kinfolk in Pennsylvania. 37 For the present,
any answer to this rhetorical question must remain in the realm of
speculation.
McSween's next appearances in the Eureka Herald hint that money
was tight. A month prior to his wedding he had announced that he
33. Certified copy provided by Judy Kidwell, Records Clerk, District Court, Atchison, Kansas, to author, June 16, 1983.
34. Katy Matthews, Topeka, Kansas, to author, December 5, 1983.
35. The land is described as "the North '12 of the North East '12 of Section 32
Township 6, Range 19." There were no probate records for any Homer or McSween.
Judy Kidwell, Atchison, Kansas, to author, August 29, 1983.
36. Katy Matthews to author, December 5, 1983.
37. Hough, The Story of the Outlaw; Elizabeth Tangen to author, July 20, 1984.
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was offering the stock-in-trade of the late H. Lantier, a druggist, for
sale, repeating the notice on July 3. On October 2, 9, and 16, the
following appeared:
Parties knowing themselves indebted to the Lantier estate are
requested to call at once at my office and settle. Produce of every
description taken as payment. Delinquents will be forced.
A week later, McSween was offering for sale "four oxen, one cow,
one pig, hay and corn on one, two, or three years' time, well secured.
Also two farms to let with desirable conveniences." It is interesting
that at this juncture he accepted livestock and produce in payment for
his services. I have never heard of his doing so after he reached Lincoln.
Note also that he was offering terms as long as three years, which
might be taken as reasonable indication that he fully intended to remain
in Eureka that long. In fact, he would remain less than another year.
In October, an exchange of correspondence between McSween and
a J. H. Yeoman of Charleston, a small town in the southern part of the
county, revealed that McSween was skilled in phonography, an early
form of shorthand. On December 11, he placed another ad in the Herald.
Indiana.
I have a piece of land near Terre Houte [sic] which I would
sell or exchange for city property at a reasonable rate. Also a house
and lot in town for $750, the house alone cost $900.
Alex A. McSween.
The phrasing of the ad infers that the house in Terre Haute was
his own and not acquired through the practice. Given this broad indication that McSween might have lived in or worked in the city, Terre
Haute city directories for the years 1858, 1863-1864, 1868, and 18711873 were checked; his name does not appear. Nor is it in the various
Vigo County histories, or in the census for 1860. Such records as were
available for the 1858 Vigo County landowners' atlas and the 1870
census revealed no sign of McSween, signaling another dead end. 38
In February, McSween bought two more town lots for $200, and
also, according to the Herald
38. Nancy Sherill, Vigo County Public Library, Terre Haute, Indiana, to author,
August 31, 1983. Ms. Sherill also noted an article which appeared in the Terre Haute
Evening Gazette, July 20, 1881 headlined "Billy the Kid, Former Terre Hautean, Sent to
Glory in New Mexico." The article contradicts itself, however, by saying that Billy was
a native of Indiana and later that he came from New York.
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... the property formerly occupied by the Gregory family. He is
fitting it up to live in. He hopes it will be large enough for him
and his for several years. We see that he proposes to have it thoroughly renovated.
In view of his apparent intention to remain in Eureka at least "for
several years," McSween's dealings with one Samuel Webster, then
living in Eureka, bear close examination. As well as cash for investment,
Webster gave McSween a number of promissory notes, due for collection between October 1873 and April 1875 (all of which were paid before
due), making a total of $746, against which McSween made one cash
payment of $100 in May 1874, leaving $646 outstanding. 39
Meanwhile, on June 18, the Herald noted that "rennovation [sic]
goes on at McSween's. His house received the third and last coat of
paint yesterday." Four months' renovation would hint at extensiveand expensiv~hanges.Enough, certainly, to indicate what they would
later so convincingly demonstrate in Lincoln: that although they were
anything but wealthy, the McSweens had high social aspirations.
In july, the Fifth·Annual Institute was held; McSween:s name was
again among those attending. On July 23 his card appeared as usual
on the front page of the Herald. But by September 23, it appears his
fortunes had been reversed. A deed conveys the two town lots bought
in February to one B. S. Bennett of Greenwood County for $700, the
buyer assuming a mortgage of $333, the sellers retaining profits. of the
premises for one year. The following day McSween's card appeared in
the Herald for what was to be the last time. 40
In her interview with Haley, Susan Barber stated that they left
Eureka in September because "McSwain had asthma very bad."41 This
was always the reason she gave for their having come to New Mexico,
but as always, her account begs a nu ll1ber of questions. If they left
39. To give McSween the benefit of our doubt, an unattributed note in the R. N.
Mullin collection at the J. Evetts Haley History Center in Midland, Texas, states, "[McSween]
had to borrow money from a friend in Kansas to make the journey to Lincoln. He never
managed to repay the loan." (Mullin's italics). This might have been that loan. Be that as
it may, Samuel Webster obtained a further payment of $300 from McSween in April 1878,
but nothing more. In January 1879, after going to considerable trouble (including an
affidavit sworn before the mayor of his home town, Lindsay, Ontario, Canada) he successfully sued McSween's estate for the remaining $346. Records of the Estate of A. A.
McSween, Lincoln County Courthouse, Carrizozo, New Mexico. Twenty years ago,
seeking further information about Webster, the writer learned that at one time there had
been a much-respected lawyer and magistrate in Lindsay whose name was McSweyn.
Ford W. Moynes, Lindsay, Ontario, to author, March 7, 1965.
40. Helen Bradford to author, July 17, 1983.
41. Haley interview, HHC.
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Susan McSween. Courtesy Special
Collections, University of Arizona
Library.

Eureka because of McSween's illness, one wonders why his friend
Mead, editor of the Herald, did not run a story covering their departure.
We may safely infer from the several appearances in that newspaper,
on February 11, 1875 and the following March 4 and May 20, of
McSween's name in a list of letters remaining uncalled for in Eureka
post office, that they left no forwarding address. This inference is bolstered by the fact that they took Samuel Webster's money with them,
and that three town lots they had bought in April 1873 were finally
sold for nonpayment of taxes in 1884. 42
On the available evidence, however, all that can be stated with
certainty is that their departure from Eureka was unannounced and
- unexpected. In her account of their journey, Susan said-they starteci
with a horse team and wagon, travelling via Dodge City. 43
We stopped at Granada [Colorado] two months. The railroad
had built beyond there. This was in 1874. We took care of a house
there for two men who wanted to go out on the plains hunting
buffalo. We were going to Silver City. 44
42. Helen Bradford to author, July 17, 1983.
43. Only one Dodge City newspaper for 1874 has been preserved: the Dodge City
Messenger of June 2. There is no mention of the McSweens. Betty Braddock, Director,
Kansas Heritage Center, Dodge City, Kansas, to author, November 19, 1984.
44. Haley interview, HHC.
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She goes on to say they fell in with a Mexican freighter who spoke
good English and went with him to Punta de Agua. There they met
Miguel Otero, a U.S. Congressman, who advised them to try Lincoln.
"He said it was a new place and the only town in the courity, and
that he thought McSwain would do well to come. He gave us a letter
of introduction to the Murphy firm. We came on down the road to
Lincoln. 1145
It is difficult to avoid wondering how different the history of Lincoln County might have been had they gone to Silver City as they
intended. History, however, is what was, not what might have been.
They arrived in Lincoln, according to McSween's statement to Frank
Warner Angel, on March 3, 1875. 46 In a letter dated April 28, 1878,
Marion Turner described their arrival thus:
[McSween] came with his wife, penniless, hauled here in a
farmer's wagon by Martin Sanches. He expressed his intention of
making his EI Dorado in Lincoln. 47
His EI Dorado was an unmarked grave.

45. Ibid.
46. A. A. McSween: Affidavit to Frank Warner Angel, Records of the British Foreign

Office, Files F.O. 1964-65, Public Records Office, Kew, London, and Records of the
Department of Justice, File 44-48, Record Group 60, National Archives, Washington,
D.C.
47. Published in the Las Vegas Gazette, May 14, 1878. Keleher, Violence in Lincoln
County, gives the date as April 18. In an interview conducted by Eve Ball, December 13,
1951, Amelia Bolton Church, daughter of postmaster John Bolton, said her mother Ellen
was the only Anglo woman in town at the time of the McSweens' arrival, which she
placed late in the afternoon of March 3, 1875. Mrs. Church recalled that the wagon was
drawn by two black oxen, and thather mother gave the new arrivals tea. By what seems
a remarkable coincidence they told her, too, that they were "in search of their EI Dorado,"
Lincoln County Historical Society Collection, Lincoln, New Mexico.
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The Lincoln County War:
An Enduring Fascination.
A Review Essay
LARRY D. BALL

The Lincoln County War remains one of the most widely studied episodes of frontier violence. This bloody New Mexico vendetta (18781879) claimed the lives of some forty persons and left not only a legacy
of bitterness, but also two legendary if controversial characters: Billy
the Kid and the man who killed him, Sheriff Patrick Floyd Garrett.
Since the death of the young outlaw in 1881, the bibliography about
this brutal era has grown prodigiously. It shows no sign of slackening,
as the appearance of six new books reveals. Writers of today have at
their disposal a much fuller-perhaps near definitive-body of sources
about the vendetta, although controversy over interpretation continues.
In Four Fighters of Lincoln County, Robert M. Utley presents lively
and entertaining vignettes of a quartet of participants in the Lincoln
County War: Alexander McSween, lawyer and businessman; Billy the
Kid, rustler and mankiller; Colonel Nathan A. M. Dudley, commandant
of Fort Stanton; and Governor Lew Wallace, whom the federal government assigned the task of ending the violence. Utley, who held the
post of Chief Historian and Assistant Director of the National Park
Service, is well-known for his many books about the military frontier
Larry D. Ball is professor of history in Arkansas State University and the author of
The United States Marshals of New Mexico and Arizona Territories, 1846-1912 (1978).
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Four Fighters of Lincoln County. By Robert M. Utley. (Albuquerque: University
of New Mexico Press, 1986. ix + 116 pp. Illustrations, maps, notes, index.
$19.95.)
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and Indian wars. His full-length history of the Lincoln County War
will be published later this year. Donald R. Lavash, a well-known writer
in the Southwest and former member of the staff of the New Mexico
State Records Center and Archives, provides the first biography of
Sheriff William Brady. John P. Wilson, anthropologist and historical
consultant in Las Cruces, New Mexico, has written the first scholarly
survey of Lincoln County in the territorial era. Although available now
only in report form, it is scheduled for publication.!
Three additional books take up the sequel to the vendetta, the
concluding years of the life of Billy the Kid, and the death of Pat Garrett.
Donald Cline has devoted many years to research for Alias Billy the
Kid: The Man Behind the Legend. While not a complete biography, Cline
has uncovered many incidental bits of information about the desperado. Perhaps Jon Tuska's Billy the Kid: A Handbook is a logical conclusion
to this groundswell of publications. Tuska has gone beyond all previous
students of Billy the Kid to assemble a factbook. The author became
interested in the outlaw through his study of Hollywood films and
American popular culture. While Tuska's summary of this freebooter's ..
life is some'what dated, the writer nevertheless analyzes the origins '.1';;
and evolution of the legend of Billy the Kid, and appends an inform-.
ative chronology of his subject's life. And finally, Sunstone Press has
published Colin Rickards' Sheriff Pat Garrett's Last Days. A jouinalist
with longstanding interest in frontier characters, Rickards explores the
tortuous and obscure recesses of the brutal 1908 slaying of the veteran
lawman. Unfortunately, no mention is made in the new book about
the previous publication of this little volume-How Pat Garrett Died
(Santa Fe: Palomino Press, 1970).2
The traditional version of the origins of the Lincoln County War
is part of the lore of the Southwest. Lawrence G. Murphy, a former
Union soldier, established an exploitati,ve mercantile firm in Lincoln.
He sought monopoly, but age and the adverse effects of alcohol took
; ~

1. Robert M. Utley, Four Fighters of Lincoln County (Albuquerque: University of New
Mexico Press, 1986); Donald R. Lavash, Sheriff William Brady: Tragic Hero of the Lincoln
County War (Santa Fe, New Mexico: Sunstone Press, 1986); John P. Wilson, Lincoln: A
New Mexico Epic (Office of Cultural Affairs, Museum of New Mexico, State Monuments
Division, Report No. 41, May 1986), to be published as Merchants, Guns, and Money: The
Saga of Lincoln County and its Wars, forthcoming from the Museum of New Mexico Press.
2. Donald Cline, Alias Billy the Kid: The Man Behind the Legend (Santa Fe, New Mexico:
Sunstone Press, 1986); Jon Tuska, Billy the Kid: A Handbook (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1986); Colin Rickards, Sheriff Pat Garrett's Last Days (Santa Fe, New Mexico:
Sunstone Press, 1986).
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Sheriff William Brady: Tragic Hero of
the Lincoln County War. By Donald
R. Lavash. (Santa Fe: Sunstone Press,
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paper.)

a toll. James J. Dolan entered the partnership. The appearance of a
competitor, Alexander A. McSween, in 1875, challenged the House of
Murphy. John H. Tunstall, an Englishman of some means, and John
Chisum, local cattle baron, joined McSween in an effort to undermine
the Murphy interests. Murphy and Dolan sought to break up the opposition th~ough their puppet, Sheriff William Brady. On February 18,
1878, a Brady posse (without the sheriff) shot and killed the Englishman
as it attempted to attach his horse herd. While the McSween faction
charged foul play, the sheriff maintained that Tunstall had resisted
arrest.
The writers under review have placed this standard version under
close scrutiny. While they do not discount the shadowy business practices of 1. G. Murphy & Company, these authors detect equally greedy
and subterranean motives in the McSween faction. Donald Cline concludes that McSween, who professed strong Christian inclinations, was
a dissembler, "not the man he openly appeared to be" (pp. 60-61). In
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Alias Billy the Kid: The Man Behind the
Legend. By Donald Cline. (Santa Fe:
Sunstone Press, 1986. 145 pp. Illustrations, notes, bibliography, index.
$12.95 paper.)

Billy the Kid, A Handbook. By Jon Tuska. (Lincoln: University of Ne- '"
braska Press, 1986. xvi + 235 pp.
Illustrations, appendixes, notes,
bibliography, index. $7.95 paper.)

Sheriff William Brady: Tragic Hero of the Lincoln County War, Donald Lavash
maintains that McSween was unscrupulous and deliberately lured Tunstall into his scheme to subvert the House of Murphy. Robert Utley
declares that McSween "may even have been the central character" in
the vendetta (p. 1). In Lincoln: A New Mexico Epic, John P. Wilson characterizes this lawyer-businessman as the "lethal ingredient" (p. 108).
Historians have made much of the power of the House of Murphy
but have failed to produce the necessary evidence. Enemies of Murphy
charged that he lured humble folk into indebtedness and foreclosed or
coerced his subjects into support of his Democratic machine. Wilson
breaks new paths by analyzing the surviving account books of the
Murphy House and finds that this alleged empire operated in the red.
He explains this poor conduct by the absence of hard cash and liberal
credit practices. Wilson concludes that L. G. Murphy & Company was
"somewhat less than a monopoly," but that the institution realized "the
appearance of success in business was very important ... " (pp. 49-

... ,,'
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51). The House put up a good front. In an ironic twist, the McSweenTunstall combine employed identical business methods in Lincoln. All
were doomed to failure, says Wilson, because the appearance of railroads in the territory in the late 1870s would soon overwhelm small,
isolated empires such as Murphy & Company. "The competition that
would lead to the Lincoln County War was over issues no longer susceptible to local control," adds Wilson, and "were partly a myth anyway ... " (p. 107).
Sheriff Brady played an important part in the opening stages of
the vendetta, but historians have failed-until now-to investigate the
place of this lawman. This Irish immigrant and Union army veteran
served one term in the New Mexico territorial legislature and the citizens of Lincoln County elected him twice to the shrievalty. In Sheriff
William Brady, Lavash assembles the evidence, including traditions preserved by the descendants of Brady, and presents a studied effort to
overcome the "rhetoric and well-chosen expletives" imposed upon the
sheriff's memory (p. 11). While the sources are few, Lavash finds his
subject to have been a "conscientious, careful and exact" public servant
who abided by his oath. A fifteen-year-stint in the United States Army
disciplined him. Memory of the tenant-right struggle of the Irish against
arrogant English landlords made him sensitive to the land schemes of
the Tunstall-McSween faction. Lavash denies the allegation that Brady
became a tool of the Murphy-Dolan interests and points out that Murphy voted for Brady's opposition in the 1876 sheriff's race. Far from
deliberately encouraging factionalism, the sheriff urged any partisans
"to reconcile themselves with others" (p. 36). This author's assertion
that, in a larger sense, the Lincoln County War stemmed from the
resistance of the heavily Irish community to encroachments of persons
of English background is not convincing (p. 12).
Not all agree with Lavash's sympathetic treatment of the Lincoln
County sheriff. Utley regards Brady as "quietly able" but "predisposed"
to the Murphyites (p. 7). Donald Cline agrees. Wilson points out that
Sheriff Brady expressed "ecstasy" when he and his posse attached the
goods in the Tunstall-McSween store (p. 121). With or without the
sanction of McSween, his followers plotted the death of the sheriff.
The traditional explanation is that Billy the Kid and others despised
Brady for the murder of their good friend Tunstall. Lavash disagrees.
He believes the McSween faction feared the detective work of the
lawman, for Brady was ferreting out the details of McSween's landgrabbing plot. He planned to solicit the aid of the territorial governor
to suppress the lawlessness in Lincoln. Furthermore, through warrants
that he held for McSween and others, Brady possessed the "power of
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life and death" over them. McSween offered $500 to anyone who killed
a member of the lethal posse that murdered Tunstall and, finally, extended this bounty to the head of Sheriff Brady. On April 1, 1878, Billy
the Kid and several associates assassinated the sheriff and one deputy.
"Vengeance may have played some role," says Lavash, but desire for
the bounty was primary (p. 110). In the absence of persuasive evidence,
this assertion lacks conclusiveness.
The rival factions clashed in the "five-day battle" in July 1878. A
sheriff's posse killed McSween and several followers. As Utley points
out, the victory of the Murphy-Dolan faction was hollow. Both sides
"collapsed in the rubble of war" (p. 18). Constituted law enforcementfederal and local-had lost credibility. Colonel Nathan Dudley's military remained the only effective force in Lincoln County. Unfortunately,
this pompous, heavy-drinking soldier supported the Murphy faction
in the guise of an impartial observer. His crafty disposition of troops
during the five-day battle disrupted McSween's defenses and enabled
the sheriff's posse to overpower the lawyer's forces. Perhaps recent
scholarship has changed the prevailing tradition about Dudley less than
the acts of any other participant. Utley concludes that Dudley maintained a "carefully contrived impartiality" which served the sheriff in
the July battle. Utley, however, eases this stricture with the observation
that the colonel was "a master of self-justification" throughout his long
and controversial military career. He may have honestly believed in
himself. Wilson adds the observation that Dudley's justification for
moving troops into Lincoln during the'five-day battle-to answer the
appeal of women and children for protection-is without foundation.
A new governor, Lew Wallace, undertook the task of quelling the
feudists in fall 1878. Unfortunately, Wallace failed to live up to his
reputation as a decisive Civil War officer. He neglected to visit the
troubled community of Lincoln immediately. Instead, he depended
upon a presidential proclamation urging lawless persons to retire to
their homes and supplemented this order with a proclamation of amnesty. Wallace arbitrarily declared these measures successful in a few
weeks. When another murder ~ccurred in February 1879, Wallace reluctantly journeyed to Lincoln. The usual explanation for this procrastination is that he was completing a novel, Ben-Hur. Utley concludes
that the territorial executive contributed only modestly to the termination of the vendetta. This belated intervention helped to resurrect
"the institutions of government" (p. 76). Wilson agrees that Wallace's
initial policy of "drift" permitted the feud to linger on. "In the end the
old factions dissolved," says Wilson, "and the problems simply went
away when many of the outlaws were killed or departed" (p. 200).
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The dissipation of these factional passions did not end lawlessness
in Lincoln County. Diehard gunmen, such as Billy the Kid, continued
to pillage. This youthful desperado-not yet punished for the murder
of Sheriff Brady, among others-became a nettle in the side of John
Chisum's herds. In spite of a reputation as an efficient taker of human
life, Cline concludes that the kid possessed a "cowardly disposition
and inflated ego" (p. 73). Utley detects aspects of two "persona" in the
exploits of Billy the Kid during the Lincoln County War-"the psychotic
killer" and "the likable upright youth." At bottom, concludes Utley, he
was an outlaw. In Billy the Kid: A Handbook, Jon Tuska also notes the
"terror" that the outlaw caused (p. 165). A more severe condemnation
of Billy the Kid-manifest in these volumes under review-flows naturally from the diminution of the reputation of McSween's cause. Revisionism seems to be in full swing. 3
Perhaps no act of a frontier lawman has received such attention
as Sheriff Pat Garrett's killing of Billy the Kid at Fort Sumner, New
Mexico, that July night in 1881. Although the peace officer performed
this deed in the line of duty-Bonney had escaped jail and murdered
two deputy sheriffs-the citizenry, especially many Hispanos, condemned Garrett. Some people also resented the sheriff's effrontery
when he published a book (with the assistance of Ash Upson) about
his victim. The story that Garrett and the outlaw had been comradesin-rustling is impossible to substantiate. Cline admits that they were
acquainted but rightly asserts that the lawman "owed Bonney nothing"
(p. 75). The frightened lawman feared he had walked into an ambush.
The assertion that Billy the Kid was unarmed is untrue. If he did not
have a revolver, he did possess a knife, says Cline. Tuska repeats the
story that Garrett attempted to cover this murder with a second coroner's report which suppressed the absence of a weapon. Such a subterfuge would be very difficult to carry out. If the sheriff was a
controversial lawman, Billy the Kid was a murderer many times over.
It is ironic that Garrett, the lawman who ended Billy the Kid's
criminal life, played a critical part in the creation of the new, imaginary
Billy the Kid. Garret (and Upson) wrote The Authentic Life of Billy, the
Kid (1882) to inflate the sheriff's reputation-he had political ambitions-and to make money. While the book did neither, Tuska concludes that without this book, the legend of the outlaw "would have
3. Two useful, if dated, bibliographies on Billy the Kid are J. C. Dykes, Billy the Kid:
The Bibliography of a Legend (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1952), and
Ramon F. Adams, A Fitting Death for Billy the Kid (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press,
1960).
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been different" or would never have "come into being" (p. 119). Subsequent books, especially The Saga of Billy the Kid (1926) by Walter Noble
Burns created "a janus image" in which Billy the Kid could be a hero
or villain, as circumstances demanded. 4 Hollywood follows one or the
other theme: Johnny Mack Brown's "warm characterization" in 1930
(p. 165) or Paul Newman's rendering of the badman as "a manicdepressive with an Oedipus complex" in 1958 (p. 175). Tuska adds that
this two-way image makes Billy the Kid an enduring, if ambiguous,
personality. 5
Just as the legend of Billy the Kid endures, the figure of Sheriff
Garrett persists (although in more muted form). Writers have generally
refused to accord this lawman more than grudging or courteous attention. Some persons admired him, but few genuinely liked him. His
career in business, politics, and law enforcement was not especially
successful, although he earned some reward money for killing Billy
the Kid. It was his reputation for dogged determination when on the
trail of outlaws that persuaded Governor William T. Thornton to appoint Garrett sheriff of Dona Ana County in 1896. The governor assigned Garrett the task of detecting and arresting the murderers of
lawyer Albert Jennings Fountain and his young son, Henry, one of the
most inexcusable homicides in frontier history. Garrett failed in spite
of diligence.6
Colin Rickards picks up the thread of Pat Garrett's life at this point
in Sheriff Pat Garrett's Last Days. In 1908, Garrett's end occurred under
humiliating circumstances on a sandy road near Las Cruces, New Mexico. While Rickards believes the murder of the veteran peace officer
"had some connection" with the determination of Garrett to continue
the Fountain investigation, the author declares that a neighboring
rancher, W. W. Cox, plotted the actual assassination. Cox not only
carried a personal grudge against Garrett but coveted the manhunter's
land. The author bases much of his book upon evidence assembled by
James Hervey, a lawyer and attorney general of New Mexico at the
4. The most useful edition of Pat Garrett's book is the "Western Frontier Library"
imprint with an introduction by J. C. Dykes. Pat F. Garrett, The Authentic Ufe of Billy, the
Kid (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1954). Walter Noble Burns, The Saga of Billy
the Kid (Garden City, New York: Doubleday, Page and Company, 1926).
5. For a similar study of the legend of Billy the Kid, see Stephen Tatum, Inventing
Billy the Kid: Visions of the Outlaw in America, 1881-1981 (Albuquerque: University of New
Mexico Press, 1982).
6. For the murder of Albert and Henry Fountain, see A. M. Gibson, The Ufe and
Death of Colonel Albert Jennings Fountain (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1965).
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time of Garrett's death. Mounted Police Captain Fred Fornoff also conducted an investigation. Rickards depends heavily upon Hervey's posthumous article in True West, 8 (March-April 1961), 16-17, 40-42.
Unfortunately, the Hervey item contains much hearsay. In the absence
of the conviction of accused murderers in court, Rickards' ideas concerning Garrett's death must remain theory. Even the author admits
the existence of other versions of this assassination. The prominence
of the conspiratorial interpretation of history in the twentieth century
encourages such speculation. As Leon C. Metz pointed out in his biography of Garrett, W. W. Cox"did not kill Pat Garrett." Wayne Brazel,
who admitted the crime, committed the homicide. Conspiratorial theories often obscure the simple solutions. 7
While the authors under review have contributed new and muchneeded points of view toward the Lincoln County War era, they build
upon a substantial-if incomplete-foundation. William Keleher set a
new standard for rectitude and research in Violence in Lincoln County,
while Maurice Garland Fulton attempted the first up-to-date narrative
of this subject in his History of the Lincoln County War. 8 The many articles
of Philip J. Rasch-too many to enumerate here-utilize every available
southwestern newspaper and sizable amounts of government documents.
The authors of this half-dozen have been in the enviable position
to build upon the labors of the previous generation. Several of them
also apply critical thinking to the corpus of Lincoln County material.
As a result, more balanced treatment of the feuding factions emerges.
Both sides-the Murphyites and McSweens-contributed to the mayhem. The precise nature of important personalities, such as McSween
and Sheriff Brady, still elude us. Just as a clearer understanding of
McSween's motives is essential to a fuller comprehension of the origins
of the vendetta, the details of Brady's death will illuminate this key
homicide. It is ironic that the more historians learn about the Lincoln
County War and its aftermath, the greater the number of questions
that seem to arise. Like the mythical Sisyphus, the Lincoln County
War scholar may be doomed to roll the rock of scholarship ever uphill.

7. Leon C. Metz, Pat Garrett: The Story of a Western Lawman (Norman: University of
Oklahoma Press, 1974), 302.
8. William A. Keleher, Violence in Lincoln County 1869-1881: A New Mexico Item (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1957); Maurice Garland Fulton, History of
the Lincoln County War, ed. Robert N. Mullin (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1968).
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The Folklore of Spain in the American Southwest: Traditional Spanish Folk Literature
in Northern New Mexico and Southern Colorado. By Aurelio M. Espinosa, ed. by
J. Manuel Espinosa. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1985. xiii + 310
pp. Illus~ations, map, appendixes, notes, bibli?graphy, index. $24.95.)
In 1598 the Southwest was settled by Spaniards from New Spain (Mexico).
For more than two centuries these colonists remained an isolated frontier
outpost of the Spanish empire. It was to this community that Aurelio M.
Espinosa was born in 1880 in southern Colorado. He went on to become the
first folklore and linguistic scholar to study the Spanish folk literature of the
Spanish-speaking people of northern New Mexico and southern Colorado. His
scholarly research and publications made him a respected leader in his field
and an important source in the study of Spanish folklore in the Southwest.
J. Manuel Espinosa, the son of Aurelio Espinosa, and a folklorist in his
own right, has done an excellent job of preparing this important book for
publication. In part one of the book he presents Aurelio Espinosa's life, education, research and writings. In part two he brings together previously unpublished material of his father, writings that cover all of the major types of
traditional Spanish folk literature found in the Southwest region. Together, the
two parts are harmonious, and the book forms an interesting and educating
whole. The book will appeal to students of folklore, and it will be of interest
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to the general public. It has much to offer in relating the history of this scholar
and his work to the contemporary status of the literature of the Hispano
community today.
Aurelio M. Espinosa taught at the University of New Mexico from 1902
to 1910. In 1909, he received the degree of doctor of philosophy in Romance
languages and literature from the University of Chicago. His dissertation,
"Studies in New-Mexican Spanish" was a pioneer work in dialectology, and it
remains a seminal work in the field. Stanford University offered Espinosa a
teaching position, and there he spent most of his professional career. Espinosa
never forgot his roots; he was an early promoter of the teaching of Spanish
language and literature.
In "Studies in New-Mexican Spanish," the editor states, "Espinosa showed
that the Spanish spoken by residents of northern New Mexico and southern
Colorado, who were isolated for over two centuries from the direct influence
of the urban centers of Spanish America, developed from the languages of
Spain's Golden Age during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, with local
dialect traits that are also found in Spain, as well as other parts of Spanish
America." His search was for the origin of the folktales he had heard as a child
growing up in southern Colorado and his later collections of these tales along
the Rio Grande. The search took him to Spain, which he established as a pivotal
country for the dissemination of folktales that found their way into Europe
from the Orient.
Espinosa chose to study ballads, other poetic folk material, and the folklore
of the Pueblo Indians. Eventually he collected material all along the upper Rio
Grande Valley from Socorro north to the San Luis Valley of Colorado. In 1920
he made a field trip to Spain and later published the folktales he collected
there. The Cuentos populares espanoles are his "most Significant single contribution to Hispanic folk literature." Throughout, he remained steadfastly a
student of the Spanish language of New Mexico and a proponent of the idea
that both the language and the traditional folk literature he found in northern
New Mexico and southern Colorado had their source in the fifteenth, sixteenth,
and seventeenth century of Spain.
Those of us who read folklore as general readers will appreciate the breadth
of intelligence of this man and his scholarship; and we will appreciate the faith
he had in the people from whom he collected. Espinosa said: "The people do
not confuse, as some believe, a popular and traditional tale or ballad with a
version from a literary source or one popularized from such a source, no matter
how similar they may be." In other words, it is the folk and their folktales
which have fed this generation of writers from this community.
J. Manuel Espinosa has done a most credible job of presenting an objective
rendering of the life and writings of his father. One feels the love and respect.
For those who choose to read further in the work of Espinosa, the editor has
provided a complete bibliography of Espinosa's writings on Spanish and Spanish American folklore and dialectology.
RUDOLFO ANAYA

University of New Mexico
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Doctors of Medicine In New Mexico: A History of Health and Medical Practice, 18861986. Jake w. Spidle, Jr. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1986.
xvi + 384 pp. Illustrations, maps, charts, tables, appendixes, notes, bibliography, index. $29.95.)
Jake W. Spidle's book is more than a fascinating story of medical practice
in New Mexico. It is also a chronicle of its physicians. It is a happy tale of
progress and clearly one that pleases its author, whose pleasure is passed on
to his readers.
The story begins in Las Vegas during what the author terms the pioneer
period (1882-1912) and describes the state of the healing art as well as its
practitioners. A description of the sad state of medical education in the United
States leaves one with a sense of horror, but one must conclude that New
Mexico was no worse off than the remainder of the country.
The late pioneer and early middle periods (1912-1941) saw a marked increase in the state's overall population as tuberculars in droves immigrated in
the hope of finding the cure. Among the immigrants were large numbers of
tubercular physicians, some of whom did find the cure and continued to practice in the state. Between the influx of physicians and lax licensure regulations,
the doctor/population ratio fell to 1 per 693 people in 1921. Thereafter,tightening of licensure regulations resulted in a decline in the number of practicing
physicians and along with a growing population, the physician/population
ratio increased so that not until the late 1970s did the state enjoy such a ratio
again. The middle period saw the entry of federal government into the health
care of the state with provision of public health nurses for the education of
both midwives and young mothers in an attempt to lower the horrendous
infant mortality rate which was described by one official as "the slaughter of
the innocents."
The story of the late middle and modern eras (1941-1986) is based on the
author's interviews of many physicians who, though now retired, were active
in private practice then. One cannot help but admire the courage of "las doctoras" and the vision of the twentieth-century pioneers who included among
their deeds a new school of medicine, recertification of physicians, and the
foundation of a group medical practice. At the time of inception, these events
were at best debatable. Spidle portrays the spirit of those people and their
times vividly and enthusiastically. Clearly he is pleased with the accomplishments of the doctors of medicine in New Mexico and so will be his readers.
RAYMOND

C.

DOBERNECK, M.D.

University of New Mexico

Enchantment and Exploitation: The Life and Hard Times of a New Mexico Mountain
Range. By William deBuys. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press,
1985. xxii + 394 pp. lllustrations, maps, tables, appendix, notes, bibliography,
index. $27.50 cloth, $14.95 paper.)
As of late, environmental historians have shown increasing preference for
the "case study" approach to the relationship between human culture and the
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environmental resource framework of land, water, and atmosphere that materially sustains human activities over time. In this growing body of literature
New Mexico can now boast a prominent place.
This book addresses problems of mountain ecology. William deBuys examines the Sangre de Cristo (Blood of Christ) Mountains. Here the clash and
assimilation of cultures-Indian, Hispanic, and Anglo-American--occurred.
More to the point, the subject is the mountain environment and its ability to
sustain the social systems that drew a livelihood from it. The mountain ranges
of northern New Mexico nurtured a culture that was both frighteningly parochial and satisfyingly self-contained. This is not a new revelation for New
Mexico historians, but what the deBuys book does, and rather superbly so, is
to evoke a mood, striking chords of sympathy in the reader for the experiences
and travail endured by the mountain people. This evocative quality is one of
the great gifts of the author's expertly crafted writing style.
Although much of the beauty of this book lies in style and the well-turned
phrase, it also possesses content. A third world or pre-industrial SOCIetal sentimentalism might be expected as deBuys discusses environmental degradation
in the mountains. But his tough-mindedness does not permit him to fall into
the trap of assuming that pastoral, pre-industrial societies lived in serene harmony with the land. From the beginning grazing economies and their nomadic
enemies caused depletion of forage cover, erosion, and pressure to push higher
into the more fragile mountain pastures.
Much of the best content in these pages concerns attempts by modern
twentieth-century governmental resource management agencies to impose regulation upon the uses of the land. These regulations demanded attention to
numbers grazed, type of stock, and length of the grazing season. Ultimately
decisions to move away from goats and sheep to less labor intensive cattle
grazing, however, were a function of a changing economy rather than pressures
from governmental agencies. Since the beginning of the century the U. S. Forest
Service has been at the center of these changes. As the Forest Service attempted
to regulate grazing and timber cutting, it came into head-long conflict with
.,the traditional societies that lived on the land. At first it saw virtue and healthy
social values in the issuance of permits to a multitude of small graziers. But
these socially sensitive policies did not protect the land; in the midst of great
outcries it sought both stock reductions and the elimination of economically
unviable permits.
On balance deBuys sees the Forest Service as a well-intended, blundering
bureaucratic giant caught in a "no-win" position between villagers and a mandate to regulate use for the long range protection of the resource. He rejects
conspiratorial explanations for Forest Service policies and understands that
the roots of these accusations grow out of an underlying conviction by villagers
that the mountains really belong to them. There are no sweeping answers for
the standoff between government bureaucracy and the people of the mountains, except for the possibility that the Forest Service can increase its credibility
and the hope that it will not give way to political pressures for ever increased
resource use. In this respect, deBuys places himself decidedly upon the side
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of science and administrative regulation of the land. He emerges a modernist
in spite of the nostalgic romanticism of his prose.
WILLIAM

D.

ROWLEY

University of Nevada, Reno
Cadillac Desert: The American West and Its Disappearing Water. By Marc Reisner.
(New York: Viking Penguin, 1986. viii + 582 pp. Illustrations, map, notes,
bibliography, index. $22.95.)
In 1986 the American trade press seized upon the current fetish for western
water development history by releasing two vastly different studies of the
subject. Donald Worster's Rivers of Empire: Water, Aridity, and the Growth of the
American West engaged the reader in an almost metaphysical exploration of the
soul of American water resource policy. Marc Reisner, on the other hand,
utilized his journalistic training to fashion a dramatic but flawed popular narrative of the players in the game of western water.
While Worster's discussion of Chinese hydraulic economics may satisfy
academics, most beneficiaries of the federal largesse of western water projects
will turn to Reisner for guidance. Therein lies the strength and weakness of
Cadillac Desert. The author attempts an epic sweep of water development, from
preColumbian irrigation techniques to futuristic intercontinental water transfers. He also employs the advocacy method of journalists that has permeated
much of environmental history. The result is powerful prose, burdened by few
efforts at balance or perspective.
One reason for this reliance on the apocalyptic vision is the sheer magnitude of the projects in question. What began in the mid-nineteenth century
as small community diversion ditches by Mormons in Utah or Greeleyites in
Colorado, evolved into the massive multipurpose reservoirs and hydroelectric
power facilities of the New Deal. The awesome landscape that dwarfed the
hardy pioneers thus metamorphosed into the vast canvas upon which engineers and politicians could paint the prosperous future of the modern West.
Reisner's resort to journalistic narrative requires a giantism not unlike the
subject he studies. He sees individual figures as pivotal in the process, from
John Wesley Powell to Floyd Dominy, commissioner of the U.S. Bureau of
Reclamation in its postwar golden age. This makes for effective storytelling
but begs the question of an organizational society on the march disguised as
a haven for individualism. The only motives Reisner can ascribe to these figures, therefore, are greed, stupidity, and a mawkish pandering to the dark
side of the American Dream.
To correct these and other problems in such an ambitious work, students
of western water policy can use Cadillac Desert as a point of departure. Too few
scholars analyze the urban dimension of the twentieth-century western landscape, preferring to emphasize the traditional Jeffersonian myth of the small
farmer. Competition between federal agencies, like the Bureau of Reclamation
and the U.s. Army Corps of Engineers, led to excessive construction and
continued dependence upon Washington.
Finally, Reisner fails to answer the question that Worster posed in Rivers
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of Empire. Why would Americans strike such a Faustian bargain with their
environment, their government, and themselves? Both books end on a "neoromantic" note of fatalism: one day the American people will come to their
senses, or else face Armageddon in the arid West. They do not realize that the
twentieth-century culture of comfort, which western water projects both symbolize and promote, has little place for diminution or retrenchment. Jimmy
Carter learned that lesson, as Reisner points out, but its meaning has been
lost in the 1980s of Ronald Reagan.
Reisner's work ultimately disappoints the curious reader, as much for
promises unfulfilled as for the problems inherent in such a comprehensive
work. There are no footnotes for the student to consult, nor are there maps
intermingled within the body of the text. The chapters do not flow together,
but instead digress between chronology, river basins, regions, and projects.
The lack of American historiography also hinders the continuity of Reisner's
story, as movements like Progressivism, Populism, the New Deal, and even
the environmentalism of the 1960s and 1970s stand as isolated and at times
disjointed forces.
Cadillac Desert remains an ambitious enterprise undertaken by an author
unashamed of his personal bias against the practices of western water developers. The questions raised are provocative, but the solutions proffered are
wanting. Yet Reisner is to be applauded for tackling such a gargantuan topic
as western water. Too often it has been journalists like Carey McWilliams, Neil
Morgan, William Kahrl, or Neal Peirce that find the modern West worthy of
attention. Readers should consider Cadillac Desert a volume that would not be
written a decade from now. But its popularity, evidenced by its selection by
the History Book Club, stands as testimony to the youthfulness of twentiethcentury western scholarship, and of the distance the profession has yet to
travel.
MICHAEL WELSH

University of New Mexico

At Home on the Range: Essays on the History of Western Social and Domestic Life.
Edited by John R. Wunder. (Westport, Connecticut: Greenwood Press, 1985.
xiii + 213 pp. Notes, bibliography, index. $29.95.)
The title of this modest collection of articles is somewhat misleading since
with two exceptions the selections focus on the southern plains, especially the
Texas panhandle. Some readers may also be confused by the use of the expression "history of western social and domestic life." Clearly, this is not social
history in the newest mode; there are no examples of demography or family
history included. Instead, the emphasis is on the more traditional definition
of that term. Various articles discuss, for example, innovation in frontier housing construction and the importance of such items of material culture as sewing
machines and cast iron stoves on the frontier. Contributions from newer fields,
however, are also recognized; notably in Jacqueline S. Reinier's discussion of
"Concepts of Domesticity on the Southern Plains Agricultural Frontier, 1870-
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1920." Other offerings demonstrate sound, if sometimes less innovative, scholarship.
This volume is one of a series dedicated to the late Charles Wood, the
editor's former colleague at Texas Tech University in Lubbock. All of the authors
were individuals who worked with Wood at that institution, a laudable example
of mentoring on the part of the editor. But this editorial decision creates some
question about the choice of topics included. It is often not clear whether these
subjects were picked with regard to their larger importance to the field of
western history or rather to reflect the research interests of the authors themselves. Since these scholars worked, for the most part, in the regional archives,
the result is to make the collection of greatest interest to those with a specialization in the history of the southern plains.
Some articles, however, do break out of this narrower mold. Rebecca J.
Herring's discussion of "The Creation of Indian Farm Women: Field Matrons
and Acculturation on the Kiowa-Comanche Reservation, 1895-1906" fits well
into recent studies of female agricultural education in the early twentieth century and points up the need for additional research at the juncture between
women's history and agricultural history. Robert C. Williams' consideration
of "Farm Technology and the 'Great Debate': The Rhetoric of Horse Lovers
and Tractor Boosters, 1900-1945" addresses the vociferous nationwide debate
regarding adoption of this new technology, concluding that non-economic
factors may well have been more significant than the presumed economic
benefits in prompting individuals to switch from animal to mechanical power.
George Q. Flynn's description of "Drafting Farmers in World War II" also deals
effectively with an important national issue, though offering little that is specifically "western" about that conflict. Selections such as these make At Home
on the Range a useful contribution for the casual or the scholarly reader.
CYNTHIA STURGIS

Texas Tech University
The Salvation Army Farm Colonies. By Clark C. Spence. (Tucson: University of
Arizona ~ress, 1985. vii + 151 pp. Illustrations, notes, bibliography, index.
$19.95.)
The Salvation Army, under the inspiration of General William Booth and
the supervision of Emma and William Booth Tucker, established in the late
1890s three farm colonies to "create a body of self-sufficing, land-owning farmers" out of victims of urban poverty (p. 8). Yes, the Army wanted to save souls
but recognized that people needed decent lives and where better than in the
country, where Americans have so often-and so romantically-envisioned
their salvation.
The colonists at Fort Romie (California)-nearly 300 in number, a mix of
religions and ethnicities-had some farm experience but were offered three
months of farming lessons before moving in 1897. Each colonist rented an
acreage and buildings for either cash or labor and agreed to lead a sober and
industrious life or face forfeiture.
The Army investigated prospective colonists for Fort Amity (Colorado) to
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ensure that they were "worthy poor" who were responsible and dependable.
These people received a cottage, a horse, a cow, and farming tools and agreed
also to a "morality clause." Some colonists, instead of farming, provided other
services: a store, hotel, restaurants, weekly newspaper, school, orphanage,
but, true to Salvation Army beliefs, no saloons or dance halls.
Fort Herrick in Ohio attracted fewer settlers than either of the others. After
a few years it abandoned the "poor farmer" idea and turned itself into a "Farm
for Growing Men as Well as Grain," a drying-out center for alcoholics. For a
short time, the farm provided a place to live and work that was a safe distance
from liquor.
The Army hoped that colonists would eventually buy their land and become self sufficient. A few colonists succeeded, but most were defeated by the
twin trials of most farmers: shortage of capital and the vagaries of nature. Even
with the constant fund raising of the Booth-Tuckers and generous contributions
from Army supporters, the colonies failed. Forts Amity and Romie collapsed
and Fort Herrick was turned into an open air park for children.
Spence skillfully puts these colonies in the tradition of nineteenth-century
utopian farm colonies and adheres to the traditional belief about the curative
powers of rural life (contrasted with the corruptions of the city). He demonstrates, too, the good faith effort by the Army to cope with an urban poverty
that it seemed fundamentally to misunderstand.
Spence's spare storytelling keeps the book focused and moving. One wishes
only that he had drawn out his analysis. He might have looked at the similarities with nineteenth-century poor farms, for example, or wondered about
the "poor" that the Army was trying to help. Why farm colonies when farming
was failing so many and being abandoned so often? The speculations of such
an experienced western historian would be valuable.
ANNETTE ATKINS

St. John's University
Life In the Oil Fields. By Roger M. Olien and Diana Davids Olien. (Austin: Texas
Monthly Press, 1986. 263 pp. Illustrations, map, index. $19.95.)
Twentieth-century social history is a challenging and relatively young field
that cannot be handled successfully with traditional approaches. Conventional
materials-letters, diaries, and even manuscript census records-are sparse
when available at all. Yet, as Life in the Oil Fields convincingly demonstrates,
nontraditional sources like oral histories and photographs can tell a story
admirably.
This volume has a clear and consistent focus. It deals mainly with the
period from World War I to the 1950s. The technique is to allow those with oil
field. experiences to tell the story themselves, from interviews conducted by
the authors or housed in public depositories. The Oliens supply a good introductory chapter and sufficient explanations to weave the narratives together.
The bulk of the accounts deal with West Texas, but neither eastern Texas nor
eastern New Mexico are neglected. The latter region is referred to in at least
fifteen different places, with Hobbs receiving considerable attention. More than
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eighty photographs, selected from over a dozen private and archival collections, adorn the volume and illustrate its themes. The pictures themselves are
worth the price of the book, but the interviews are equally fascinating.
The interviewees include a wide spectrum of old field folk. Mostly they
were "boomers" seeking higher wages and escape from the drudgery of rural
life. The narratives also present the stories of wives and mothers, teachers,
waitresses, cooks, cafe owners, physicians, and hotel owners. Even those who
are suspicious of oral history as potentially self-serving will no doubt be impressed by the great variety of experiences that are depicted. Not all were
successful in dealing with the problems of inferior housing, isolation, crime,
poor schooling, and most of all, movement-the restless, rootless fact of oil
field life. Likewise, all the boom towns contained a sizable population of gamblers, prostitutes, and bootleggers, whose stories are also told, at least in a
secondhand way. The frank and open way in which the interviewees speak
of these realities lends credence to the pride that pervades their recollections
as they reflect on their success in making a life for themselves. Most of all,
they generally say, we persevered, finding humor amidst adversity and overcoming tensions and sneers through basic human decency.
This book should find a wide readership. It is appropriate for the scholar's
bookshelf and the coffee table of the more general audience, for the aliens
and the publisher have done their work well in every respect. For ex-boomers
and their descendants and residents of the communities which are emphasized,
Life in the Oil Fields should be particularly fascinating.
PAUL LACK

MacMurray College
The Chief: Ernest Thompson Seton and the Changing West. By H. Allen Anderson.
(College Station: Texas A & M University Press, 1986. xii + 363 pp. Illustrations,
notes, bibliography, index. $35.00.)
Several generations of young people, including this reviewer, grew up
loving wild creatures and camping lore through two books by Ernest Thompson
Seton; Wild Animals I Have Known (1898) and Two Little Savages (1903). In this
most recent biography of Seton, H. Allen Anderson contributes substantially
to an understanding of the "paradoxical, mysterious, and complex individual"
behind those best-selling books for boys (p. xi).
Ernest Thompson Seton, rebelling from a rigid Calvinistic household presided over by a tyrannical father, turned to the field of natural history for both
solace and inspiration. He combined scientific and artistic interests with a
marked flair for storytelling to become a popular figure, particularly among
the youth of his day, and a fighter for Indian rights and wilderness preservation. Seton was a leader in launching the Boy Scouts of America and he
worked actively on their behalf even after the organization moved away from
his insistence on woodcraft and turned toward urban and semi-military emphases. As his life blood began slowly to ebb, Seton found his right, good
.place on 2,500 New Mexican acres near Santa Fe where he built a thirty-room
"castle" out of wood, stone, and adobe that housed 13,000 books, nearly 800
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of his paintings, sketches, and sculptures, and about 3,000 bird and animal
skins. From there as a base, he worked along with other ardent converts to
the Southwest, like Mary Austin and John Collier, to preserve the integrity of
the region and its native peoples in the face of rapid change.
Anderson claims to be primarily concerned with Seton as "a people's man
[whatever that is], family man, and social commentator" (p. xi). As a matter
of fact, the author is concerned largely with the many facets of his subject's
public career. Anderson gives thorough and balanced treatment of the controversies that marked Seton's stormy path. This is true especially of the "nature
fake" dispute that pitted Seton against his friend and fellow naturalist John
Burroughs and of the running argument over whether it was Baden-Powell or
Seton who was the genuine father of the Boy Scouts.
The book has weaknesses. Too often Anderson indulges in superficial and
trite efforts to provide historical background with textbook summations of the
New Deal and the rise of Hitler. Also, Anderson argues dubiously that Seton's
Biography of an Arctic Fox is a parable of the age of the Great Depression. On
the whole, nevertheless, this is an informative, well-researched, and competent
life of an influential and fascinating man.
The bibliography includes an exhaustive listing of Seton's published writing.
EDWIN

R.

BINGHAM

University of Oregon
Buckskins, Bullets, and Business: A History of Buffalo Bill's Wild West. By Sarah J.
Blackstone. (Westport, Connecticut: Greenwood Press, 1986. 257 pp. Illustrations, notes, bibliography, index. $27.95.)
Buffalo Bill Cody claimed that his "Wild West" was genuine, but it was
based "almost entirely on illusion," writes Sarah Blackstone in her introduction.
Although most of the performers were genuine participants in the western
movement, the "show was full-blown propaganda-glorifying the process of
winning the American West. ..." True, but we must not lose sight of the fact
that Cody's West was devoted to the post-Civil War era and ignored the preand post-Revolutionary period when there really was a "wilderness" to be
"subdued."
The author's research is sound and she presents a fascinating insight into
events leading to the formation of Cody's Wild West, its structure, and almost
military organization. Her approach, however, is both the book's strength and
its weakness. Its strength lies in the blow-by-blow, tent-peg-by-tent-peg description of the formation and daily running of an organization that, despite
many rivals, for nearly thirty years captivated audiences worldwide. Its weakness is its "thesis" approach, for little attention is paid to the needs of the
general reader. We get snatches of information about the personalities involved
in the "Wild West" and wish there were more. Hopefully, the general reader
(or buff) will be encouraged by the content to pursue the subject further.
As a historian I found only minor disagreement: Cody did not feed the
crews laying the tracks of the "Kansas Pacific Railroad [sic]"-at the time he
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worked for the company it was the Union Pacific Railway Company, Eastern
Division. It became the "Kansas Pacific Railway" in 1869. It is doubtful (based
upon modern research) that Cody rode for the Pony Express. As for Doc Carver,
his biographer, Raymond W. Thorp (without the final "e"), learned too late
that Carver invented his "life" prior to 1878, and Thorp died an embittered
man. Blackstone appreciated Carver's negative approach to Cody, put perhaps
she was not aware of his fiction, or that he blamed Cody for his failures rather
than accept that he himself was the root cause of most of his problems.
But these are minor points, for Blackstone deserves our praise for her
efforts, and her book is a must for all students of Cody and indeed anyone
even half-interested in the history of Wild West shows and the myth-builders
of the Old West.
JOSEPH G. ROSA
English Westerners' Society, London

"Pidge" A Texas Ranger from Virginia: The Life and Letters of Lieutenant T. C. Robinson, Washington County Volunteer Militia Company "A." By Chuck Parsons.
(South Wayne, Wisconsin: Chuck Parsons, 1986. 147 pp. Illustrations, maps,
appendixes, notes, bibliography, index. $25.00.)
This work by Chuck Parsons, a well-known member of the National Association for Outlaw and Lawman History, with a brief introduction by another
historical buff, Robert W. Stephens, can be read with interest by both scholars
and the general public. The author should be congratulated on making available
to the research community an annotated version of the correspondence of T.
C. Robinson, alias T. Chanders, alias "Pidge" (with the last pseudonym probably
showing his affection for a woman named Pidgie E. Mitchell). Parsons knows
his subject and has done a first-rate editorial job.
The book can be viewed from several vantage points: as a narrative of
Robinson as person and ranger, as a study of "Pidge" as newspaper writer,
and as a piece of editorial work by Parsons. After migrating as an adult to
Texas from Virginia in the 1870s, Robinson did two things of note: he joined
a company of Texas Rangers under the command of Captain L. H. McNelly,
and he wrote letters and poems for two Texan newspapers. Although the author
has painstakingly put together bits and pieces of Robinson's life in his introductions, "Pidge" remains an elusive character. More is known about Robinson's professional career than his upbringing and his personality traits. As a
newspaper correspondent, "Pidge" covered with wit and satire topics that
ranged from a cattle drive and the state insane asylum to the operations of the
Texas Rangers. At one point, in an attempt to play down his ability as a ranger,
Robinson wrote, "The captain said he would shoot the first man who ran from
the fight, and I look upon my death-warrant as already signed and sealed; I
am as good as dead already, for my only hope is cut off" (p. 37). Literate rangers
in the late nineteenth-century were less an enigma than some historians believe.
The heart of the book deals with Robinson's service and writings as a
Texas Ranger in the Sutton-Taylor feud in DeWitt County and in Captain
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McNelly's move against cattle thieves on the Rio Grande frontier. What happened here was not much different from ranger operations at other times and
places. Less shoot-outs took place between rangers and Anglo Texans than
with those individuals of Mexican descent. In the feud the rangers could send
out patrols, make arrests, and guard witnesses and participants. Yet without
a commitment to stop the violence by local officials the feud would go on. In
the operations against cattle thieves in southern Texas, Ranger Robinson participated in gun battles and joined his comrades in their famous crossing of
the Rio Grande into Mexico in 1875. These adventures showed, to go beyond
the meanings seen by Parsons, that the rangers acted not only as citizen soldiers
but also as organized peace officers, as seen in the use of various words in
Lieutenant Robinson's reports to his superiors: "muster & pay rolls," "invoices," and a "monthly return" (pp. 121-23). In 1876 Robinson took leave from
his ranger duties, returned to Virginia, and was killed in an exchange of gunfire
with Jesse E. Mitchell (brother of Pidgie). The end, though, should come like
this (p. 80):
By night he sought the ranger's camp.
Admitted by the sentinel"Pass weary stranger-all is well:
Go in, the midnight dew is damp."
"Pidge"
HAROLD J. WEISS, JR.
Jamestown Community College

U.S. Army Uniforms and Equipment, 1889: Specifications for Clothing, Camp and
Garrison Equipage, and Clothing and Equipage Materials. Foreword by Jerome A.
Greene. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1986. ix + 375 pp. Illustrations,
tables, index. $24.50 cloth, $9.95 paper.)
A serviceable reference for museum professionals, historians, collectors
and others who curate and interpret militaria, U.S. Army Uniforms and Equipment, 1889 is a reprint of a rare book distributed at the time of its printing to
fewer than sixty officers in the U.S. Army Quartermaster Department. The
book, originally published in 1889 under the title Specifications for Clothing,
Camp and Garrison Equipage Materials, and Clothing and Equipage Materials by the
Quartermaster General, was something of a waypost as a guide for the procurement of military clothing and equipment. The present volume is a reprint
with illustrations of and specifications for military accoutrements including
headgear, stoves, tents; gauntlets, cavalry guidons, uniform articles, tools and
accessories, chevrons and ornaments, and 150 or so other non-weapon items.
In the early nineteenth century, the procurement and supply of military
clothing and equipment was dealt with unsystematically to meet national exigencies at hand. The lesson of the Civil War especially convinced the Quartermaster Department that strict standards for the procurement of military
clothing and equipment should be devised. After Lincoln's call for volunteers
swelled the ranks of the army to record proportions, countless civilian contractors scrambled to fill orders for military clothing and other articles. In many
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cases the items produced were of inferior quality, although they imitated those
produced by the three army clothing depots. It was often found that civilianmanufactured garments and equipment fell to pieces from poor quality and/
or poor workmanship within a few weeks of issue. Quartermaster General
Montgomery C. Meigs had no alternative at this juncture but to enter into
agreements with European contractors to outfit the U.S. Army. At this time
manufacturing standards were written into individual contracts; Meigs tried
to develop overall specifications to guide production, to no avail.
Following the Civil War the Quartermaster Department was glutted with
stockpiles of clothing and materiel left over from the rebellion. The stockpile
diminished through issue in the 1870s and the need for large scale production
arose once more, due also to the adoption of a new uniform in 1872. This new
production period proceeded similarly to the contractual production during
the Civil War, with specifications written into the individual contracts, while
the Quartermaster Department once again rushed to develop standardized
specifications. Finally, in 1877, Quartermaster General Meigs published the
first large body of standards to guide procurement of clothing and equipment
in the Quartermaster General's annual report accompanying that of the Secretary of War. In the years following, any changes in specifications were published in the yearly report of the Quartermaster General. In the early 1880s
another body of specifications for uniforms and materiel was published, but
by 1886 was dated. The present volume thus came into being.
Jerome A. Greene is to be commended for adding this extremely scarce
book to the literature of the field. His five-p'age foreword helps to place the
volume into perspective. An index topsoff this excellent University of Nebraska
Press Bison Book which will prove to be a useful tool to anyone researching
the material culture of the late nineteenth-century U.S. Army.
CHARLES BENNETT

Palace of the Governors, Santa Fe
The Baltimore Affair. By Joyce S. Goldberg. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska
Press, 1986. xiii + 207 pp. Illustrations, notes, bibliography, index. $19.95.)
This fine first book, the outgrowth of an Indiana University doctoral dissertation, recounts the story of the U.s.S. Baltimore affair in full detail and
seeks to place it within the context of United States diplomatic history. The
riot outside the True Blue Saloon in Valparaiso, Chile, on the evening of October
16, 1891, made North American sailors the victims of attack, resulting in a toll
of two dead, a number injured, and many arrested. The ensuing crisis brought
the United States and Chile to the brink of war and raised important questions
about the conduct of United States diplomacy at the end of the nineteenth
century.
Joyce S. Goldberg, a historian at the University of Texas, Arlington, has
mined the archives in the United States and Chile and has presented the
evidence with singular evenhandedness. For example, the controversy over
the causes of the violence set North Americans and Chileans at odds as each
pinned responsibility on the other. According to the former, the Chileans,
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acting out old grievances from the War of the Pacific and the more recent civil
war, attacked the mariners without provocation; according to the latter, drunken and insolent behavior by the foreigners brought about the assaults. After
summarizing the rival testimonies, she concludes, "the truth will never be
known."
The remainder of the volume effectively explores consequences and implications. Among the principal actors, personality quirks contributed to the
conduct of diplomacy, especially in the cases of Patrick Egan, the United States
minister to Chile, James G. Blaine, the secretary of state, and Benjamin Harrison, the president. Because of rival judgments and insufficient evidence to
account for motivation, historians have never agreed whether the United States
leaders acted with rash imprudence or with legitimate regard for the interests
of a developing great power. Characteristically, Goldberg shows fairness and
balance in her assessments.
She also attaches historiographical importance to the study of the Baltimore
affair because it "contributes significantly to an understanding of the emerging
themes of late-nineteenth century U.S. foreign policy." Notable among them,
she considers the impacts of political partisanship, sensationalistic journalism,
big navy pressures, emotionalism, and the ongoing rivalry with Great Britain
over commercial concerns in South America. She adds also to the debate over
questions of continuity and change. For some historians, the acquisition of an
overseas empire culminated in "a long and continuing trend in U.S. history,"
while for others, it appeared as the outcome of"a complex, largely unforeseen
process." Somewhat ambivalently, she concludes that the Baltimore affair constituted "an extraordinarily important episode in U.S. diplomatic history."
Ranked with the Hawaiian revolution, the Samoan problem, and the Venezuela
boundary dispute, "it fits into the longer sweep of the United States' accumulation of power and influence-the complex of events that marked the
prelude to greater assertion of U.S. ambition in the Spanish-American War."
The action of 1898 affirmed and confirmed the acquisition of great power, and
the Baltimore affair marked a step along the way. This useful book tells how
and why.
MARK T. GILDERHUS
Colorado State University

The Mountain Man Vernacular, lts Historical Roots, Its Linguistic Nature and Its
Literary Uses. By Richard C. Poulsen. (New York: Peter Lang Publishing, 1985.
328 pp. Appendixes, notes, bibliography. $36.00.)
This innovative study is the first effort to examine the language of the
mountain men, applying the science of linguistics. In three tightly written,
fact-filled, interpretative chapters, the author traces the historic, linguistic, and
literary uses of mountain man speech prior to 1849, followed by a like number
of chapters which emphasize utilization of this vernacular, first in George F.
Ruxton's Life in the Far West; then in the post-Ruxton period by such writers
as Lewis H. Garrard, Emerson Bennett, William Drummond Stewart; and
Mayne Reid; finally up to the modern period as reflected in Harvey Fergusson's
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Wolf Song, Stewart E. White's The Long Rifle, and A. B. Guthrie Jr.'s The Big
Sky, "possibly the best novel of the American fur trade yet to appear" (p. 142).
Richard Poulson takes the position that "mountain language has genetic
antecedents in Southern folk speech as well as the Ozark dialect" (p. 59). He
further opines that "mountain man dialect was a jargon, one which proved
confusing to a handful of early observers such as Samuel Parker and Rufus
Sage" (p. 63). This may explain in part why Ruxton was led astray along with
others. In this respect, Poulson is sharply critical of Ruxton and like writers.
To correct this distorted body of published literature which has long been
cited and heralded as reliable sources, the author weaves folklore strains and
linguistic methodology to reconstruct what he deems to be a valid mountain
man oral style. The end product, fashioned by this insightful scholar, although
a "re-creation" in itself, has the ring of authenticity about it, an authenticity
underscored by an appendix devoted to a discussion of oral narrative style
into which is woven solid documentary support. Lastly, to buttress both his
argument and interpretation, Poulson provides a handy dictionary of mountain
terms.
In sum, this study has produced an important palliative to what has long
been accepted as mountain man speech from Ruxton to the present. The solid
and thorough documentation, coupled with careful textual analysis and criticism, bolstered by cautious and judicious reasoning insures the usefulness of
this book to historians, linguists, and literary scholars. The net result is a work
which casts new light on a highly romanticized subject and blows away the·
"magpie mythology" of past literary decades. The history of the American
West is enriched by it.
DOYCE B. NUNIS, JR.
University of Southern California

The Wetherills of the Mesa Verde
By Benjamin Alfred Wetherill
Edited by Maurine S. Fletcher
"A graphic and colorlul narrative 01 the Wetherills' trials and
good times as ranchers, Indian
traders, guides, packers, explorers and nascent archaeologists,
A delightlul sketch 01 a man, his
lamily, and the region they
loved." - Utah Historical
Quarterly. $9.95 paper.
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Book Notes

The Wetherills of the Mesa Verde: Autobiography of Benjamin Alfred
Wetherill. Edited by Maurine S. Fletcher. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1987. 333 pp. Illustrations, maps, appendixes, bibliography, index. $9.95 paper.) Reprint of the 1977 edition.
I Married a Soldier. By Lydia Spencer Lane. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1987. 193 pp. Map. $9.95 paper.) This classic
memoir was first published in 1893. Darlis A. Miller has contributed
an introduction to this new edition.

The Custer Story: The Life and Intimate Letters of General George A.
Custer and His Wife Elizabeth. Edited by Marguerite Merington. (Lincoln:
University of Nebraska Press, 1987. xii + 339 pp. Illustrations, maps,
notes, index. $9.95 paper.) Although heavily edited by Merington,
these letters nevertheless provide marvelous insights into the lives of
the Custers, as well as a vivid depiction of life in the Civil War and
frontier army. This Bison Book edition reprints the 1950 imprint.
Voyages of the Steamboat Yellow Stone. By Donald Jackson. (Norman:
University of Oklahoma Press, 1987. xxiv + 182 pp. Illustrations, maps,
appendixes, notes, index. $7.95 paper.) Reprint of the 1985 edition.
Ordeal by Hunger: The Story of the Donner Party. By George R. Stewart. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1986. xii + 320 pp. Maps,
notes, bibliography, index. $7.95 paper.) Reprint of the 1960 edition.
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A True Picture of Emigration. By Rebecca Burlend and Edward Burlend. Edited by Milo Milton Quaife. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska
Press, 1987. xxxi + 167 pp. Illustrations, notes, index. $5;95 paper.)
Reprint of the 1936 edition of this classic account of a woman's life on
a midwestern farm.
Historic Ranches of Wyoming. By Judith Hancock Sandoval, T. A.
Larson, and Robert Roripaugh. (Casper, Wyoming: NicolaysenArt Museum and Mountain States Lithographing Company, 1986. 97 pp. Illustrations. $25.00 cloth, $14.95 paper.) This fully illustrated exhibition
catalog is based on over 800 interviews and 10,000 photographs taken
.by Judith Sandoval of 450 Wyoming ranches.
Mister, You Got Yourself aHorse: Tales of Old-Time Horse Trading. Edited
by Roger L. Welsch. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1987. xi
+ 207 pp. Bibliography. $5.95.) Reprint of the 1981 edition.
Touring the Old West. By Kent Ruth. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1986. 218 pp. Illustrations, maps, tables, bibliography,
index. $21.95 cloth, $7.95 paper.) Reprint of the 1971 edition. Maps
and drawings by Robert MacLean.
American Sportsmen and the Origins of Conservation. By John F. Reiger.
(Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1986. 316 pp. Illustrations,
maps, notes, bibliography, index. $11.95 paper.) Revised edition of the
book first published in 1975.
. Principles and Methods of Reclamation Science with Case Studies from
the Arid Southwest. Edited by Charles C. Reith and Loren D. Potter.
(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1986. xix + 224 pp.
Illustrations, charts, tables, bibliographies, index. $30.00 cloth, $17.50
paper.)
Pattern and Process in Desert Ecosystems. Edited by W. G. Whitford.
(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1986. ix + 139 pp.
Illustrations, charts, tables, bibliographies. $22.50 cloth, $11.95 paper.)
Kid Stark. By Greg Tobin. (Garden City, New York: Doubleday &
Company, 1987. 149 pp. $12.95.) A Double D western novel.
Gunfighters. By H. B. Broome. (New York, Doubleday & Company,
1987. 180 pp. $12.95.) A Double D western novel.

News Notes

The Historical Society of New Mexico recently concluded its tenth
annual conference, meeting at the Sally Port Inn in Roswell, April 912. Those in attendance enjoyed a wide variety of presentations including a special dramatic performance sponsored by the New Mexico
Humanities Council Chautauqua Program. Highlighting the lives of
two nineteenth-century New Mexican women, VanAnn Moore of Belen
performed as Susan Shelby Magoffin and dona Maria Gertrudes Barcelo, also known as liLa rules." Other events included a barbeque at
the South Springs Ranch and a reception at the Chaves County Historical Museum, both hosted by the Chaves County Historical Society.
A books and collectibles auction preceded the annual banquet and
awards ceremony on Saturday.
This year's annual Board of Directors Award honored Fray Angelico Chavez for his outstanding contributions to New Mexico scholarship. Fray Angelico is author of numerous books and articles, among
them the Origins of New Mexico Families in the Spanish Colonial Period
(1954); Archives of the Archdiocese of Santa Fe, 1678-1900 (1957); My Penitente Land: Reflections on Spanish New Mexico (1974); and his most recent
work, Ires Macho, he said: Padre Gallegos of Albuquerque, New Mexico's
First Congressman (1986). Myra Ellen Jenkins awarded Chavez, who
was unable to be present, with a bronze sculpture created by artist
Curtis Fort.
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Spencer Wilson, newly elected president, presented John Conron
with a gift and warm words of appreciation for his service to the society
as president for the past four years. Special awards were then given
to the following individuals: the Ralph Emerson Twitchell Award to
Marian Meyer for her unique work in documenting and preserving
Fairview Cemetery in Santa Fe; the Gaspar Perez de Villagra Award to
William Ferguson and Arthur Rohn for their book Anasazi Ruins of the
Southwest in Color; and the Dorothy Woodward Award to Sally Noe for
inspiring in her students an interest in history and for working with
the general public to enrich its understanding of the region. After the
presentation of several novel and inspiring gifts to lucky ticketholders,
the dinner concluded with the announcement of next year's meeting
to be held jointly with the Arizona Historical Society at the Grand
Canyon. Headquarters will be the El Tovar Lodge, so start working
out the kinks in preparation for some great hiking and spectacular
scenery.
Mark your calendar for several events yet to come during New
Mexico's Bicentennial Diamond Jubilee celebration this summer and
fall. Among them, a Bicentennial exhibit at the Albuquerque Public
Library from August 18 to September 26 entitled "Are We to Be a
Nation? The Making of the Federal Constitution," on loan from the
New York Public Library; a symposium on the U.s. Constitution at the
University of New Mexico Law School September 8-12; and performances of "Nuevo Mexico Si" at the Kimo Theater on September 1419, sponsored by La Compania de Teatro. "Wethe People" celebrations
commemorating the U.S. Constitution are planned in Albuquerque and
other Bicentennial communities across the state for September 19. A
spectacular half-time event at the UNM Lobos-BYU football game,
September 26, will feature fireworks and entertainment by nearly twenty
bands. That annual fall ritual, the State Fair, will include special events
and exhibits throughout its seventeen-day schedule. And on October
4, the sixteenth annual Albuquerque International Balloon Fiesta will
include a special evening ascent in honor of statehood. For information
on these and additional anniversary activities call (505) 768-4549. Plan
to join in the fun and help New Mexicans celebrate seventy-five years
of statehood in conjunction with the two-hundredth birthday of our
federal Constitution.
Our neighbor to the west, Arizona, is celebrating its diamond
jubilee of statehood as well. Arizona followed New Mexico into the
Union on February 14, 1912, as the forty-eighth state. We wish our
fellow celebrants a happy and prosperous future.
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The Los Alamos Historical Society has three events on its summer
schedule that should prove of interest to northern New Mexicans. On
July 24 at 9 p.m., Chick Keller will hold a "star talk" at Tsankawi Ruins
in Bandelier National Monument. Bring flashlights and blankets and
enjoy an evening about and under the stars. On Augut 6 at 7:30, Santa
Fe filmmaker Gary deWalt will show "Genbaku Shi" (killed by the
atomic bomb), a film about U.S. prisoners of war who were victims of
Hiroshima. The film will be shown at the community center if Fuller
Lodge is still closed. University of New Mexico history professor Jake
Spidle, Jr., will speak on August 20 on early medicine in New Mexico.
Spidle is the author of Doctors of Medicine in New Mexico: A History of
Health and Medical Practice 1886-1986. The lecture is tentatively scheduled for Fuller Lodge at 7:30 p.m. All events are free of charge and
open to the public.
A call for papers has been announced for the Missouri Valley History Conference to be held in Omaha, Nebraska, March 10-12, 1988.
Proposals are welcome in all fields of history and should include an
abstract of the paper and a brief vita of all participants. Those interested
in serving as moderators or commentators are invited to apply as well.
Proposals should be submitted by November IS, 1987 to Michael L.
Tate, Program Coordinator, 1988 MVHC, Department of History, University of Nebraska at Omaha, Omaha, Nebraska 68182.
Baylor University announces a national symposium on Regionalism: Concepts and Applications to be held October 1-3, 1987 at the
university in Waco, Texas. A variety of speakers will present papers
on geography, history, folklore, linguistics, musicology, religion, women's studies, material culture, and regional econom,ic planning. For
further information, contact the Program for Regional S_tudies, Baylor
University, CSB Box 696, Waco, Texas 76798.
The Department of History, University of Texas at Arlington announces· the 1988 Webb-Smith Essay Competition, a $500 award for
the best essay of 10,000 words or less on the topic "Sunbelt Cities and
Recent Urban America." The winning essay will be submitted for publication as part of Volume Twenty-three of the, Walter Prescott Webb
Memorial Lectures Series published by Texas A&M University Press.
Manuscripts for 1988 judging must be submitted by February I, 1988.
For submittal forms and additional information write The Walter Prescott Webb Memorial Lectures Committee, Department of History, Box
19529, University of Texas at Arlington, Arlington, Texas 76019.

